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Abstract 

* w % 

The long term rheoldgicaiL, behaviour of the continental'litho

sphere is investigated by means of isostatic* response functions Q(k), 

gravity normalized by topography in the wavenumber k domain, and by. the 

erosional decay of continental topography. • ' " 

Q(k) has been modelled in the past assuming time-independent 

topographic loads and lithospheric rheology. New models are 4eveloped 

which ̂ describe the response of a thin [Maxwell] viscoê lfestic plate li»tho-

sphere to topography which erodes. The rate of erosion is assumed to be 
* I. 

linearly proportional to the topography remaining at any given time. Model 

parameters are D, the plate's" flexural rigidity; J, its viscoelastic re

laxation time constant; and CT, the erosion timer Jconstjant^fe harmonic topo

graphy. Model'predictions of time-dependent Q(lLt) and\foowar spectra of 

continental topography are compared to,calculations of eafen for several 

North American tectonic provinces. / jr 

The results show that a viscoelastic lithosphere with T as small 

as 1-10 Ma can support the'remnant topography of very old regions such as 

the Canadian Shield. In general,' viscoelastic models provide better agree

ment than elastic models with the observed topography decay data. The 

results do not tightly^constrain parameters D and T but possible values 

are comparable with those based on other studies, o" appears to be wave-

number dependent, lying in the $£nge 200-400 Ma for topographic wavelengths 

in the range 100-1000 km. 

The observed response functions Q(k) suggest that stresses^fc*}-

duced by erosion through £ime are almost completely relaxed at the present, 

a result which precludes pure elasticity as a viable lithosphere rheology. 

The ejects of erosion on Q(k) can explain why previous analyses have re-
a. ( 

turned values of D "lower than those ba°sed on other kinds of data. . 

- One feature of the Canadian Shield Q(k) not explicable "in terms 

of the rheological models is its directional anisotropy. A model in which 

[the lithosphere is loaded at its base by forces associated with small scale 

utoper mantle convection as well as by surface topography is proposed as a 

possible explanation. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

&> 

1.1 Lithosphere and Isostasy 

The Earth's mechanical behaviour in response to small "stresses 

at high strain rates is revealed by its seismic wave response. The 

strength of the Earth's .crust and mantle in such a mode, that is, its 

ability to sustain short period shearing stresses, appears to be very 

great. On the other hand, the ability of the Earth to resist permanent 

deformation by shear stresses applied over much longer lengths of time 

/ is certainly much less. Similarly, the mechanics of the deformation 

induced by such stresses wall likely be much different. The strain 

rates, of interest in this thesis pertain to processes which occur over 

millions of'years; such processes are sometimes referred to, in the 

.temporal sense, "as "geological" processes. For examp'le, the strain 

rates representative of detectable geological phenomena such as litho

sphere accretion at mid-oceanic ridges and consumption at trenches are 

characteristic of lengths of time in the range 1-1000 Ma. \ 

Historically, studies of the "geological" state of stress and 

mechanical behaviour of the Earth have been based on the existence of 

gravity anomalies [e.g. Jeffreys 1976]. Gravity anomalies are indica-, 

tors of lateral mass heterogeneities, and therefore non*-hydrostatic 

stresses, in the Earth*s interior. Long wavelength gravity anomalies 

may be related to geodynamic processes such as thermal convection in 

the mantle [e.g. McKenzie 1967], itself perhaps the mechanism of 



V 

. \ 6 lithosphere' plate movements [e.g. Davies and Runcorn, eds. 1980] and 

the ultimate source of the tectonic forces responsible^ for mountain-. 
* . * V 

building. In turn, "the crustal topography and internal density fc 

anomalies formed during mountain-building episodes are responsible for 

much of the higher frequency gravitational variation observed across 

continental regions. Having been established by tectonic forces, such 
%.< ° 

gravity anomalies,*s&^d their implicit, crustal mass heterogeneities, 
< 

apparently persist in geologically very old regions such as the ' 
\ 

Precambrian Canadian Shield. This 'observation has sometimes been used 

to' "argue that the outermost portion of the Earth umust possess a finite 

strength, at least 'within such a time, frame, only above which?"can 

deviatoric stresses induce mechanical failure. This apparently rigid 

part of the Earth, consisting of the crust and perhaps some of the 
& 

, 'upper mantle, is conformable with the plate tectonic concept of a rigid 

lithosphere, with "-its continental loads, passively drifting across the 

Earth's surface above an effectively inviscid, convecting mantle. Such 

- a mechanically-defined lithosphere may be different-, particularly in 

terms of its apparent thickness, than "lithospheres" modelled on the 

basis of seismological or thermal observations. 

The existence of the lithosphere's surface topography probably 

*" represents the Earth's greatest departure from a state of hydrostatic 
i 1 

equilibrium. The way in which the attendant non-hydrostatic stresses 

are redistributed beneath the* topography leads to the concept of 

isostasy. It is the mechanism by which excess topographic masses at 

the surface of the Earth are compensated by mass deficiencies within 

the Earth such that all stresses are presumed, to be hydrostatic below 

some constant depth of compensation. Thus, the concept of isostasy 



has been traditionally kept 'Separate from considerations osf mantle 

"convection and the possibly resulting dynamic uplift of surfacefc^po-

graphy. Rather, isostasy has been concerned, with loads on the surface 

of the lithosphere, acting downwards. 

Topographic <* loading of a„ mechanically rigid lithosphere 

induces flexural deformation because of £he lithosphere's vability to 

sustain horizontal shear stresses. The compensating' mass is therefore 

distributed below and around< the site of the excess surface topography 

resulting in a condition known as regional isostatic compensation. 

The theoretical foundation of the regional"isostatic model was "estab

lished by Vening Meinesz in 1931. , « 

In contrast with regional isostasy are the classical models 

of local isostatic compensation of Pratt [1855] and Airy [1855]. They 
t 

are referred to as local models because in both cases the mass 
i 

deficiency which effects the isostatic compensation of the surface 

topography lies immediately below the topography itself. Each model 

is conceived in terms of vertical crustal columns of equal mass lying 

above-the compensation depth. In order to achieve isostaticOcompens-

ation in such a scheme, Prat;t considered that the densities of adjacent 

columns varied while Airy maintained a single column density but 

allowed the depth of the base of each to change according to the height 

of the topography above. Such models do not require the specification 

of a deformational process, whether brittle or ductile in character, 

by which the isostatic compensation is achieved. They therefore do not 

lead to inferences about the mechanics of the Earth. The Pratt model, 

for example, requires that a change in the topographic height, perhaps 



due to erosion, is compensated by a density change occurring uniformly 

throughout a vertical column. T,he mechanism by which this would occur 

t is problematic. Alternatively, the Airy model would require vertical 

« » , -

« movements of entire columns in response to small changes in topography 

thereby implying the inability of the lithosphere to sustain shear 

•stresses of any magnitude. Thus, Airy isostasy can be considered to 

be a special case of the regional model in which the lithosphere has 

no flexural strength. ° 

1.2 Isostatic Response Functions . 

In the absence of dynamic forces the Earth's topography 

generally approaches a state of isostatic equilibrium [Heiskanen ,an'd 

Vening Meinesz 1958]. Dorman and Lewis [1970] showed that the extrinsic 

character of the isostatic response could be determined directly from 

observational data rather than by making a_ priori assumptions about 

particular isostatic models such as those of Pratt and Airy. Dormano 

and Lewis assumed that the Earth is linear in its response to topo

graphic loading and that the gravity observed atusome field point could 

therefore be represented as a two-dimensional convolution of the sur

rounding topography with some unknown function which they referred to 

as the isostatic response function; the isostatic response function is 

here designated as q(r) where r=xi+yj and i and j are unit orthogonal 

vectors. Thus, 

"N 



g(r ) = / / q(r -r) h(r) dxdy + n(rj , (1-1) 
s 

where s represents a two-dimensional surface, g and h represent gravity ° 

and topography respectively, and n, denoting "noise", refers to that 

portion of the gravity anomaly not caused by the isostatic compensation 
a 

of h. Dorman and Lewis assumed that the noise component, due primarily 
o 

to tectonically-emplaced crustal density heterogeneities, would be small 

compared to the isostatic component and, in particular, that it»would 

not be correlated with the topography. Neidell [1963] had also con

sidered the Earth's ifsostatic response as a convolution of topography 

and gravity. He had attempted to empirically determine spatial domain' 

coefficients of the convolution filter but was hampered by lack of data 

and computational difficulties. Dorman and Lewis [1970], on the other 

hand, considered the frequency or wavenumber domain equivalent of ° 

Equation (1-1), found by taking its two-dimensional Fourier transform. 
— -> 

Fourier transforming a spatial function f(r) allows it to be represented 

in terms of its spectral components and is defined as 

" • T 
oo 

F{f(r)} = F(f) = / / f(r) exp[-2TTi£-r] dxdy , (l-2i) 

where * represents the scalar product and K.=k, .i+k/ *j is the wave-

number; the inverse Fourier transform is defined as 

CO 

F-^FCk*)} = f ( r ) = / / F(&) exp[2Tri£-r] d k ( x ) d k , v ( l - 2 i i ) , 

n 



Note that the,wavelength of a periodic function of wavenumber k is 

defined here as |k[ . 
» 

The transform of Equation (1-1) can be found using (l-2i) and 

* taking into account the convolution theorem of Fourier transforms which 

states that a convolution in one domain transforms into a multiplication 

Un the other. Equation (1-1) transformed is therefore 

G(£) = Q(&) H(&) + N(£) 

or 

Q(t) - S.<fo - *<ft (1-3). 
H(k) ~ > 

V 

In this form/ the transform of the isostatic response function, Q(k), 

represents the transfer function of a linear filtetf,"consisting of a 

lithosphere of unspecified mechanical properties,.subject to an input 
. 0 

function H(k) and having output G(k). The term "isostatic response 

function" is now commonly reserved to apply only to Q(k) rather than 
0 

to its space-domain transform counterpart, q(r), as it was originally 

introduced by Dorman and Lewis [1970]. % 

Dorman and Lewis were interested in inverting observed response 

functions in order to reveal"changes in the density structure of the 

crust related to topographic uplift. They did so [Lewis and Dorman 1970, 

Dorman and Lewis 1972], "Using United States gravity and topography data, 

in terms of a generalized local compensation model. Later, their data 

were reconsidered in terms of a regional isostatic compensation model 



by Banks et al. [1977] who developed a method of geophysical inversion 

based on linear programming techniques. Similar techniques and models 

were used by Banks and Swain [1978], McNutt and Parker D.978], 

Stephenson [1978], and McNutt [1980] to respectively interpret isostatic 

response functions from East Africa, Australia, the Canadian Shield, 

and the Phanerozoic orogens of the United* States. The basic techniques 
IN 

originally developed by Dorman and Lewis have also been extensively 

•4 
applied to data fro'm oceanic regions of various ages and tectonic „ 

character [McKenzie and Bowin 1976, Watts 1978, Cochran 1979, Detrick 

and Watts 1979, McNutt 1979, Sandwell and Poehls 1980, Louden 1981, 

Louden and Forsyth in press, Sinha et al. in press], 

a / / ' * r • 

V 

1.3 Aims and Outline 0 

The fundamental questions to he addressed in the present 

study pertain to the rheology, in the geological time frame, of the 

mechanical lithosphere. There are four general classes pf rheological 

models in terms of which the lithosphere can be considered. They are 

as follows. 

(1) The lithosphere is elastic and will-indefinitely sustain 

shearing stresses with no apparent time-dependent effects. 

(2) The lithosphere is characterized by an elastic-plastic 

rheology. This type of rheoid possesses a finite yield strength which 

may be depth-dependent. The upper part of the lithosphere likely 

deforms qataclastically when the yield strength^, is surpassed whereas 
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the lower" part likely deforms ductilely. The demarcation "between the v-

two failure regimes would' be reldted„uto confining or lithostatic 
* * ' • > " 

pressu're [Turcotte et al. 1978, Beaumont 1979]. The purely elastic 

model (1) carf be considered to be a special ease of the elastic-plastic 

class of 'models which has a yield strength which is never exceeded 
* -a " "" 

during the geological processes under consideration: 

(3) The mechanical^lithosphere is characterized by linear 

viscoelastic [Maxwell] rheology.'' A Maxwell body deforms in response 

to an instantaneous stress change such that there is. immediate elastic 

st-rain followed by viscous flow at a constant rate. There is no yield 

strength below which "the viscous relaxation fails to occur'. In this 

respect, the viscoelastic"class, of models is fundamentally different 

from the elastic-plastic class. The elastic model (1)' can ber considered 

to be one case of the viscoelastic class of models in which the time 

constant characterizing the-viscous relaxation is too great to allow 

significant, relaxation to take place within the upper-bound of the 
**" 

K ^ . 

geological time frame [-1000 Ma]. 

(4) The lithosphere ,is a non-linear rheoid which has depth 

[pressur#] and temperature dependent properties. 

The true intrinsic Theological structure of the mechanical 

lithosphere, almost certainly falls into class (4) at least with respect 

to pressure and temperature dependence-. Nevertheless, geophysical 

applications of,models in* classes (1), "(2), and (3)' have"been numerous 

and successful [of. Forsyth 1979] whdreas those in class (4) are analy

tically difficult to apply. There is, however, no general agreement 

on which' of the three former, more analytically tractable types of 
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rheologies best represents the large scale deformational behaviour of 

the mechanical lithosphere. 

The problem of. the "rheology of the lithosphere is addressed 

in this thesis by considering variations in the topography and gravity * 

of continental geological provinces having vastly different tectonic 

ages. Consequently, the role of erosion of topography and its isostatic 

effects are of fundamental importance. Explicit analytical modelling 

is carried out in terms of. the third, or viscoelastic,. class of rheo

logical models of which the purely elastic class is a subset. Tarticu-

lar emphasis is placed on whether or not the results support or refute ' 

the presence of' viscous relaxation of elastic stresses and by implica-

tion the existence of a. finite yield strength in the lithosphere 

during geologically observable lengths of times 'One limitation of the 

* , * 

present .approach, in which continental isostatic evolution is c'onsidered', 

is that the results may apply only to the continental portion of the 
flfc ' , o 

Earth's lithosphere. The presence of a sialic crust as a component of ' 

continental lithosphere* indicates that it may be »to some degree 

Theologically different than its oceanic counterpart. 
* * < r 

6 h 

The observational basis of the work is the transfer"function 

technique deyeloped by Ddrmatt and Lewis [1970]. ..The isostatic response 

functions of six tectonically distinct' regions of North.America have 

been computed using the methodology presented in Chapter 2. These new 
w * * Q 

data are interpreted and discussed first [Chapter 3] ±n terms of the 

commonly employed "elastic isostat'ic response model developed by. Banks 

et al. [1977], A consequence of the elastic model is that the flexural 
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stresses induced by a persistent topographic load can be sustained by 

the ̂ lithosphere throughout geological lengths of time. Erosion does 

not affect such a model because elastic strain is instantaneously 

recovered as the load is removed. Thus, the isostatic compensation 

existing at any given moment pertains only to the topography which is 

present at that moment. 

The isostatic response function characteristic of a visco-, 

elastic lithosphere, however, will vary depending on the age of the ? 

topographic load and will be strongly affected by the form of the 

erosion of the topography. In order to facilitate the development of 

models which can predict the isostatic effects of erosion, some quanti

tative model of large scale continental erosion is necessarily adopted*. 

A mathematically suitable erosion model is postulated in Chapter 4 and 

is discussed in terms of the recent topographic evolution of South 

Island, New Zealand, a continental region undergoing rapid tectonic* 

uplift and massive erosion. 

In Chapter 5 general models of"the ̂ Informational and isostatic 

response of a viscoelastic lithosphere loaded by eroding topography 

are presented. The models can be used not only to calculate the time 

dependent isostatic response function of the viscoelastic lithosphere 

b.ut also the form of the decay of continental topography, through 

geological time- spans. The "results are compared to the observed 

spectral topography of the sampled geological provinces,. and are dis
ci * " 

cussed in the light of the predicted and observed isostatic response 

functions. « * ' 



Chapter 6 is concerned with those parts of the gravity and 

topography measured,at the Earth's surface which may be related to 

upward flexure of the lithosphere'by forces derived from upper, mantle 

convection. These effects are strictly speaking not isostatic in 

origin but information about them may reside" in observed isostatic 

response" functions. A method by which such information may be detected 

in response"functions observed in regions of low topographic relief is 

outlined and is applied to the Canadian Shield. 

The results of the preceding chapters and their geophysical 

r 
implications are compiled andLsummarized in Chapter 7. The-) thesis is 

concluded with an examination of the most prominent individual gravity 

anomalies found in North America. ,A preliminary geodynamic model 

which may explain them is proposed and is briefly discussed in terms 

of a potential application of some of the techniques developed earlier. 
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Chapter 2. Data Sources, and Reduction 

2.1 Selection of Data 

2.1.1 Introduction. The information which is "sought in the 

present study pertains to isostatic processes and the rheology of 

continental lithosphere and is assumed to reside in observable geo

physical and physical properties of continents, specifically gravity 

anomalies and topography. Because of the complex history of continental 

crust, both in terms of its origin and its post-tectonic modification, 

however, other irrelevant or intractable information, deemed to be 

"noise'k, is also present in these observations. The level of the noise, 

especially in the gravity observations, is enhanced by measurement 

error. Consequently, the analysis of the observations is a statistical 

exercise and, for meaningful results using noisy data, large data sets 

are required. In the present case, the two-dimensional spectral 

relationship of continental gravity and topography is analyzed'. The 

" wavelengths of interest are in the range 100-1000 km. Therefore, data 

sets need to be derived from continental regions of at least these 

dimensions. Study areas of suitable size must also have extensive 

gravity measurement coverage. Another constraint is imposed by the 

desire to confine data sets to tectonically homogeneous geological 

provinces so that the topography and isostatic response functions of 

continental lithosphere of different ages can be compared. 

) 
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2,1.2 Study areas. Five large geographic regions of North 

America were selected for study [cf. Figure 2-1]: Cordilleran and 

Appalachian regions, and three structurally' distinct provinces of the. 

Precambrian Canadian Shield, the Grenville, Churchill, and Superior 

provinces. Each region is roughly uniform in terms of its geological 

make-up. A sixth study area covers much of the Canadian Shield, over
's 

lapping the three, smaller Grenville, Churchill, and Superior regions 

[Figure 2-1]. Attributes of the six data sets deriving from these 

regions are listed in Table 2-1. • 

Gravity data, corrected for terrain effects where appropriate, 

for Canadian continental and adjacent marine areas were provided by the 

Gravity Data Centre, Earth Physics Branch, Ottawa [updated to September 

1979] and for the conterminous United States by the National Geophysical" 

and Solar-Terrestrial Data Center [NGSDC], National Oceanic and Atmos

pheric Administration, Boulder, Colorado [as of Autumn 1978]. Associated 

station elevations are provided for all individual Bouguer gravity data ° 

but, as a measure of regional topography, may be biased by preferential 

selection of gravity observation locations [i.e., hilltops for airborne 

surveys, roadways in valleys for landbased surveys]. The raw topographic 

data used in the spectral analysis, except for some marine areas where 

they are not available, therefore have been derived from a file of 5 

it 

minute by 5 minute average elevations for North America, provided by 

NGSDC [1980]. Where these data are not available the j^gvations 

associated with the gravity observations have been used. In limited 

areas where no data were available linear interpolation or extrapola-

tion of adjacent data has been performed to provide continuity. <s 



Figure 2-1. Generalised tectonic map of North America [after 

King and Edmonston 1972] showing the main geological provinces 

and chosen study areas. The corner letters refer to the study 
* 

areas as follows: [W] Cordilleran, [A] Appalachian, [T] Canadian 

Shield, [G] Grenville, [C] Churchill, and [S3 Superior. 

Q 

Legend: (1) Phanerozoic orogens: Ap - Appalachian, 

Cd - Cordilleran; (2) Canadian Shield structural provinces: 

Ch - Churchill, Gr - Grenville, Nn - Nain, Sp - Superior, 

Sv - Slave; (3) cv - regions of Phanerozoic and .Proterozoic 

sedimentary cover. 

o 
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Table 2-1. Attributes of the chosen study areas. The bracketed letters refer to their location as 

in Figure 2-1. 

Geological 
province 

f 

[W]Cordilleran 

[A]Appalachian 

[T]Canadian 
Shield . 

[G]Grenville 

[C]Churchill 

[S]Superior 

Dimensions 

M 
1200 x 2400 

3000 x 1000 

3200 x 1600 
A 

2000 x 600 

1600 x 1600 

2000 x 1500 

Area 

[106km2] 

2.88 

3 

5.12 

1.2 

2.56 

3 

Number of 
gravity data 

108397 

118000 

91513 

23294 

47495 

84125 

Mean 
elevation 

[m] '" 

1350 

175 

261 

355 

167 

199 

Mean 
GEM8 geoid 

[mGal] 

5 

-11 

-24 

-15 

-28 

-24 

Mean free-0 

air anomaly 

[mGal] 

-10 

6 

0 

- 4 

•^•'0 

1 

• A 
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2.2 Spectral Analysis 

2,2.1 Mapping and digitization. Dorman and Lewis [1970] 

originally formulated isostatic response functions in terms of both 

spherical and planar coordinates. However, the depth of the isostatic 

compensation of topograhy is expected to be very small relative to the 

Earth's radius. Dorman and Lewis estimated that as a result the 
a 

spherical harmonic expansion of gravity and topography up to-degree y&nd 

order 500 would be necessary to adequately resolve any spherically 

determined response function. Since it is unlikely that this couyld be 

done accurately, isostatic response,functions have generally be< 
h i f 

formulated in terms of planar coordinates. Banks et'al. [19771 point 

out that it is probable that the effect of t/he planar approximation for 

continent-sized regions is much less than the other errors already 
\ / present in the data. / * / 

-The gravity and topography data considered here, from the areas 

of North America shown in "Figure 2-1, were mapped onto a plane using a 

Lambert conformal conic projection with/standard parallels chosen 

appropriate to each study area. The distance distortion introduced by 

the transformation is very small, not greater than 1% for the largest 

of the s.tudy areas [cf. Richardus and Adler 197̂ 2, p. 95] and less for 

the others. It should also be noted, however,- that directional relation

ships are not correctly represented by the Lambert' conformal projection; 

parallel lines, for example, do not map spherical great circles. 

The mapped data were averaged within equidimensional cells to 

produce a grid of discrete function values suitable for two-dimensional 
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Fourier transformation.v Cell averages of the Goddard Earth Model 8 

[Wagner et al. 1977] spherical harmonic representation of the Earth's 
. e 

gravity field to degree and order 16 were subtracted from the gridded 

data in order to detrend it pf gravity anomalies having wavelengths of 

the order of the'grid dimensions. The mean value of the GEM8 gravity 

field for each of the study areas are listed in Table 2-1. It can be 

assumed that such long wavelength gravity anomalies are derived from 

sources beneath the lithosphere and are not related to the compensation 

of surface topography. 

Bouguer anomalies are used in the computation of the isostatic 

response functions because they have been corrected for terrain effects 

and because their usage is consistent with,, previous studies. Contour 
i 

maps of the detrended Bouguer gravity field and the topography based on 

the digitized data of each of the six study areas are presented in 

Figures 2-2 through 2-7. It can be seen in thede figures that there is 

in general*a relationship between positive topographic relief and 

negative Bouguer anomalies, a result of the isostatic compensation of 

the topography. 

2*2.2 Computation of raw spectral data. (i) Fourier trans

form. The discretized gravity and topography arrays [subsection 2.2.1] 

were transformed to the wavenumber domain using a Fast Fourier Trans

form [FFT] algorithm [Brenner 1968]. The FFT is used to efficiently 

compute the Fourier transform F(k) [Equation (l-2i)] of a finite digital 

series assumed to be infinitely repeating itself. By Fourier's Integral 

Theorem [e.g. Rayner 1971] a repeating series can^be exactly represented 

by a" sum of cosine and sine waves, the amplitudes of which are the 
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Figure 2-2. (a) Topography and (b) Bouguer gravity field of the 
> ». 

Cordilleran study.'area [W] based on'digitized data [cf. subsection 

2.2.1]. Gravity'has been detrended of the GEM8 [16 x 16] field; 

regions of positive Bouguer anomalies are stippled. Contour 

intervals are (a) 400 m and (b) 50 mGal. ' Tectonic legend is the 

same as Figure 2-1; dimensions of the study area are 1200 km by 

2400 km. 

r 





* 
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Figure 2-3. »(a) Topography and (b) Bouguer gravity field of the . 

Appalachian study area [A] based on digitized data [cf. subsection 

2.2.1]. Gravity has been detrended of the GEM8 [16 x 16] field; 

regions of positive Bouguer anomalies are stippled. Contour 0" 

intervals are (a)° 200 m and (b) 20 mGal. Tectonic legend is the * 

same as Figure 2-1; dimensions of the study area are 3Q00 km by 
" i 

1000 'km. 

^ * 

> 

4 
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Figure 2-4. (a) Topography and (b) Bouguer gravity field of the 

Canadian Shield study area [T] based on digitized data [cf. sub-

section 2.2.1]. Gravity has been detrended of the GEM8 [16 x 16] 

field; regions of ppsitive Bouguer anomalies are stippled. 

Contour intervals are (a) 200 m and (b) 20 mGal. Tectonic legend 
a 

is the, same as Figure 2—1; dimensions of the study area are 

3200 km by 1600 km. 
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Figure 2-5. (a) Topography and (b) Bouguer gravity field- of the 

Grenville province study area [G] based on digitized data [cf. 

subsection 2.2.1]. Gravity has been detrended of the GEMS 

[16 x 16] field; regions of positive Bouguer anomalies are 

stippled. Contour intervals are (a) 200 m and 20 mGal. Tectonic 

legend is the same as Figure 2-1; dimensions of the study area 

are 2000 km by 600 km. 
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(a) 

(b)" 

A 
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Figure 2-6. (a) Topography and (b)° Bouguer gravity field of the 

-Churchill province study area [C] based -on digitised data [cf. 

subsection 2.2.1], Gravity has been detrended of the GEM8 
ft 

[16 x 16] field;* regions of positive Bouguer anomalies are 

stippled. Contour intervals are (.a) 200 m and (b) 20 mGal. 

Tectonic legend is the same as Figure 2-1; dimensions of the 

study area are 1600 km by 1600 km. 

u s 

c>> 

K 
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(a) 

(b) Toft 



Figure 2-7. (a) Topography and (b) Bouguer gravity field of the 

Superior province study area [S] based on digitized data [cf. 

subsection 2.2,1]. Gravity has been detrended of -the GEM8 

[16 x 16] field; regions of positive Bouguer anomalies are 

stippled. Contour intervals are (a) 200 m and (b) 20 mGal. 

Tectonic legend is the same as Figure 2-1; dimensions of the 

study area are 2000 km by 1500 km. 
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dxrect output of the FFT. To completely describe the spectral configur
es 

ation of a repeating, discrete data series requires a finite number of 

pairs of cosine and sine terms in each dimension with frequencies [or 

wavenumb er s J 

kn = S. ; n = 0,±1,±2 +M/2 (2-1) 

where, T is the length of the series ̂ and M is the number of data [the 

digitization interval is therefore T/M=A] in that dimension. The k n 

are known as the harmonic frequencies. The discrete Fourier transform 

is found by normalizing the cosine and sine coefficient pairs by the 

calculated frequency bandwidth which is constant and is, from (2-1), 

—1 k .' 

equal to T . The normalized coefficients respectively represent the 

real ahd imaginary parts of the complex Fourier transform, cthe moduli 

of which comprise the raw estimates of the amplitude spectrum |F(k)[ 

for finite discrete k==k in each dimension. In turn, the raw phase 
n . •> 

spectrum is determined by the complex angles indicated by the relative 

magnitudes of the real and imaginary coefficients. Raw power and cross 
a 

^spectral estimates are given by [e.g. Rayner 1971] 

2fF$) = £ F £ ) F * ( £ ) • (2-2) 

and 

%w (£) = | F ( £ ) F * ( £ ) v (2-3) 
o 

for finite discrete k=k in each dimension, where F(k) and F ( K ) are 
n 

the discrete Fourier transforms, as described above, for digital spatial 
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data series f(r) and f (r), and * indicat.es complex conjugate. For two- , 

dimensional f(r) where r=xi+yj, and i and j are orthogonal unit vectors, 

having Fourier transform F(k) where k=k, »i+k, ,3, the constituent 

harmonic sinusoids and therefore raw spectral estimates have wavenumbers 

2 2 1/2 ' —1 
of moduli [k, .. +k, ,. ] directed at angles tan [k, x /k, ̂  ] from 

(x)n (y)nJ 6 -* (y>n (x)n 

the x coordinate axis. Harmonic wavenumbers in two dimensions with 

these attributes are referred to as k . 
n o 

(ii) Aliasing. The highest frequency or wavenumber far which 

° i 
an estimate of the discrete Fourier transform, and therefore an estimate -

it \ 

of the power* or cross spectrum, is available is known as the Nyquist 

frequency k, and is,.from Equation (2-1) ,0 

±1 
kjj = '2^ o. - (2-4), 

noting that <T=MA. If there exists in the signal appreciable variance 

of wavelength less than 2A it will not be adequately sampled and,, as a 

result, any calculated spectrum will be contaminated by what is known 

as aliasing error [cf. Jenkins and Watts 1968]. In the present analysis 

of two-dimensional gravity and topography data, aliasing is not con-
0 \ 

sidered to be a significant problem. The cell averaging procedure by 

which the array values were found is effectively a smoothing-operation 

which, given a random sampling of observations within each cell, filters 

the overall field o£ signals with frequency greater than k,. 

(iii) Finiteness of da$£.. The Fourier transform calculated by * 

the FFT refers to a data series consisting of a finite sequence of 

observations assumed to be infinitely repeated. A potential consequence 

http://indicat.es
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* of this artifact are discontinuities at the edges of 'the data. As a *' 

result, the calculated power and cross spectra may be contaminated by « 

high frequency elements required to reproduce the" discontinuities. A , 

common way-to deal with this phenomenon [e.g. Rayner 1971, Tukey 1967] ,. 

is to taper the edges of the observed series in order to-smooth the 

interpolation between opposite edges. . 

T • if . - . 

Lewis and Dorman [1970], in their spectral analysis of United ^ \ 

States topography and gravity, tapered data in the north-south direction 

and reflected them about the western edge. The Fourier transfbrm of a 

function which is -real and symmetric about its origin is also real and „ 

symmetric. Thus, reflection of a data set prior to transformation has 

the effect of.reducing the inherent phase and directional information. 
— o 

McNutt [1978], analyzing Australian data, added border ramps to the 

topography array, predicted using Lewis and Dorman's calculated 

isostatic response function the wavenumber domain gravity associated 

with the modified topography data, transformed back to the space domain, 

and used the predictions,to border the original gravity array. This 

method does not necessarily remove edge discontinuities in the gravity 

data although tests on'artificial data seem to indicate that it is 

reliable jMcNutt 1980, pers. comm.]. However, the statistical 
iro 

properties of spectra produced in this fashion are not well Jcnown. In 
> 

the present case, therefore, edge discontinuities simply have been 
smoothed„using a Gaussian shaped taper function applied to 20-30% of 

? . 

the observations following Tukey [1967], Prior to smoothing the averages 

of the data sets were removed in order to reduce as much as possible the 

amplitude of the taper function. 

, y 
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^ ^ , 2.2.3 Spectral characteristics. ̂  The fundamental assumptions* 

which .govern spectral analysis are that the time "series, or in the 

present case space series, under consideration is the result' of a 

"stationary, stochastic process such that the observed series is one • 

normally distributed, randomly chosen realization of-all possible sets 

' of observations, and that the resulting calculated' pairs of Fourier^ 

\ .series coefficients are independent of one another. In such circum- '• * 

stances, it is a well known result [e.g. Jenkins and Watts 1968, Rayner« 

1971] that â  calculated xsw power spectral estimate S„(k ) has a, 

probability distribution, with respect"to its true value S_(k ), propor-

/ r n " 

tional to a x 2 probability distribution, function with degrees of 

* freedom df n 

df, 2f„dL) _ o 
n JFV*V = x2 ' (2-5) 

. The number of degrees of freedom df is 2, one for each of the attendant 

Fourier series coefficients from which S_,(k ) has been calculated. A 
F n r 

a - r*\ 
o * r 

consequ'ence of this property is that the standard deviation1 of an 
^ . * 

estimate S_(k ) i s of the same prder of magnitude -as the estimate i t se l f 
i>r n . * 

[e.g. Jenkins°and Wattf&'1968, Rayner 1971]. Some form of t spectral 

smoothing, or windowing, is therefore required-to'^over come this 

'unacceptable attribute of calculated spectral estimates. One method° 
*•' „ . 

commonly used to improve the statistical properties of estimated spectra, 

and which Is particularly suitable when spectra are computed i^pfcectly 

using the Fast Fourier Transform, is simply, to, average the raw spectral 

, iStimates sL(k) within wavenumber bands,'which are greater in width than 
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—1 the elementary discrete wavenumber interval T [cf. Equation (2-1)], 

The resulting estimates of the smoothed" power < spectrum, represented by 

S_,(k), are assumed to'reside at "phe 'mean wavenumbers of each band over 

which the raw estimates were averaged? For a given band r having mean 

wavenumber k , the smoothed spectral estimate S„(k-) is referred, to as 

an ensemble average on the grounds that the constituent taw'spectral 

data comprise" an ensemble of random, estimates .of -the power of the data 

series at wavenumber k . . -

. ° 

Two-dimensional smoothed spectra Sj,(k) where k=ky -sî k, *j' are 

calculated not only on the basis of chosen wavenumber bands, to which 

the wavenumber moduli of the raw spectral data are'referred, but also 

on the basis* of chosen angular limits to which their directions are 

referred as , illustrated in Figure 2-8.„ Note that for real observed 

data, gravity "and topography in the present case, only two quadrants of 

the resulting array of raw spectral data cott'tain independent* information 

since there is no spectral distinction^between directions which are 180 

divergent. Thus, the number of'degrees of freedom df associated'with 

any smoothed estimate S„(k") derive from raw estimates'in one direction 
, j; r • o > 

only;-there are two for each^of these-arising from the attendant sine 

and cosine Fourier series coefficients [cf. subsection 2.2.2(i)]. How-

ever,"tapering of the original data series-to suppress edge effects 

[»cf. subsection 2.2.2(iii)] reduces df by a factor estimated to be 

equivalent to the fracfcidn of the data not affected by tapering [Tukey 

1967; Rayner 1971, pp. 86, 118]. Thus, 

dfr ' * 2mr[l - |p| (2-6) 



'Figure 2-8. The two-dimensional wavenumber domain. Circles 

indicate the locations of raw spectral estimates at harmonic 

wavenumbers; open circles are complex conjugates of their 

filled counterparts. "Only" two quadrants'contain independent 

data. . An ensemble of data, providing a smoothed spectral 

estimate at k , is contained by the thick solid lines in the 

first quadrant. An ensemble of data, providing a smoothed 

isotropic transfer function estimate at [k |, is contained*by 
1 

the thin, solid lines in the first and second quadrants. 
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where m is the number of raw estimates in ensemble r̂ , M is the number 
r %. 

of data in the original data series, and M* is the number of data in 

the original series modified by the tapering function. The 100[l-a]% 

confidence limits associated with a smoothed spectral estimate S„(k ) , 

using df as"provided-by (2-6), can be calculated 'from Equation (2-5) 

and result in 

df s F(t) 
Pr x 2

 A* («/2)< nt 1 ± X2^ (l-a/2). df sl<$ ) Fv r 
- A df 

= 1 - a. 

This expression is written more conveniently as 

Pr 

dfr W 
X 2

d f (l-a/2) 

_. df Sw(tc ) „T ,•$• » r F r 

„ F r X 2
d f (a/2) 

= 1 - a (2-7). 

2.2.4 Estimation of transfer functions. The isostatic 

response function Q(K) was jdef^ned in Chapter 1 as the transfer function, 

or admittance, relating an input, the Fourier transform of continental 

topography H(k), to an output, the Fourier transform of gravity 

anomalies G(k) resulting solely from topography, less random noise N(k): 

Q C k ) = GOO - N(k) 

H(£) 
(1-3) 

Because of the noise inherent in observed gravity anomalies, an observa-

- * • " ' - * • 

tioh of Q(k) cannot simply be made by normalizing observed G(k) by 
->. 

observed H(k). In the present case the noise is assumed to derive from 
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tectonically-emplaced lateral density variations in the Earth's upper 
o 

crust. If these density variations occur randomly, that is, they are 

not correlated with the observed topography, then the best estimate of 

the~"isj6static response function, is provided by [Munk and Gartwrlght 

1966, p. 543] 

Q(£) = SGH(i)/SH(k") • ,. ° (2̂ -8) 

where Sr„(k) is a smoothed estimate of the cross spectrum of the gravity 

and topography, based on raw spectral estimates formulated by ° 

Equation (2—3), and St_(k) is a smoothed estimate of the power-spectrum 
o •* 

of the topography, based on raw estimates by (2-2). It is the smoothing, 

accomplished by ensemble averaging [subsection 2.2.3], which minimizes 
j 

.the random noise.» The estimated isostatic response function Q may be 

assumed to be real and, in k space, directionally isostropic given the 
7 

analogous assumption that the response of the lithosphere to a point 

-> 
load, in,r space, is concentricallyjsymmetric and centred at the location 

of the load. Because of the assumed isotropy of Q(k), the ensemble of 

raw spectral data which is averaged to find it comprises all 'of those 

data which fall within a given wavenumber band or annulus, symmetric 

about tlie R space origin [Figure 2-8]. Thus, Q is estimated as a 

function of wavenumber modulus |k|=k=[k/ N+k- %] unlike two-
. ' ' ' (x) (y)a 

dimensional power spectrum estimates which are referred also to the 

.wavenumber direction [subsection 2.2.3, Figure 2-8]. Since'Q(k) is 

assumed to be real, the imaginary component of the estimated isostatic 
' * * ~> 

response, Im[Q(k)], is expected to be small and may be considered to be * 

an indication of noise in the' observations. c 
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The estimate of Q(k ) from noisy data [Equation (2-8)] is based 
r 

on least squares minimization of residuals in which it was assumed all 

of the variance associated with Q derived from variance associated with 

the observed gravity anomalies. "In turn, the variance'of the gravity 

observations was assumed to-be entirely due to geological noise N(k), 

where ' 

N(t) '= G(t) - QOt) nit) 

\> 

^) 

from Equation (1-3). McNutt [1978, 'pp. 177-178] shows that the standard 
i * * 

error dQ(k ) characterizing a given Q(k ) estimate under these circum-
r r c * • o 

stances can be determined by considering the residuals between the 

constituent raw gravity spectral estimates S„(k ) and those predicted 
IT i n 

a, 
by the product Q(k ) S„(M) and is provided by 

^ r it Tpi, * •» 

dQ(k) = 
df - 1 r 

sG(k) . 2 
G r - {Real[Q(k )3T 
sH(kr) 

(2-9) 

where S„(k ) is the-smoothed ensemble estimate of the power spectrum of 

the gravity anomalies. McNutt's expression for dQ(k ) Is "modified'here 

to the extent that the number of degrees of freedom df associated with 

an estimate Q(k ) should reflect the effects of tapering of the original 

data series according to Equation (2-6). 

A statistical measure of the portion of observed gravity 

anomalies attributable to topography for any k is the coherence squared 

Y (k ) , an estimate of which, in the presence df noise, is provided by 

[Munk and Cartwright 1966, p. 580] 

-="*H p**^1*" 
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v,k , „ vwvswv'sG<kr)sH<v] - l
 (2.10) 

Y . r ^ " m - 1 

where *' indicates complex conjugate and m is the number of raw data in 
< 

ensemble r centred at k . i 
r • * 

2.3 Analysis of Synthetic Data 

2.3.1 Introduction. One consideration 'in calculating a 

smoothed estimate of the power spectra of continental topography and 

•gravity is.that the true spectra are expected to be "red": that is, 

power at low frequencies* is expected to be several orders of magnitude 

greater than power at the highest observable frequencies. For example, 

Lewis and Dorman [1970, Fig." 7] found that gravity and topography',, 

spectra of the United States varied by approximately 1 and 2 ̂orders 

respectively in the wavelength range 2000-100 kta. If, because of 

spectral redness, raw spectral estimates are rapidly varying in a non

linear fashion within a chosen wavenumber ensemble band r, the averaged 

ensemble estimate S„(k ) may be biased somewhat toward higher values. 

it r . 

Secondly, recall that the observed data sets have been 

multiplied by a Gaussian-shaped tapering function in order to suppress 

artificial high frequency spectral power related to discontinuities at 

the edgê s of the data [subsection 2.2.2]. This operation is equivalent 

to the convolution of the Fourier transforms of the untapered data and 

the tapering function. -Thus, while the power spectrum of the tapering 
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function would be expected to be strongly red, it is necessarily more 

so than the spectrum of the observations; otherwise, ̂the' convolution 

operation would serve to blur'£he high power at low frequencies into 

the high frequency raw estimates,of the calculated spectrum. The 

artificial high frequency power related to edge discontinuities would 

therefore be enhanced rather than suppressed. 

Thirdly, the convoluted effects- of the tapering cannot be 

separated from the "calculated transfer function. In particular, the 
•* \" 0 

application of the same tapering function to both topography and gravity 

data sets may result in artificial coherence between gravity and topo-
" - o 

graphy at wavelengths characteristic of the 'taper length. If this 

effect is significant then the statistically extracted transfer function 

. •> * ° 

between them may be prejudiced. 

In. order to investigate these potential problems of the data 

reauction^^etho^ deseribed in section 2.3. a synthetic two-dimensional 

gravity and" tonography data"set was"constructed. Topography on a 

32 x 64 grid, with digitization interval of 50 km in each dimension, 

was synthesized ifi the space domain by summation of a finite series of 

• cosine waves with amplitudes compatible with those of the expected 

t " ' . 
topography spectra and with random phase. The frequencies of the 

constituent cosine waves randomly distributed about the harmdnic fre-

quencies so that the'FFT would be affected by edge discontinuities. .' 

The synthetic gravity field was similarly constructed, the amplitudes 

of0 its component waves being determined by the product of those of the 
* " « 

topography and an isotropic, real transfer function, chosen to be 

similar to expected Q(k) for continental lithosphere. 
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2,3.2 Results and discussion. Figure 2-9 shows the true'power 

spectrum of the synthesized topography compared to ensemble estimates 
A —1 S„(k ) [calculated at constant wavenumber intervals of 0.001 km ] with 
it r 

associated 95% confidence limits. Filled squares and open circles 

indicate calculated S„(k ) with and without tapering of the original 
a. r 

synthetic data. Also shown is the computed power spectrum of the taper-

ing function used- to produce S„(k). The known transfer function between 

topography and gravity is compared to its estimate Q(k), with and without 

tapering, in Figure 2-10. The tapering function used in calculating the 

illustrated results, the power spectrum of which is. shown in Figure 2-9, 

was applied to three rows or columns on each edge of the original 

32 x 64 data grids [26% of the data]. Tapers of other lengths were also 

examined, though the results are not reproduced here, and those which 

affected 20-40% of the data,ca range consistent with that suggested by 

Tukey [1967], were found to be satisfactory, their effects not beirig 

significantly different from one another. 

It can be seen in Figure 2-9 that tapering suppresses high 

frequency contamination by'edge discontinuities very effectively with 

minimal spectral blurring. Blurring, rather than averaging bias, is 
.A 

probably responsible for the systematic slight underestimation of S„(k) 

but this effect is very minor; moreover, the topography and, especially, 

gravity spectra of the study areas are likely to be less red than the 

synthetic spectrum chosen here [cf. section 5.3] so that,, regardless of 

its source, this effect will likely be reduced using the real data. 

The spectrum of the tapering function is noted to be significantly 

redder than the synthetic spectrum. 
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Figure 2-9. Comparison of a known synthetic topography power 

spectrum S (k) with two sets of estimates; S (k) [showing 95% " 

confidence intervals] found using tapered and untapered data 

[left-hand scale] and with the estimated power spectrum of the 

tapering function S (k) [right-hand scale].-

Q 
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Similar results prevail in the casê  pf the' transfer function 

estimation [Figure 2-10]. Tapering appears to provide reliable results; 

there is no apparent introduction of spurious coherence related to the 

wavelength of the taper based on results using tapers of different 
A 

lengths. The slight overestimation of Q(k) for intermediate k is 

probably due to averaging Jbias; if so," the effect is exaggerated because 

the synthetic transfer function considered here falls off more rapidly 

than those expected using real data [cf. section 3.3]. Moreover, the 

observed offset is negligible compared to the expected effects of super

imposed geological and measurement noise. 

The crucial assumption regarding geological noise is that it 

is random in the sense of being uncorrelated with topography. No such 

noise was included in the synthetic data analysis because it is known 

theoretically that it will have no effect on the extraction of the 

correct transfer function as long as there are sufficient data [Munk 

and Cartwright 1966]. The synthetic data analysis was directed specifi

cally at determining the effects of "noise" derived from the finite 

nature of the data and the need for tapering. For this reason no ad hoc 

synthetic analysis of correlated geological noise was performed. 

2.4 Summary 

In this chapter the raw gravity and topography data to be used ' 

in subsequent analyses have been presented. The source regions df the 

data are much more tectonically homogeneous than those used in previous 

studies of continental isostatic response functions [Dorman and Lewis 
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Figure.,2-10. -Comparison of a known synthetic transfer function 
A 

Q(k) with its estimates Q(k) found using tapered and untapered 

data; error bars correspond in length to two standard errors. 

Q 

Q 
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1970, McNutt and Parker 1978, McNutt 1980], Moreover, the data them

selves are probably more reliable, particularly in respect to using 

original digitized topography data rather 'than those measured at gravity 

stations. 
I 

The standard spectral analysis techniques with which the iso-

static response functions and topography power spectra of the study 

regions are to be computed from the raw data have been briefly reviewed. 

There has been no uniformity among previous continental response 

function studies regarding the treatment of discontinuities at the 

edges of finite data sets. In the present case it was decided to simply 

taper the edges of the data following Tukey [1967]. The tapering method 

was applied to a "synthetic data set in order to test its reliability 

and was found to produce no discernible artifacts. 

r 
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Chapter 3. Time-invariant Isostatic.Response of Continents 

3.1 Intrpduction ^ 

3.1.1 Thin elastic plate lithosphere. Given that adequate 

topography and gravity data exist to calculate the isostatic response 

functions of segments of the continental lithosphere, they can be 

compared to theoretical functions based on simple models in order to 

better understand the rheological and structural properties of the 

lithosphere. In this chapter, the observed isostatic response functions 

of various geplogical.provinces"of North America are considered in terms 

of the elastic class of rheological models of the lithosphere introduced 

in Chapter 1. Specifically the mechanical lithosphere is modelled as a. 

thin elastic plate, one which has a small thickness compared ̂ to the t 

wavelength of its deformation. The deformation w at a point r-xi4-yj,' 

where i and 3 are orthogonal unit vectors, produced by a load p(r) 

[dimensionally a force per unit area] on a thin elastic plate overlying 

a fluid substratum is given by the solution of [Nadai 1963] 

f 

- ,. / 

Dv4 w(r) - p(r)' * (3-li) 

where D is the plate's flexural rigidity, a function of its thickness 

•T̂  and the elastic moduli of its constituent material, Young's modulus 

E and Poisson's.ratio v: 

ET:5 

D „ i^_ » (3-lii), 
12(l-v ) 
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If the plate is assumed to be incompressible then v=.5 and D=ETj/9. .The 

thin plate at any poi\it r~_iŝ  assumed- to have a uniform vertical deforma-

tion; that is, w(r) is\n<bt a" function of the vertical coordinate z and 
therefore 

Vh w(r") = (V2)2w(?) = a2 , 32 

+ 

,2 

dx* 3y2 
w<r). 

The thin plate model of the lithosphere is illustrated in 

Figure 3-1. Note that the total load p(r) .consists of (1) forces acting 

on the surface of the plate because of overlying material of density p 

and height £(r) and (2) buoyancy forces acting on the'base of the plate 

caused by the displacement of the fluid substratum of density p by the 

plate "deflection w(r) . Thus, 

PCr) - -pQg H(v) - Pmg w(r") (3-2) 

where g is the gravitational acceleration and z is positive downwards. 

Therefore, for a positive, downward-directed load p(r) and resulting 

deflection w(r), &(r) f sJ a negatiye quantity. 

Applications of thin plate theory to geophysical problems of. 
' " * ' \- » ' 

crustal or "lithospheric deformation have been numerous with early con-

tributions by Gumiu[1943a,b; 1944]' who considered, in particular, the 

loading response of the lithosphere and gravity effect of the Hawaiian 

Islands.- More recent use of thin plate theory in geophysical modelling 

began with Walcott's [1970a] study of crustal deformation associated 

with a number of individual continental and oceanic loads. These 

included North American Pleistocene lakes and the Hawaiian Islands. 

•> 
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Figure 3-1. Elastic plate model of a layered lithosphere of thick-
s 

ness TT loaded by a topographic block [diagonally lined] of height 

% centred at r isostatically compensated by lithospheric flexure. 

Buoyancy forces-, proportional to the plate deflection w, load the 

base of the plate. Gravity anomalies are generated in the cross-

hatched regions, produced by the deflection of the Mohorovicic 

discontinuity. The density contrast at the Moho is Ap=p -p . There 

is no density contrast at the base of the lithosphere. Measurable 

topography h remains above sea level [z=0]. 
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Elastic plate models of the lithosphere have also been applied fco the 

analysis of other oceanic islands [Watts and Cochran 1974, Watts et al. 

^.975], sedimentary basins [Walcott 1972, Cochran 1973, Haxby et al. 

1976], and the outer topographic rises associated with Pacific Ocean 

subduction zones [Walcott 1970a, Banks 1971, Watts"and Taiwan! 1974, 

Parsons and Molnar 1976, Caldwall et al. 1976]. A model of the isostatic 

response function characteristic of a thin elastic plate was first 

derived by Walcott [1976]. A more rigorous formulation was provided by 

Banks et al. c[1977] who used It to Invert the United States isostatic 

response data of Lewis and Dorman [1970]. *^* 

In rthe present contê jg of elastic plate theory, local isostatic 

compensation [of the Airy type] can be accommodated by the ideal case in 

which the elastic plate has zero thickness or no.flexural strength. In 

physical terms this may correspond to isostatic adjustment by vertical 

faulting of rigid lithosphere. The response to changes in the topo-

graphic load, for' example as a result of erosion.,- would be essentially 

Instantaneous and therefore time-invariant. On the other hand, local 

compensation of topography may also be achieved by means of' some form 

of ductile deformation in which case it represents a final isostatic 

condition prior to which the characteristic isostatic response function 

of the lithosphere would have varied depending on the age of the load ̂  

and the style of the deformation. In such a câ se, the effects of erosion 

of topography must be explicitly considered. A model of this kind in 

which elastic stresses are relaxed by linear viscous flow is considered-

in Chapter 5. 
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3°. 1.2 Elastic plate isostatic response analysis. Estimates of 

the flexural rigidity of continental lithosphere based oh thin elastic 

plate models of isostatic response functions [Banks et al. 1977, Banks 

\ 
and Swain 1978, McNutt and Parker 1978, McNutt 1980] are up to four 

orders of magnitude less than those based on models of thetisostatic 

compensation of individual continental features [e.g. Walcott 1970a, 

Haxby et al. 1976], Major criticisms of the response function method of 

isostatic analysis [Forsyth 1979, Cochran 1980] have in part been based 

on these anomalous results. It should be noted, however, that flexural 

studies of individual continental Loads are few, owing to lack of suit-

able data, and are themselves ambiguous in their results, perhaps due 

to sensitivity to local changes in crustal structure [e.g. Walcott i970a] 

.The response function technique was designed to overcome these problems 

[Dorman and Lewis 1970] but hasu encountered other, major, problems of 

its own. The main problems?related to continental lithospheric studies 

using isostatic response functions fall Into three categories which are 

discussed below. 

(i) Geological heterogeneity. The^ regions for wb^ch isostatic ° 

response functions have been computed, primarily the United States 

[Lewis and Dorman 1970]°and Australia [McNutt 1978], are-geologically 

complex but were chosen because of the need to sample large ̂ regions in 

order to minimize the geological noise related to non-isostatic upper 

crustal lateral density variations [cf. section 2.1]. Allied to this 

general problem of noisy data are methodological problems*. First, 

isostatic response computations are somewhat sensitive to data reduction 

techniques [for example, tapering of data as opposed to reflecting data 

9 



to suppress edge effects] so that the direct comparison of response 

functions calculated using different methods, a common practice in the 

literature, should be avoided.' The sensitivity of the results to 

changes in methodology is probably enhanced by the degree of noisiness 

of the raw data. Secondly, the degree of noisiness of the data is "such 

that coherence between topography and gravity [cf. subsection 2.2.4] is 

often so low, for much of., the sampled spectral range, that the validity 

of any computed,, transfer function between them may be questionable. 

(ii) The complex tectonic origin of continental topography 

and its subsequent evolution. Both Forsyth [1979] and Cochran [1980] 

fhave pointed out that the model of topography being loaded onto a 

flexurally competent lithosphere is probably an unrealistic one; in 
« 

general, continental crust and presumably its. topography are generated 

in thermally weakened zones of orogenesis. Both authors suggest that 

low values of flexural rigidity based' on analyses of continental 

isostatic response functions reflect the strength of the lithosphere 

during the tectonically active stage when topography was formed. In 

such a model, consideration of the effects of topographic erosion 

occurring after the time at which the lithosphere achieved some greater 

flexural strength is inescapable. The deeply eroded nature of cratonic 

regions suggests that the amount of subsequent erosion has exceeded the 

' original topography. 
v. •> 

(ill) Isostatic compensation of topography by means other 

than elastic flexure. For example, faulting of the upper crust may 

provide partial isostatic compensation to some high amplitude topo-

"graphic features. Any compensation mechanism such as this giving rise 
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•to gravity anomalies will result in artificially low flexural rigidities 

determined by* means of a plate model. Similar effects might be expected 

if the thin elastic plate is an inadequate model of the lithosphere. 

First, use of thin plate theory may not be appropriate for the 

analysis of the loads under consideration. That is, the smallest wave-

lengths of the observed isostatic response function may be too small in 

comparison* with the thickness of the plate. Calculations by McKenzie -

and "Bowin [1976] and Courtney [1981, pers. comm. ] indicate this to be 

N the case when-the plate thickness exceeds approximately half the wave

length of the imposed load. Isostatic response functions calculated 

from United States [Lewis and Dorman 1970]- and Australian [McNutt 1978] 

data take into account topographic loads of less than 60 km and 40 km 

wavelength respectively.^ On the other hand, estimates of .the. flexural 

it 

rigidity of continental lithosphere based on studies of individual loads 

indicate plate thicknesses, using Equation (3-lii), in the range 35-60 km 

[as summarized by Cochran 1980]. Short wavelength estimates form only 

a "small portion of the United States and Australian response data and 

any problem resulting from the invalidity of the thin plate assumption 

may also be small; nevertheless, it^remains that the, effects of any " 

incorrect application of a thin plate model would be-to force the model 

toward artificially low flexural strength. This follows from calcula-
J ( 9 

tions by McKenzie and Bowin [1976, Fig. 14] and Walcott [1976, Fig. 1; 
f 

citing Foucher (1974, pers. comm.)] which show that "thick" plate 

defbrmational response to surface loading would be greater in amplitude 

than that predicted by thin plate theory. <• 

Secondly, the assumption of purely elastic 'behaviour may be in 

•> error. For example, some studies of the flexural characteristics of the 
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continental lithosphere during the formation of foreland sedimentary 

basins [Beaumont 1981] indicate that stratigraphic relations within 

such basins are most simply modelled by a viscoelastic lithosphere, one 

wltLch. can relax elastic stresses by linear viscous flow. As mentioned 

in subsection 3.1.1 the state of local Airy isostatic compensation of 

surface loads may be a"consequence of such a process. Other more- com-

plicated mechanisms of stress relaxation also fall into category .(iii). 

In any case, the isostatic response of such a lithosphere, observed at 

any given time, will be a function of its loading history, a matter in 

which erosion, of topography is important as well as lithospherfe -rheology. 

Whether the interpretation of the isostatic response of such a litho

sphere in terms of a thin elastic plate would always return artificially 

low flexural rigidities is difficult to predict. On the other hand the 

isostatic response function of such a lithosphere might Jbe. expected to 
/ 

vary in some consistent fashion with the age of the topographic load. 

The three categories' of problems involved in the interpretation 

of continental isostatic response functions in terms of elastic thin 

(t 
plate theory, listed above, can be summarized as Jjfaose resulting from 

(i) inadequate data and methodology, (ii) an incorrectly assumed or 

untenable loading history, and (iii) an incornect model of lithospheric 

response to loading. In this chapter^ the analysis of continental 
o 

1 

isostatic response functions based on elastic thin plate theory is 

performed with problems deriving from category (i) minimized as much as 

possible. Response functions have been computed for geological regions 

which are as teqtonically homogeneous as possible; each has been found 

using the same methodology; the methodology was successfully tested by 
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analyzing synthetic data [section 2.3]; and the minimum topographic 

wavelength' considered for each is greater than 100 km [cf. section 2.2] 

so that the thin plate modelling approximation is suitable. Thus, the 

results of the present analysis can be interpreted in terms of the 

problems discussed in categories (ii) and (iii) only. The model of 

continental isostatic response which is being tested is one in which 

the lithosphere behaves elastically with elastic properties which do 

not change with age and in which the load, as measured by the isostatic 
* 

response function, is truly that due to topography existing at the 

present. For such a model, the isostatic response functions of 
Q 

different tectonic regions should be the same unless variations exist 

between regions in the depths to major density discontinuities in the 

lithosphere such as the Mohorovicic discontinuity. The choice of 

depths to major density discontinuities is constrained by other geo

physical data such as those provided by seismic refraction studies. 

If, within the uncertainties of such constraints, this model of 

continental isostatic response cannot be rejected, then, in turn, £he ," 

flexural rigidity of the continental lithosphere so determined cannot 

be rejected even if it is significantly different from those found using 

other kinds of data. , * 

If, on the. other hand, such a model can be rejected on the 

basis of variations in the observed isostatic response functions of~-

„ different geological -pjroyinces, then the properties and/or loading 

history of the lithosphere must be assumed to be such that the lithe-

sphere's characteristic isostatic response function varies depending 

on its tectonic age. Any model in this class of models will he 
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difficult to interpret in terms of a thin elastic plate lithosphere, 

the isostatic response of which is forced only by modern topography, 

because It will depend on the load history, as discussed in problem 

categories (ii) and (iii) listed above. In the' absence of a quantita-

tiye model in which the effects of erosion are explicitly considered, , 

it is speculative to suggest that observed isostatic response functions 

indicating increasing flexural'rigidity of continental lithosphere as 

the age of the topography increases supports a model of cooling and 

thickening lithosphere [Stephenson 1978] or that indications of the 

reverse phenomenon Imply viscous relaxation of continental lithosphere 

[McNutt and Parker 1978]. Models which Include topographic erosion and 

which can account for time-dependence of isostatic response functions 

are developed and applied to observations in Chapter 5. 

3.2 The Isostatic Response of a Thin Elastic Plate 

3.2.1 Deformation of a thin elastic plate by a harmonic load. 

The plate load p(r) in Equation*(3-li) is expressed in terms of its 

harmonic components by its two-dimensional Fourier transform 

F{p(r)} * P(k), where the wavenumber k«k, %1+k, \J* given by * 

Equation (l-2i), The deformation of the plate in response to P(k) is 

therefore found by Fourier transforming Equation (3-11): 

f . 
D[2irkr W(t) - P(£) v (3-3) 

A 

*c 
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if D is not a function of position and noting that [Sneddon 1951, p. 27] 

dnf<r) 

dx' n 
- [i2irk]n F(£") 

where F{f(r);T« F(fe), assuming that the first [n-l] derivatives of f(r> 

vanish as |rj •*• °°. 

The Fourier transform of Equation (3-2), in which p(r) was 

decomposed into surface and buoyancy forces, is 

P$) - -P„ gL(t) - p„ gW(£) 
m 

(3-4) 

Equations (3-3) and (3-4) combined r e s u l t in 

m 

where 

*(k) - 1 + 
[2Trk]"D 

pmg 

(3-5i) 

(3-5ii) 

and ip(k) is called the flexural response function [after Walcott 1976] 

3.2.2 Theoretical isostatic response functions. IQ the thin 

pit. — I .* the lithosphere g r a v I t y an^Xies ,tf> «.'-fc-d to 

be generated entirely by the density perturbation resulting from plate 
* - * 
deflection w(r) in response to surface loading A(r) [Figure 3-1]. The 

isostatic response function is defined, .as the Fourier transform of the 

gravity normalized by the Fourier transform of tHfe measurable topography 

[Equation (1-3)]. Figure 3-1 illustrates that the measurable topography 
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h(r) consists of only that portion of the surface -load £(r) remaining 
* 1 

above the undeformed plate surface; i.e."; 

£(r) - h(r) - w(r) , 

the Fourier transform of which is 

L(t) - H(tc) - W(£) (3-6), 

In consideration to (3-6), Equations (3-5) become 

<* 
W(t) - - - jS . +»<k) H<$) ' (3-7i) 

where / 

**<k> 
* * ^ % - l 

i + J&stiJB" 
.v.*>8 J 

( 3 - 7 i i ) 

A and Ap - p - p . „ " ,• 

* m ^ o . I 

The Fourier transform of the ̂ gravity anomaly produced by the 

density perturbation p'<r,z) is [Parker 1973] ;'* * 

G(k") - 2irr / P ' ^ . z ) exp [-2irkz] dz (3-8) 

where'F{p'(r,z)} - P'(tc,z) and T is the gravitational'constant. -Banks 

et al. [197*7] show that a vertical displacement w(*0r in a medium of 

density p(r,z) produces th^jperturbation 

• p»(?^>- -»£)•§*• (3-9) 

"N 
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"if the normal density distribution of the plate is assumed to be a 

function of z only and if the medium is assumed to be incompressible. 

The Fourier transform of (3-9), 

p*(k\z) - web •§£• , 

substituted into Equation (3-8) gives 

G(fc") - 2Trr W(t) / |fi- exp [-27rkz] dz * ' * . (3-10) 
o 

which, used in conjunction Wfith Equations (3-7), gives an expression for 

the theoretical isostatic response of a thin elastic plate, 

T 

Qe(k) = -2TTF ^ * l ( k ) / ffr exp [-2irkz] dz" '* (3-11) . 
o 

» Since the isostatic compensation of the topography, and resulting 

gravity anomalies, are associated completely with the deformation of 

the plate, the integration of the density gradient in Equation (3-11) 

is finite, proceeding only to the normal depth of the base of the,plate, 

T_,. the plat e thickness. 
* \ L . r * • i 

\ . I ** ' 

Note tha t in the case k«0^ <f>'(k) and exp [-2irkz] become uni ty 

y -and Equation (3-11) reduces t o 

rkz] b 

~Qe(k-0) - '-i-nf po 

T 

s ince 
TL 
/ -rfdz - p(z) 

.3z 
O " • a

J 0 

T 
L 

P -p^, - A p . m. - o - . 
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3.2.3 Local isostatic response. (i) Thin plate case. 

Figure 3-2 schematically illustrates a topographic block of height I and 

density p loaded onto a layered crust at a point r compensated locally 

by the Airy isostatic compensatien mechanism. The block "floats" on the 

crust passively deforming it to produce a compensating root lying 

immediately below. The relationship between the height of the block % 

and the size- of the root w can be determined by equating the excess mass, 

lying above z^O with the mass of the zones of deficient compensating 

density below: 

[Jt(r) + w(r")] pn - -w(r)[Pl-pJ - w(r) [p -p ] (3-121) 
o i. o m l 

or simply 

p '" 
w(r) - - -2. £(?) (3-1211) 

m . 

for Airy compensation. Making the substitution &«h-w and Fourier trans

forming gives< 1 

i 
W(£) - - ̂  HO*) (3-13) 

where Ap»p -p . Equation (3-13) is analogous to the thin plate equation 
* 

(3-71) and shows that Airy compensation is the special case of thin 

plate compensation witfi ̂ *(k)"l, a consequence either of a plate with 

zero flexural rigidity or a load with a wavenumber approaching zero. 

The isostatic response function produced by Airy compensation Is there-

fore simply Equation (3-11) with tj>' (k)-l: -



r 

Figure 3-2, A'" topographic block [diagonally lined] of height I 

centred at r is locally compensated by a layered lithosphere. 

Gravity anomalies are generated in the cross-hatched regions 

-* ̂  .™ iPl md *,.. W — to„ 
h remains above sea level [z=0]. The base of the lithosphere 

is not shown. 
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/ 

T 

Q£(k)" = -27rr ^2.* / |£- exp [-2irkz3 dz (3-14) 

V 

Ap 
o 

[or, if preferred-, Equation (3-13) inserted into (3-10) ]\ 

(ii) General case. Dorman an&^Lewie [1970] formulated a 

general local compensation model in terms of a linear relation between 

a compensating density structure p (r,z) lying immediately below topo

graphy h(r), 

Pn(r,!B) - £ » h(r) • ' (3-15) 

where p_(z) is the compensating density associated with a unit topographic 

load. For complete compensation of topography of density p occurring 
s O 

above a depth TL 

T * 

' / p (r,z) dz - -p h(r)' ' ' , (3-16*)/ , 
Q ' > 

which, in the case of the Airy model, is exactly equivalent to the, 

column mass, equality statement of Equation (3-121) [where h»£+v]. The/ 

theoretical isostatic response of the general model given by (3-15) it 
* * * 

just the Fourier transform of the gravity,anomaly produced by the 
*> '' i 

vertical line source described by the normalized compensating densitj 
% ' - \ 
»̂p_(z) [Dorman and Lewis 1970, McNutt 1978]: / 

* " ' ' ' TL " / -
Q£(kJ - 2irT / o_(z) exp [-27rkz^dz /(3-17). 



A 

Alternatively, Equation (3-17) can be derived by direct substitution of 
it 

the Fourier transform of (3-15) into Parker's [1973] harmonic gravity 

equation (3-8) noting that P (r,z) is equivalent to the density pertur-
c ( , 

bation pT(r,z). It is obvious from the comparison of Equations (3-14) 

and (3-17) that the generalized compensation density per unit topography 
, i * • > , 

P_(z) equals the Airy compensating density gradient [-p /Ap]{3p/3z], 
\ o . 

3.3 North American Isostatic Response Functions 

f f 

< " N 

3^3.1 Observations. Figures 3-3(a,b) show observed isostatic 

response functions Q(k) for the six study areas outlined in subsection 

2.1.2 [illustrated in Figure 2-1]. For each, ensemble estimates Q(k ) 

were calculated at constant wavenumber intervals based on the dimensions 

of the study area. Fewer ensembles are possible as the dimensions of 

the study area decrease. Note, for "example, only three Q(k ) are pro-

" ,. r 

vided for the small [600 km x 2000 km] Grenville province study area.^ 

These three estimates are, moreover, associated with large standard 

errors, also a consequence of the small number of raw data. As k 
*. , > x 

increases, topographic power decreases resulting*in a reduction in the 

sign«*l to noise ratio [cf. Equation (1-3)]. This effect is offset by 

the parallel increase in the number of raw data available per ensemble 

with increasing k [cf. Figure 2-8]. Consequently, standard errors 

dQ(k), associated With Q(k) remain approximately constant throughout the 

spectral range. Note that the smallest^errors are those associated with 

the Isostatic response functions of the Cdrdilleran region where the 
topographic signal is greatest. The errors associated i*fch response ' 

y t 
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Figure 3-3. Comparison of isostatic response functions C;(k) from 

(a) the Cordilleran, Appalachian, and CanadianNShield study areas 

and (b) the Grenville, Churchill, and Superior province study 

areas; error bars correspond in length to two standard errors. 

A 
*»* . 

• \ ~ . 

"'% ^,'j" *y~p> % ^ «-,%» *fif TV 
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Table 3-1'. Results; ensemble wavenumber [k ] , wavelength [k ] , 

number of ensemble raw spectral data [m ] , i sos ta t i c response 

estimate [Q(k ) ] , standard error of Q(k )[dQ(k ) ] , unbiased coherence 

squared estimate [y2(k ) ] . . <• . 

k j W 1 ] kf^km] » r Q^HmGalm"1]* 'dQ(kj y 2 (k r ) 

(a) Cordilleran region. 
M* 
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0 .0013 , 
0 .0025 , 
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0 .0075 
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400 
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0 

(b) Appalachian region. 

\. 
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0 

(c)_ Canadian Shield. 
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k^knf1] k^tkm] m. "Q(kr)[mGal m"
1] dQ(kr) 

:(V 

(d) Grenville province. 
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(e) Churchill province. 
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functions of the Canadian Shield, where the topographic signal is 

smallest, are, on the other hand, very large. The Canadian Shield 

study area.isostatic response function [Figure 3-3(a)], which is, in . 

most part, based on gravity and topography data also used to calculate 

the individual response functions of the Grenville, Churchill, and 

Superior structural provinces [cf. Figure 2-1], would be expected to 

have features similar to those of the three smaller study areas. This 

is the case for estimates at small wavenumberw, k<0.004 'km ; for 

larger k the Churchill and Superior observations are exceptionally 

v noisy, and within the bounds of the indicated standard errors are 

generally not different from zero. The observed isostatic response of 

the larger Canadiaji Shield study area, in contrast, falls off to- zero 

less rapidly and lies between the Churchill/Superior data and those of 

the Grenville province. The data illustrated in Figures 3-3(a>b) are 

» 
enumerated in Tables 3-1(a-f); small* values of the unbiased coherence 

squared y2(k) testify to the high noise levels of the Bouguer gravity 

data. Also listed in Tables 3-1(a-f) are k»0 estimates of the observed 

isostatic response based on the average Bouguer anomaly [geoid, removed; 

6f. subsection 2.2.1] and topographic height of each region.' 

• ^ 

The general character of all of the calculated Q(k) are similar. 

• (1) As k-K), Q(k)-»--.ll mGal which equals -2iiTp , the value predicted/* 

by the; theoretical isostatic response o£ a thin elaSOt^lateJfcquation 

*/r —3 * 

(3-11)]. T is the gravitational constant and pi ** £700 kg m , the 

density of the topography. Large negative values^pf Q(K?) 'for small k 

are a consequence of the gravity effect of jCov density^brustal "roota* 

providing complete or nearly complete Isostatic compensation of topo

graphy at these wavelengths. The contrasting gravitational attraction 
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of the topography itself has been removed by means of the BJuguer 

gravity reduction. The actual k»0 estimates of Q listed in Table 3-1 

are not considered*in the interpretation of the response functions, in 

contrast with Banks et al. [197J], on the grounds that they can provide 

no information about the density and rheological structure of the 

lithosphere. (2) As k increases, Q(k)-K), which also corresponds to 

the theoretical result [Equation (3-11)]. This happens if there is 

little or no isostatic compensation of topography of short wavelengths 

either because the flexural strength o*f the lithosphere is too great or 

because the gravity effects of any existing compensating density 

, structures, measured at the Earth's surface, have been attenuated 

because of their depths. 

3.3.2 General characteristics of the elastic plate model of 

isostatic response. The theoretical isostatic response of a thin 

elastic plate Q (k)', described by Equation (3-11), is a function of the 
e •» 

integration" to the base of the lithosphere T L of the vertical density 

gradient 3p/3z of the lithosphere. If dp/dz comprises & series of 

•discrete density jumps rather than a continuous function, then (3-11) 

can be rewritten as \^ 

''P^ NT 
Qe(k) » -27TT -± **(k) lU p± exp [-27rkz±] £ t (3-18) 

1"1 
i 

where N_ is the number of vertical density discontinuities in.the 
L „ 

lithosphere and Ap*p -p , the difference between the lithosphere sub

stratum and topographic densities. Note that, to maintain internal 

consistency, it is necessary that 
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-ZU p. = AP (3-19) 
i=l -a 

A simple and comon assumption is. that N = l such that surface 

topography is isostapically compensated by the deformation of a single 

density interface, presumed to be the Mohorovicic discontinuity, found 

o 

at the base of the crust. . Its existence is based on deep structural 

seismic refraction studies [e.g.-Goodacre 1972]. Thus, Equation (3-18) 

reduces to the form 

Q (k) = -2irr p ty'Oc) exp [-2irkz ] (3-20) 

where s is the depth of the compensation density structure. Clearly, 

the inclusion of the effects of other major density interfaces, such as 

the mid-crustal Conrad or Riel discontinuity which is believed to exist 

within the crust of the Canadian Shield and west-central Canada [e.g. 

Thomas et al. 1978, Green et al, 1979], can be easily accommodated. 

. • " . / ' 

- The shape of the theoretical isostatic response function of a 

thin elastic plate, as it varies with k, depends strongly on the choice 

of z as well as on the chosen flexural rigidity D of the plate and 

1 these dependencies are illustrated in Figure 3-4. Recall that ip'Ck) 

[in Equation (3-20)], which varies in the range 0 to 1, increases as 

D decreases [cf. Equation 3-411)] and .is unity when D=0 such that 

topography is in a state of local isostatic compensation [subsection 

3.2.3], In such a, ease, as shown in Figure 3-4, the response function 

behaves as a simple exponentially decaying curve, the decay rate of 
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Figure 3-4. Theoretical isostatic responne functions Q (fc) of 

the thin elastic plate, model; Eodel parameters as shown. 
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which is determined "by the compensation depth a , hs i) increasesP $o 

that" isostatic compensation is regional rather than local* Q (1c) falls 

off at smaller k in a fdshion which is characteristically n$n-exponential. 

'The ambiguity inherent to the interpretation of observed 

isostatic response functions because of the co«-dependence of the 

'theoretical curves .on compensation depth and .flexural rigidity has been 

discussed by Cochran [!9§0] aad McNutt [1980]. For example, Cochran 

argues that United-States [Levi's and Dorman 1970] and Australian 

[McNutt and Parker 1978] isostatic response data can be interpreted to 

show tRat D for each region is similar with as much justification as 

1-lcNufcfc Sad Parker's [1978] interpretation that ikistralian D was sig

nificantly loxrer. Cochran, in hip analysis, emphasized adjustments 

of z •awithin reasonably, expected bounds of crustal thickness. * McNutt_ 

[1900],.3k the other hand, argues'that consideration of the nature of" 

the curvature' of observed Q(!c) in tha^middle wavelength fall-off region 

is most important in determining flexural rigidity. 

34 3.3 Results. Visual inspection of the observed isostatic 

response functions [Figures 3-36a,b)J suggests" that/ there may be 

systematic chpnges in ^©iff^character as the age of. the ge&loglcal 

province^ from which,£hey are, derived varies. 171th respect to the 

Cordilleran, Appalachian, anB Churchill province response functions, 

£he older the geology, the more rapidly Q(k) falls off to gero values, 
o 

0 A A 

Greater errors dQ(k) and smaller coherences y2(k) accompany the enhanced 

fall-off .of Q-(k) as ago increases. The coherence between gravity and 

topography, at all tot the smallest waveauabers, in all regions except 

the Cordilleran region,.is very small [cf. Table 3-1] although no 
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smaller' tjtan that reported for Australia [McNutt 1978, p. 106] .or 

presumably -that of the United States [unreported].' The possibilities 

that the fall-off of observed isostatic response functions, the A 

character' of which is crucial £a their interpretation, ±&\ controlled 

by the geological noise in the gravity data relative to the power of 

the topographic signal^ and that the true isostatic response function" 

in such a case is not r«^olvable, cannot be dismissed. „ ' 

/ 
This caution^notwithstanding, observed Q(k) have been compared 

to model predictions in terms*' of the one-norm misfit between them.' The 

one-norm misfit Is a measure of misfit which takes into account the 
i a 

error associated with the 'observations, and is defined as .. * 

oa(k>Q.<y 
dQ(kr) 

(3-21") 

whe»e N, is the number of observed ensemble estimates in Q(k), J L is 
It vJ 

plotted as a function of flexural •rigidity D and various compensation < 

depths 2 , for each of the oil? study areas, in Figures 3-5(a-f); 

m » ^ ». p 70 « 

theoretical Q (It) are calculated using Equation (3-2(1) In which it %aa- " 

' —3 *" />' 
^beea assumed that p aiid p are 2700 and 3300 kg in respect, dfvely. " " a' 

X ° ' . * • „ • • -

These densities are in the ranges of those customarily assigned to, ftpper 

crustal and mantle material; moreover, Banks et al. [1977] have shown 0,„ » 

that the, results of'' comparisons of isostatic response data to those 
t a 

derived f rjom the elastic, plate modal are not. sensitive to the efjoiea of * 
p and p provided the choices are within geophyGlsally reasonable 

P 

. bounds. Misfits M_ were evaluated £br* each study area for B=0 as well / 
"/ jLg 28 ° •>-

as £©r„values of ,D in the range 10 -10 Ho incrementing by powers 



/ 

Figure 3-5. _ 0ne<%orm misfits M Q between isostatic rasponse 

observations and modGla [Equation (3-21)3 having the indicated 

/ 
'parametG^f.values for tho» (a) Cordilleran, (b) Appalachian, 

(c) Canadian Shield, (d) 

..„ (f) Superior study areas 

(c) Canadian Shield, (d) Granville, (G) Churchill9 and 
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of 10. Ihe compensation depth s was varied in the range 5-60 "km 

incrcjaeiating by 5 Ian. Results for several sample values of z , within 

.this range, including the value of s which provided the overall 

minimum I-L, are incorporated into Figprea 3-5(a-f). The theoretical' 

isostatic response functions Q (It) of the thin elastic plate model, 

calculated for the minimum misfit [D.s ] pairs, as illustrated in 

I 

Figures 3-5(a-f) for each study area, are plotted in Figures 3-6(a-f) 

where they can be compared to the observed Q(k)„ 

Examination of Figures 3-5(a-f) reveals that, for all data 

seta, as a becomes deeper the maximum flexural rigidity at which the 

smallest ML occurs decreases by about one order of magnitude. Con

currently, as compensation depth increases, the misfit results become 
a 

progressively less sensitive to choice of D. The reason for this 
i 

0 

feature of the results can be seen in Figure 3-4, in which theoretical 

isostatic response functidns are plotted; "there is relatively greater 
displacement of the theoretical s =20 Inn curve than the z =40 km 

» m m 
24 

as D increases from 0 to 10 Km for?each. -Thus, as z increases 
m 

i's, less ability to .distinguish among D. 

curve 

there 

The misfit results of Figures 3-5(a-f), taken as a whole, « 

indicate that the reproduction of isostatic response observations by 

the.thin elastic plate model is controlled aore by the choice of the 

plate's flexural rigidity D than by its compensationodepth z ." COU-

sidering, for example, the Churchill province results [Figure 3-5(e)J, 

\ 2? 23' 
a lithospheric- flexnvaX rigidity in this region of 10 -10 Nm is 

indicated regardless of*the choice of z while, conversely, there is 

t 

little reason to choose among a . Other sets of results,,'such as those 
m 



Figure 3-6. Comparison of observed isostatic response functions 
o 

Q(k) with response functions Q (k$) of the elastic plate model for 
e .> 

the (a) Cordilleran, (b) Appalachian, Cc) Canadian Shield, 

(d) Grenville, (e) Churchill, and (f) Superior study areas; 

model parameters as shownj choice of parameters explained in the 
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of the Cordilleran regiop, show increased sensitivity to choice of z 

but never so much as to require changes in D greater- than one order o'f 

magnitude. « 

This feature of the results suggests that comparisons of the 

\ 
observations to theoretical functions1 based on models in which more 

complex density structures are assumed to exist trill not yield 

significantly different best-fitting choices of D. This proved to be 

the case for the observations considered in the light of models in 

' which a mid-crustal Conrad density discontinuity was incorporated. No 

such model could" produce, a misfit as small as those already available 

from the single layer models and in all cases best fits we're obtained 

for D falling within the range of values indicated by the single layer 

models. On the other hand, the acceptance or rejection of a "two- „ 

layered model as opposed to one with a single compensation depth can be 

crucial in, determining whether the isostatic response within a given 

region is achieved "by means of regional, or flexural, compensation as 

opposed to local compensatijia. Such a result is intuitive for/regions 

for which the single layer misfit data [Figures 3-5(a-f)] indicate a 

distinct regional,response for shallow z but one which is not 

significantly better than that provided by local compensation at com

pensation depths approaching normal crustal thickness [~30-50 km]. All 

of the data sets under consideration have this characteristic with the 

exception of those of the Churchill 'and, to xa slightly lesser extent, 

the .Appalachian study areas. The misfits, as they vary with D, for 

•i 

arbitrarily chosen sample two layer models for each of the other four* 

study areas are indicated by the dashed lines in the appropriate 

diagrams of Figure 3-5; the best-fitting theoretical isostatic response 
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functions of these two layer models are plotted using dashed lines where 

appropriate in Figures 3-6. It should be-noted that additional model 

complexities such' as the two layer modification are not justified in the 

case of the Grenville data-from which only three' response estimates were 

available. . o 

o . 

,3.4 "Discussion . <? 

3.4.1 Acceptability of results. The acceptability of the thin 

elastic plate model of isostatic response, in which the plate is loaded l 

only by modern topography, can be judged on the basis of the existence 

of systematic, rather than random, deviations between the observations 

and their best-fitting modelled isostacwc rasponse functions. A£tawing • 

for errors associated with each of the observations, no strongly " 

evidenced systematic lack of fit, with the exception of the Cordilleran 

results, is apparent from visual inspection of Figures 3-6(a-f). 

In the case of the Cordilleran dam, non-random effects do 

occur; at low wavenumbers the observations are consistently under-

estimated hj the theoretical response of the best-fitting model while 

at the" highest wavenumbers the reverse occurs. Moreover, no elastic 

plate model, 'regardless of its chosen parameters or compensation 

depthCs) overcomes this systematic lack of fit. To illustrate this 
a 

factj also plotted in Figure 3-6(a)9 using dotted and dashed-*dotted 

lines respectively,, are tiie, theoretical icoatatic response functions of 

elastic plates which are much weaker [B-0- Nm, so that topographic ioo-

static compensation is local] and much stronger [D=10 Km] .'than those 

4 ° 



indicated by'the*best-fitting OUQ and two layer models [B=10 Mm]. 

5 J5ach inodel is single layered and the chosen compensation depths, 25 km 

and 5 km respectively, are those which produced the minimum misfits. 

That no satisfactory fit to the Cordilleran observations ean be obtained 

r by modification of the model parameters D and z suggests that a thin 

elastic plate may be en inadequate model of the lithosphere in this 

region or that" the loading of the.lithosphere, the effects of which are 

being measured by the isostatic response function, is pore complex here' 

than that resulting from the contemporary topography only. With respect 

to the latter hypothesis, it i-s noted that much .of the Uriit,ed States 

portion of^the Cordilleran study area is* chflB^fteriaed by anomalously 

& - ' 

high heat flow [Sclater et al. 1980] implying the possible existence of 

thermal loading atothe -base of the lithosphere. Therefore* the failure 

of the present model to reproduce" the character."of the Cordilleran 

results is not taken as sufficient- reason to reject the model. 

- 3A.2 Tectonic age variations and observed isostatic response 

functions. As noted in subsection 3.3.3, there are substantial 

differences between the observed isostatic response functions of the 

various" geological provinces sampled. The model being tested in the 

present chapter is one in which* observed isostatic response functions 

Q(k) are assumed to be-Jzhe result of a thin elastic plafe, of time-

invariant properties, being loaded by modern topography. "There are two 

unknown model parameters? compensation depth g and the flexural 

rigidity of the plate D. Since, under the terms o£ the model, D should 

not vary between geological provinces, the proposed test of the model 

was that differences between the observed response functions should 
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bast be explained by variations in 2 and that the indicated 2 should 

be geophysically reasonable. The implications of the results of two 
1? 

layer models are discussed first after xtfhich one layer models are 

considered. & 

(i) Two layer models. The ambiguity inherent to the inter

pretation of 'isostatic response functions in terms' of the elastic plate* 

model was anticipated'in subsection 3.3.2 in which the general char-

acteristics of the model predictions tijere analyzed and in subsection 

3.3.3 in which two layer crustal models, which provided*misfits with 

the observations not *substantially greater than those provided by the 

best-fitting one layer models, were presented. Nevertheless, as noted 

in subsection 3.3.3, other than allowing all of the observed data to 

be-reproduced'by models with reasonable compensation depths and flexural 

rigidities clearly favouring regional rather than local isostatic com

pensation of tdpography [cf. Figures 3-5(a,c,d,f)], the consideration 

of two layer models did not greatly change the one layer results in 

terms of the mitfisium range of values of.D required to model the response 

functions of all study areas. ' G 

The choice of compensation depths in two layer models, within 

the domain of geophysically reasonable choices, is necessarily arbitrary. 

Seismic refraction results [e.g. Goodacre 1972] provide estimates which 

pertain only to local areas of each geological province and cannot 

justifiably be used to adopt particular crustal density configurations; 

moreover, they are themselves only models of the true deskrity structure o 
, of the crust. The results of Backus-Gilbert inversion of isostatic 

response,functions do not resolve major density interfaces, assuming 



they exist, and are not.realistic because they predict^significant 

density inversions below the crust^[Banks jet al. 1977, McNutt 1978], 

Inversion of response functions .using a linear programming method in 

which" the density gradient is constrained to be positive cannot mathe

matically provide solutions more complex than those With a single 

'Hohorovicic'* density discontinuity [Banks et al. 1977, Banks and Swain 

1978, McNutt 1978], In this sense, it-is nothing more than a very 
a * 

efficient method of finding best-fitting one layer "forward" models 
a 

i?such as those presented In subsection 3.3 .3 . 
* ft a • 

It follows from the non-uniqueness inherent to the interpreta

tion of gravity anomalies, of which isostatic response functions are 
i „ 

I
t) n 

umber of well-fitting 

heric density config-

lexural rigidities 

allowed by such models can be judged on the basis of the misfit data 
21 

presented in Figures 3-5(a-f) and they vary irrom about 5x10 Nm for 
Ok 

the Gtenvilfe province to perhaps 5x10 Nm for the Churchill.* The 

minimum, with the possible exception of the Churchill province, is 0 Nm. 
o o 

(ii) One layer models. It is likely that the number of avail

able observations does not justify the supposition of complex density 

'models. It io therefore probably best to consider the data simply in 

teraa of the heat-fitting one- layer nodels, tlie indicated parameters of 

which,. for each of the study .areas, are summarised in" Figure 3-7. Any 

pairs of parameters [D,aJ which produced' misfits within 102 of the 

minimum misfit are included among those providing the best-fitting 
models. 
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Figure 3-7. Summary of parameters, flexural rigidity D and 

compensation depth s , for the best-fitting elastic plate 

models, " • 

k. 
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Figure 3-7 is constructed according to increasing relative 

tgs'ctonic ages of the study areas from top tk> bottom;-note, hpwever, that 

the Canadian Shield results are a hybrid of those of fhe Grenville, 

Churchill, ind Superior regions and that the Grenville results are based 
A, ( 

on only three 'Q(k) estimates. It can be seen "in Figure 3-7 that there • 
o 

is no systematic pattern of variation of the flexural rigidity D among 
the sampled geological provinces. If D is assumed to be constant its 

20 22 ' 

value presumably falls within the range 10 -10 Nm. However, flexural 

isostatic compensation of topography is strongly indicated for the 

Cordilleran, Appalachian, and Churchill regions whereas local compensa

tion is acceptable within the Grenville and Superior provinces. On this 

basis, it is arguable that the flexural rigidity of the lithosphere 

measured in terms of the present model does vary depending on the 

lithosphere's tectonic age but that the dependence.is not Systematic. 

On the other hand. Figure 3-7 shows that there is a distinct tendency 

of 2 , as determined by the best-fitting single layer elastic models, to 

increase as the age of the lithosphere increases. This may be fortuitous; " 

the measured isostatic response of the Cordilleran region may be con-

taminated by thermal effects as noted in subsection 3.4.1 whereas' the * 

shallow compensation depth returned for the Appalachian region, since 

much of its southern portion is characterised by shallow, compressional 

tectonics, may be indicative of a density contrast existing between 

mainly sedimentary supracrustal rocks and the denser orogenic. basement 

complex. Otherwise, £he systematic increase in z with age may itself 

be evidence of geodynaraic processes such as (1) the downward migration 

of phase change boundaries as cooling of the lithosphere occurs and/or 

(2) the sinking of geochemical/petrological boundaries as elastic 
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flexural stresses within the lithosphere are relaxed by some time-

dependent deformation mechanism or simply (3) the effects of etosion 

stripping away upper crustal density discontinuities. Processes (1) 

and (2) would apparently deny the elastic plate model under consider

ation. 

3.5 Summary 

V. 

It has been shown that the interpretation of isostatic response 

functions, even in terms of th* simplest model available, is very 

difficult' despite using a tested methodology and probably the best data 

available& subdivided into as geologically homdgeneous units as practical. 

This is mainly a consequence of the non-uniquenfess of gravity anomalies. 

A forward modelling approach was used but the results-are no less 
i t 

a " 

eneral than the linear programming inversion technique applied by 

Banks et al. [1977], Banks and Swain [1978], McNutt and Parker [1978J, 

and McNutt [1980]. % 
1 

The elastic plate model under consideration is characterised 

by two parameterss the flexural rigidity D and the density gradient of 

the lithosphere, simply represented by one or two major discontinuities. 

Theoretical considerations as well as misfit analyses of individual 

observed response functions indicate that the results are slightly more 

sensitive to the choice of D, as argued by McNutt [1980], rather than 

to the assumed density structure. In terms of best-fitting models the 

qualitative differences 'between the observed isostatic" response functions 

are accommodated mainly by changes in the density structure [Figure 3-7]. 
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These two observations could be construed to indicate that the flexural 

rigidity of the lithosphere in all of the study areas is the same within 

20 22 
the range 10 -10 Nm. Whether the difference in parameter sensiti-

i 

t . 

' vities is great enough" to be significant in the interpretation of the 

overall results is equivocal [cf. Cochran 1980]. Rather, the fact that 

' the modelled flexural rigidities vary at. least over two orders of 

magnitude'is^ considered to be good reason to reject the time-invariant 

elastic plate model. The rejection of this model is supported by the 

Cordilleran results which do not acceptably conform to model predictions 

and by the systematic dependence of tne modelled compensation depths on 

tectonic age [Figure 3-7]. 

Of the general^classes of rheological models of the lithosphere 

introduced in Chapter 1*, the time-invariant elastic plate model is the 

only one which has an isostatic function which reacts passively-to 

massive erosion of topography such as that observed in old continental . 

regions. If the elastic model is rejected as being unsuitable then more 

complex models are required and explicit consideration of the effects of 

erosion is inescapable. Ah analytically tractable erosion-model is 

1 discussed next. 
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Chapter 4 . A Linear Model of /Cont inenta l Erosion 

4 .1 ^Introduction 

0 

Continental topography obviously erodes. If tlje lithosphere 

behaves as an elastic plateJ the case discussed*in-Chapter 3, and is 

' loaded by eroding topography,' then- its isostatic response [Equation 

(3-11*)] is not a function of time; the reaction to erosion is instan-

* ' - - W 
taneous.^At any observation timel it is the remaining typography, alone 

in c 

-which is being flexurally compensated. Should the elastio properties of 

the plate change through time then, transient effects may occur but1 these 

would not be' the result of the age of the load, and its erosion but, . 

rather, .presumably of the age and changing properties of the plate. 
' ° •» . " 

* If the rheology of the lithospffere falls into one qf the other 

three general classes of rheological models introduced in"Chapter 1 
v . • » 

[elastic-plastic, viscoelastic, and "non-linear djepth dependent], then it 

is necessary in considering the isostatic response of continents, to 

0 • 
incorporate the influence of the progressive decrease in the topographic 

"load resulting from erosion. 
1 4 ^ 

a <* 

Erdsion can be thought of as- a ̂ feedback mechanism. There are 

two competing isostatic effects to"consider. (1) It is known from 

geological [e.g. Ambrose 1964] and geomorphological observations , 

[e.g. Adams 1980] that regions of high topographic relief erode more 

rapidly than'regions of low relief. But' it is recognized, from the 

existence of pediplains [e.g."Pugh 1955] and from tectonic basin analysis 
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* 0 

[e.g. Fralick 1981]. that eroded regions arp isostatically rejuvenated. 

That is, as topography is worn away and the rate of erosion diminishes, 

the .action of isostasy is one of uplift and enhanced erosion. (2)., If 

the rheology of the lithosphere allows'the" stresses resulting from 

topographic loads to be relaxed in some time-dependent manner, then 

topographic height will decrease through time"independently of erosion 

as a result of "sinking" into the relaxing lithosphere. The action of 

this aspect of isostasy is one of .reduced erosion rate. 

The notion of erosion acting as a kind of feedback suggests 

that its isostatic effects may be quantitatively modelled in terms of a 

linear filter network in which the feedback component processes measured 

4topography into an eroded remnant. The foreward component of the net

work would describe the deformational response of the lithosphere to the 

initial topography less the fedback erosion. The development of such a 
' • * * , 

model in which the*isostatic behaviour of a viscoelastic lithosphere is 

considered will be pursued in Chapter 5. In this chapter [section 4.2]^ 

a simple quantitative^linear relationship between erosion rate and topo-

graphy is hypothesized. Since it is convenient to consider the isostatic 

response of lithosphere in the wavenumber domain the erosion model is 
• ? ••% 

also developed in the wavenumber domain. The parameters of the erosion 

model are discussed in section 4.3 in the light of the topography of 

South Island, New Zealand, a continental region undergoing rapid .tectonic 
\ 

uplift and massive erosion. '•» •< 

f 
8-
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4,2 The Erosion Model 

4o2„l Erosion of spedtral topography, It is assumed that 

topography in the spectral damain eroded at a, rate which is proportional 

; 
t| its height. Thus, 

E(l,t) = B(k) H(f,t) + N (£,t) (4-li) 

where E(k,t) is the erosidn rate of topography H.(kst) °at.time t and the 

"noise" term N (K,t) accounts for the effects on E(k,t) related to local 

changes-in lithology, vegetation, and climate. 'The proportionality 

\ 
factor B(k) can be more conveniently written as 

B(k) - - [0(k)]_1 (4-lii) 

where cr(k) has dimensions of time. The negative sign in (4-lii) arises 

from the fact that the loading effects of erosion are opposite to those 

of topography. It has been assumed that tf(k) is not a function of time 

and that it is independent of wavenumber direction. Furthermore, if 

erosion is a linear process in which each harmonic of topography can be 

considered independently, it is expected that the rate of erosion will 

be proportional to the maximum gradient of that harmonic and therefore 

to its wavenumber. Thus, 

tx(k) » o)k~e ; a(k)>0 • (.4-2X 
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xtfhere u) and e are constant and neither is negative. As k-K), the case 

of no harmonic topographic gradient, a -»• °° , implying that no erosion 

occurs. 

a(k) is referred to as the erosion time constant [for a given 

wavenumber], terminology which is derived from the solution of the 

simple differential equation embodied by Equations (4-1) in the case 

where there is no isostatic adjustment to erosion. That is, 

H(k,t) = Hxdc) +Sfc<£,t) • (4-3) 
o - O 

where H \k) represents the initial topography, prior to erosion9 and the 

sign convention of (4-3) is consistent with that of Equation (4-lii)• 

The solution to (4-*li) can be found, for examples using the Laplace 

transform 

x. 

00 

w L{F(t)}( = F(s) - ' / F(t)'exp [-st]dt (4-4i) 

'and its inverse 

°i.~1{F(s)} = F(t) P -^r $ F(s) exp [st]dt (4-4ii) 

where c is, the Bromwich contour in the complex plane. • Equations (4-1). 

ignoring the effects of N (k), and'(4-3) Laplace transform as 
e 

sE(k*,s) - E(fc~s0) « - ^ y H(fc\s) (4-5) 
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and 

H(lc,s) = 7 H (ft) + E(ts) (4-6). 
s o 

Given that E(k,t) is the rate of erosion of,,topography of wavenumber k 
-$. — 5 . 

at time ts the function E(k,t), the Laplace transform of which is E(k,s), 

represents the amount of erosion at k which has occurred since the 
-*• system began at, say, t=0, E(k,0) is therefore zero and, combining (4-5) 

— ->-
and (4-6) to eliminate E(k,s) gives 

»« ' H($,s) = [s + l/a(k)]_1 HQ(|) (4-7). 

The inverse Laplace transform of (4-7) provides a solution for H(k,t), 

H(£,t) = H Q d ) exp [-t/a(k)] (4-8), 

and it is seen that the erosion results in the simple exponential decay 

of H (k) with erosion time constant cr(k). 

4:2.2 The erosion model in space and the effects of sea level 

changes. The ability to deal explicitly with the effects of sea level 

changes [e.g. Turcotte and Burke 1978] on erosion rates in terms of the 

hypothesized model is sacrificed to the convenience of working in the 

Fourier domain. Consider Equation (4-li); its space domain equivalent is 

e(r ,t) = / / b(r -r).h (r,t) dxdy + n (r ,t) (4-9) 
o _ o e o 
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where s is the. surface which contributes to the erosion. Equation (4-9) 

shows that the variation of erosion rate a(r%t), over a geographic 

region at time t, is assumed t°o be linearly determined by the distribu-

tion of the regional topography at that time h(r,t) measured relative 

to some constant datum surface. The noise term, as in the xravenumber 

dqmain, accommodates that part of the erosion rate not caused by b and 

related to factors such as local climate and lithological variations. 

Equation (4-9) is analogous to Equation (1-1) in which the gravity 

anomaly at any point was written, as the_ two-dimensional convolution of 

q, the inverse Fourier transform of the isostatic response function Q, 

and the topography. If (4-9) is recast such that it is the height of 

topography h(r9t) above sea level h (r5t) which is cpnvolved with b 
"i ** 

instead of simply the height of the topography above a constant datum 
V}" 

surface, then the sea level corrected erosion rate is given by 

e(r ,t) = \) b(r -r) [h(r,t) - h (r,t)]dxdy 
o o s 

- // b(r -r) h(r,t) dxdy 

- // b(r -r) h (r,t) dxdy (4-10). 
o s 
© > 

The Fourier transform of Equation (4-10) is 

E(i",t) = B(k)H(fc",t) - B(k)H (jc,t) 
s 

where, since sea level may be assumed to be constant as a function of 

position r,H (k,t) is non-seto only when k=0. However, it has already 

been assumed that B(0)=0 [Equation (4-2)] since there is no topographic 



gradient when k=0. Under such circumstances Equation (4-11) reduces « 

to (4-li). Thus, it is seen that erosion rates, determined by the 

convolution equation (4-li),"are relative to one another just as • " 

gravity anomalies, determined by the analogous convolution equation 

(1-1), are, of course, relative measurements. This characteristic of 

the erosion modal is acceptable if the topography under consideration 

has remained above sea level, and'therefore has continuously eroded, 

f 
throughout its history. 

Whether or not this criterion can be met and, if not, whether 

it has serious consequences, will necessarily have to be assessed when 

the model is compared to observations. It remains that the linear model 

can be judged only on the success or failure of its application. 

4.3 Indirectly Testing the Erosion Model 

\ 
1 4^3.1 Introduction. The proposed erosion model [Equations 

-y 
(4-1)3 expresses erosion rate, in the wavenumber fe domain, as the 

—1 
product of'a transfer function, R(k) - ~[o*(k)] , and the spectral 

topography. It is desired to test this model and, before applying it 

to isostatic models, to try to determine numerically the time constant 

spectrum c(k). 

Estimates of regional erosion rates, historically made on the 

basis of estuarine and deltaic sedimentation rates [e.g. Gordon 1979, 

Menard 1961], dissolved and suspended stream loads [e.g. Owens,and 

Watson 1979], or paleobarometry and radio-isotope dates le.g. Dallmeyer 

v ^ 
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, 1975, Doherty and Lyons 1980], cannot by themselves be directly applied 

to the problem at hand. England and Richardson [1980] considered 

average denudation rates of young orogenic belts based on palebbaro-

.metric observations in conjunction with crustal thicknesses beneath 

present-day mountain ranges and suggested that the erosion of orogens 

takes place with a time constant in the range 50-200 14a. The relation-

ship between this estimate of an erosion time constant and a(k), however, 

is not obvious. First, it implicitly includes the amplification of 

erosion which may occur as a result oftisostatic readjustment; secondly, 

•England and Richardson's time constant of erosion refers to topography 

consisting of many spectral components. 

Ideally, to numerically determine o"(k), prior to developing a 
« 

complete model incorporating the isostatic response of erosion, it is 

necessary to find a large region, in a manner analogous to the calcula-

tion of isostatic response functions, for which topography and erosion 

rate data are available and from these data to calculate the transfer 
—1 ' 

function B(k) - -[cr(k)] . To the author's knowledge, however, there 

are no such large regions where erosion rate has been observed as a 

geographic function and therefore an alternative approach is required. 

Knoxd.edge of the uplift rate of South Island, New Zealand, as 

a function of position suggests an indirect method of testing the 

erosion relation postulated in section 4.2. Wellman [1979] has deter

mined the variation in uplift rate across South Island on the basis of 

geomorphological observations such as the character of mountain summits 

and the tilt of stranded shorelines of glacial lakes. His uplift* rate 

map is reproduced in Figure 4-1. The rapid uplift of Souths Island is 
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Figure 4-1. Uplift rate map ofa South Island, New Zealand, 

showing major geological faults [from Wellman 1979]; uplift 

4 
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tectonic in origin [e.g. Wellman 1979, C.J.D. Adams 1979], related to 

vertical displacement along the Alpine Fault, a major structural feature 

which forms part of the boundary between the Indian and Pacific plates. 

In conjunction with this tectonic uplift, South Island is undergoing 

rapid erosion which may be in approximate balance with the uplift 

[J. Adams 1980]. 

The proposed indirect test of the hypothesized erosion 

relation [Equations (4rl)] assumes that the character^of the currently 

observed topography of South Island is produced by the Interaction 

between the tectonic uplift and the erosion [J. Adams 1980]. The form 

of the erosion is assumed to be that of the model described by Equations 

(4-1) and discussed in. section 4.2. In this section, a model of the 

linear transfer function between uplift rate and topography based on 

the above premises is developed and compared to South Island observations. 

4.3.2 A, model of tectonic uplift and topography. In a region 

undergoing rapid tectonic uplift and massive erosion the observed topo-

graphy h,(r,t) at some time t is assumed here to be the result of the 

total uplift w(r,t) to date modified by the erosion e(r9t): 

h(r,t) - hit) + w(r,t) + e(r,t) CAT1£} 
o -

where h (r) represents the topography which pre-existed the ongoing 

phase of uplift. Equation (4-12) obviously describes a general model 

of topography for any region regardless of the mechanism of uplift. If 

tectonic activity has ceased then w(r,t) may be purely a result of 

isostatic readjustment. In the present case it is assumed that any 
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isostatic component in w(r,t) is very small compared to the tectonic 

component. w 

The total uplift which has occurred by some t can be written _* 

w(r,t) = ct w (r) " (4-13) 

• ,->. 
where w^(r) is the uplift rate at the observation' time t and c is a 

constant; c=l if the uplift rate has, nqt varied during its history. If 

the present uplift rate is greater than the past average then c<l and 

vice versa. Note that c is assumed not to be a function of r, an accept-

able assumption provided the entire episode of uplift has been the 
t 

result of a single tectonic regime. Equations (4-12) and (4-13) a&e 

combined and. Fourier transformed to yield 

H(f,t) = Ho(fc>+ ct W (£) + E(£,t) (4-14). 

Unless the uplift has been purely isostatic H(k,t)'and H (k) are not 

necessarily "in phase spatially. The Laplace transform, defined by 

Equation (4-4i), of (4-14) is 

H(k\s) = -i HQ(t) + -^ W <£) + E(£,s) 
s 

which, combined with the Laplace transform of the hypothesized erosion 

model relating topography to erosion rate {section 4.2], 

y sE(f,s) - E(f,0) - -^~E(t3s) . (4-5), 
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gives 

H(^'S) = i^i/too Eo{t) + sis+iMm K&> ' ' C4-15> 

where it has been«»assumed that' E(k,0)=fO. The inverse Laplace transform 

of (4-15), with the terms rearranged, is 

\ 

W.(l") -- Z(k,t) H(fc\t)'- exp [-t/a(k)] Z(k,t) H (£) (4-16i) 
^ o 

f 

K> J . ' 

where -

Z(k,t)*= [cff(k) {!»-*exp [-t/aCk)])]"1 - (4-1611). 

Because cr(k) was assumed to be independent of the direction of the wave 

number k [subsection 4.-2.1], so also is Z(k3t). If, by time t, uplift 

has exceeded erosion, that is, 

' \ 
ct W (t) + E(f,t) < 0 

[reqalling that' in the present frame of reference uplift is negative], 

then topography has grown in amplitude and,-from, (4-14*), |H(k,t)|>|H (k) |. u . o 
• « 

Thus, the second term of the right-hand "side of Equation (4-16i)' is 

absolutely smaller than the first; it is further reduced by the effects * 

of the exponential term. If geological evidence shows that it is likely 

that |H (k) |«|H(k,t)|, as in the case of South Island [C.J.D. Adams 

1979, Hurley et al. 1962], then the second term may be small enough such -

that' it can be considered as nojise. Thus, Z(k,t) would define the 

* & 
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theoretical transfer function, or admittance, under the .given conditions, 

between topography and uplift rate. 

The general shape of Z(k,t) is illustrated in Figure 4-2. 

Replacing o*(k) in Equation (4-16ii) by oik [Equation (4-2);, section 

4,2] gives 

Z(k,t) = [cuk"e {1 - exp [-tk^oi]}]"1 (4-17). 

the asymptotic behaviour of which, as tk /u) becomes large, is of the 
o > <& 

form [cf. Figure 4-2] ' 

Z(k,t) = kE/cco (4-18); 

& ' 

—1 " — • 
its k=0 intercept, Z(0,t) = [ct] , is found from the Taylor series 

expansion of (4-17) : 'o 

Z(k,t) » [ct - £&- + ct*kZ 1_1 

21 a 3!«2 

• > « 

Figure 4-2 shows that parameter c has a scaling effect only; t acts as 

a scaling factor as well as determining, in conjunction with parameters 

s and u, the rate at which Z(k,t) becomes asymptotic. 

It is hoped to constrain these parameters-of Z(k,t) and, in 

doing so, test the. fundamental ̂ rosion -relation postulated in section 

4.2 by computing the observed transfer function between uplift .rate and 

topography for South Island, New Zealand, using Wellman*a [1979] uplift" 

rate map and the methodology described in subsection 2.2.4. 



Figure 4-2. The-general form of the theoretical uplift rate-

topography transfer function Z(k,t); e and& oi are the parameters 

of the postulated erosion relation [^ection 4.2]; scaling 

factor c depends on whether the observed uplift rate was 

greater or smaller prior to observation time t. Z(k,t) assumes 

its asymptotic form at wavenumbers greater than approximately 

[4.5wt"1]1/G. 
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4.3.3 Calculation of theiuplift rate-rtopography transfer 

° 
function for South Island. New Zealand*, A theoretical transfer function • 

, Z(k,t) between tectonic uplift rate and topography was formulated in 

subsection 4.3.2. An15estimate of Z(k,t) is found here using the uplift 

rate data reported by Wellman [1979]; Wellman's map [Figure 4-1] was 

„ digitized by visual averaging within 20 1cm square cells over a region 

of total dimensions 720 km by 180 km [Figures 4-3(a,b)]. Topography 

was derived from 1:500,000 scale topographic maps, contour interval 

1000'feet [New Zealand 1976, Sheets 3 and 4], visually digitized at 

longitudinal and latitudinal intervals each of 10 minutes. These 

estimated -10 minute by 10 minute, topographic means wer.e then averaged 
o i 

into the 324 [36 by 9»] cells of thd cartesian grid for which ̂uplift 

rates had been determined. The contoured cell averages for each data 

set are shown in Figures 4-3(a,h). 
t> " 

The admittance between these two two-dimensional discrete 

functions was then estimated in the manner described in section 2.2 

with one modification: because of the short data length °in one dimension 

[9 points only] and the consequent large percentage of the grid which 

would be affected by tapering of the edges [subsection 2.2.2], the 

36 by 9 grid was interpolated by means of a bicubic spline {Swain 1976] 

into otie with dimensions 80 by 20 and digitization interval 8 km. Thus, 

a taper applied to the three outermost columns and rows of the data, 

for example, would affect far less of the total array. The reduction 

iiPthe digitization interval results in additional high frequency 

spectral estimates [the Nyquist frequency, Equation C2-4), becomes 

grafter] which \te not supported by the actual observations and which 

<}* ' 



' Figure 4-3. Contour maps of the 20 km by 20 1cm digitized 

(a) uplift rate data [Wellman 1979; cf. Figure 4-1] and 

(b) topography [New Zealand 1976] of<the South Island, New 

Zealand study area; units are (a) mm yr and (b.) 100 m. 

Dimensions of .the study area are 180 km by 720 km. 
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are probably affected by aliasing [subsection 2.2.2]. For this reason, 

the additional part of the calculated transfer function is not con

sidered in the subsequent analysis. Estimates at smaller wavenumbers 

are unlikely to have been affected by the grid interpolation. 

a 

S 4.3.4 Results and discussion. The results of the transfer 

function calculations are presented, in Table 4-1; the admittance 

estimates Z(k,t) are plotted with their associated standard errors in 

Figure 4-4. The ratio of the means of the topography and uplift rate 

„ data sets is plotted as a k=0 estimate of the admittance. The mean 
*2 

unbiased coherence squared y (k) of the three admittance estimates in 
the range ksO.0104 lcm- [wavelength>96 km] is Q.50 and their minimum 

A2 is 0.40. No admittance estimate at any higher wavenumber has y >0.31 

and most are much less. 

It is not surprising that the calculated transfer function 

between the uplift rate and topography of South Island is as incoherent 

as it is. One reason is that the no.ise component in the data is 

probably very large relative to the amount of data which is available. 

' For example, Wellman [1979, p. 13} considers the uplift rate data 

"nowhere ... to be less than 25% in error." "The smoothing of discon-

? „ tinuiti.es along geological faults during,the digitization of the uplift 

rates [cf. Figures 4-1, 4-2(a)] contributes more error. 

t 

More serious problems may arise out of the theoretical basis 

of the uplift rate-topography transfer function. First, the methodology 

used to estimate Z(k,t) [subsection 2.2.4] relies o'tuthe assumption that 

"y 
the noise associated with the output is not correlated with the input. 

http://tinuiti.es


Figure 4-4, Observed uplift rate-topography transfer function 

A 

Z(k,t) of South Island, New Zealand; filled circles represent 

A2 ' 
estimates with y >0.30; ertor bars correspond in length to two 

standard errors." 

A 
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Table 4-1. Results: ensemble wavenumber [k'3, wavelength [k ], 
'—v L r r 

a 

number of ensemble raw spectral data [m ], uplift rate-topography 
* A A 

transfer function estimate'[Z(k ,t)], standard error [dZ(k ,t)], 
a r j r 

A2 
unbiased coherence squared estimate [y (k ,t)]. 

k j k m " ] 

0 

0.0035 

0.0069 

0.0104 

0.0139 

0.'0172 

0.0208 

0.0244 

It,."1 [Ian] 

-

288 

144 

96 

72 

58 

48 

41 

m 
r 

1 

3 

12 

14 

19 

26 

24 

42 

A 

Z(k ,t)[Ma] 
r 

1.819 

2.273 

3.126 

1.406 

-0.505 

1.695 

1.490 

1.160 

A 

d z ( k r , t ) 

-

1.800 

0.737 

0.924 

1.068 

0.619 

0.649 

0.796 

Y ( k r , 

-

0.60 

0.40 

0.49-

0.01 

0.31 

Q.09 

0.05 
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In the present case, the output and input are uplift rate and topo

graphy respectively. The assumption that topography and noise are 

unporrelated may not be valid if a significant component of the 

currently existing topography of South Island derives frpm that predat

ed ing the,, present phase of uplift [cf. initial topography H (k) in-
*v ' o 

Equation (4-16i)]. The observational basis of Z(k,t) requires that' a 

H(k) be negligibly small. 

Secondly, the postulated erosion relation [Equations (4-1); 

section 4.2], -on which the*uplift rate-topography transfer function 

Z(k,t) is founded, may not be valid. The erosion relation does not 

take into account lithological and climatic variations, the effects of 

which become increasingly important as wavenumber becomes* larger. On 

South Island there is an observable relationship between erosion rate 

and rainfall distribution [Wellman 4-979, J. Adams 1980] and, in turn, 
x 

rainfall distribution is probably strongly affected by topography. 

Thus, "noise" due to rainfall would be highly correlated. 

The uplift model was originally designed in order to provide 

a test of the suitability of the postulated erosion relation. The 

primary application pf the erosion relation is toward the modelling of 
V 

isostatic response functions and continental topography at wavenumbers 
B 

-1 . ' 
less than 0.01 km . In this respect, it is perhaps significant that 

A Art 

the coherence of observed Z(k,t) is as grea£ as it is [y >0.31] for 
-1 A /\ - - ' 

k<0.01 km . Although the .coherence is not large by statistical 
standards, it does indicate that the models can at least not he rejected 

when k<0.01 knf1. 

Cfj 
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A 

There is no suggestion that Z(k,t) increases with k in this 

wavenumber range but this feature of the results is not inconsistent with 

theoretical Z(lc,t) [Figure 4-2] which may be slowly varying depending 
A 

on t and the model parameters e and w. The k=0 intercept of Z(k,t) 

appears to be in the range 1-3 Ma and, if the models are correct, should 

-1 N 

''equal the theoretical intercept [ct] [Equation (4-19)]. Variable t, 

the length of time during which uplift has occurred to produce the ° 

observed topography,, is reasonably well known. The topographic charac-

ter of South Island is dominated by the Southern Alps mountain range 

which began to be uplifted approximately 4 Ma ago [e.g. Wellman 1979, 

C.J.D, Adams 1979], an event which can he related to southern Pacific 

plate motions [Walcott 1979, Wellman 1979]. The observed intercept 

implies that the uplift rate of South Island is greater at the present 

than during the previous four million years if it is assumed ̂ that ta4 Ma. 

Geological and tectonic considerations tend to support this dansequence 

of the model: Walcott [1979, p. 5] 'states that the relative motion 

between'the Pacific and Indian plates, the compressional component of 

which is primarily responsible for the uplift of South Island, is 

"faster today than at any time in the Tertiary." Moreover, radio- ^ 

isotope studies have shown that the total late Cenozoic uplift* has been 

about 5 km [C.J.D. Adams 1979]; present uplift rates, which reach a 
—1 

maximum of about 20 mm a [cf. Figure 4-1], would account for a total 

uplift of up to 80 km if extrapolated over the given four million years. 

- 4.3.5 Constraints on parameters. It is unlikely that the 

observations can provide any resolution of the model parameters e and 

0). The general shape of the theoretical transfer function Z(k,t) shown 

o 
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in Figure 4-2 indicates that it would be relatively easier to determine 

model parameters by regression of data if the data are observed at wave-

numbers in the asymptotic segment of Z(k,t) than if they are not. In 

the asymptotic range Z(k,t) has the relatively simple form • 

Z(k,t) -r k^co) - (4-18) 

with the scaling factor already determined by the k=0 intercept. At 

smaller wavenumbers the form of Z(k,t) is too-complex [Equation (4-17)] 

to provide a profitable regression model for noisy and sparse data. 

The maximum wavenumber at which a reasonably coherent estima'te 

of Z(k,t) is observed from the South Island data is approximately 

0.01 1cm [cf. Table 4-1]. Reliable observations of Z(k,t) at higher 
> 

wavenumbers are unlikely because of the breakdown of the fundamental 

erosion relation [Equations (4-1)]. Therefore, in order to provide a 

profitable regression-model for the observed data, it is necessary that 

Z(k,t) acquires its asymptotic form at a wavenumber less than or equal w ^ 

to 0.01 km . Figure 4-2 shows that its ability to do so depends on the 

values of parameters e and oi and on the age of the uplift t; the wave-

number at which asymptotic behaviour begins is approximately 

k = 
4.5w 

1/e 
(4-20). 

For South Island,"t is assumed to be 4 Ma. Figure 4-5 illustrates the 

resulting lack of constraint of the South Island observations on e and w. 

The solid line represents the k~0,01 km contour of Equation (4-20) in 

e-w space; e and w must have values on the shaded side of the contour 
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- i 

Figure 4-5. e-w parameter space showing the 0.01 km ' contour 

of the minimum asymptotic wayenumber k=[4.5wt ] assuming 

t=4 Ma [solid- line] and the 10 Ma contour of the erosion time 
— g 

constant o"=u)k for harmonic topography having wavenumber 

k-0.01 km [dashed line]. Parameters e and OJ are expected 

to lie within the upper right-hand shaded1 region but can. 6njy 

be determined by the uplift-topography analysis if they lie 

in the lower left-hand shaded region [cf. text]. * °" 
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if Z(k,t) is to have asymptotic behaviour in the range of reliably'* 

observable wavenumbers. 

However, it is .unlikely that e and u have values in the 

indicated region. It was postulated in section 4.2 that harmonic topo-

graphy erodes with an erosion time constant o(k) such that 

a(k) « oii~& ; a(k)>0, . (4-2). 

It is anticipated, on theSbasis of the continental "average" erosion 

time constant of-50-200 Ma suggested on geological grounds by England, 

-1 
and Richardson [1980], that cr for topography of wavenumber 0.01 km, 

• 3 
is at least of the order of 10 Ma. The dashed line, in^Figure 4-5 

represents the o=10 Ma contour of Equation (4-2) in'e-w spape for 
* 0 

—1 

k=0.01 km topography. If 10 Ma* is assumed to be a minimum bound *on 

o at this waVenumber then e and u> must have values within the shaded 

upper right-hand region. These values are well-removed from those in 

the lower left-hand shaded region which are theoretically resolvahle by 

the South Island tectonic uplift analysis as explained above. r Thus, 

the' uplift rate-topogfaphy model developed in this .sectitm cannot be 

used to determine the parameters" e and u) of the postulated erosion 

.relation as it was hoped. o « 7 
* -4. * 



c4.4 Summary 

In order to investigate the isostatic response of continental 

regions using time-dependent models of the lithosphere, a quantitative 

model of topographic erosion is required. In' this, chapter, a model in 

which harmonic topography erodes at a rate which is proportional to its 

amplitude was postulated. It was assumed that erosion is a linear 

process in which each harmonic of topography could be considered inde^ 

pendently and would be characterized by an erosion time constant 

dependent upon the harmonic wavenumber. The model does not take into 

account the effects on erosion of local changes in lithology, climate, 
A 

and vegetation. These effects are expected to be unimportant when con

sidering lengths of time of the order of hundreds of millions of years 

and topography of wavelengths greater than lOO km. 

The postulated erosion model was indirectly tested hy consider-

ing the topography and tectonic uplift of South Island, New Zealand. \ 

The theoretical linear transfer functions relating topography and 

tectonic uplift was formulated on the premise that the observed form of 

the topography is produced solely by the interaction of the uplift and 

erosion. The form of the erosion was assumed to he that of the postu

lated harmonic erosion model. The observed transfer function between 

topography and uplift rate on South Island is characterized by a reason-

—1 
able level of coherence at wavenumbers less than O.Oi km only. In 

this rai%<£>'the calculated transfer function has a .form compatible with 

that predicted by the uplift-topography model and implies, in terms of 

the model, that the present day uplift of South Island is greater than 
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in the past, a result which is consistent" with .geological observations. 

For these reasons, it is concluded that the postulated harmonic erosion 

relation, fundamental to the uplift-topography analysis, cannot be 

-1 
rejected at wavenumbers less than or° equal .to 0.01 km . It was shown, 

however, that-the South Island analysib could not be expected to 

constrain the parameters of the erosion relation. 'The erosion relation 

is therefore applied to the development of general models of continental 

isostatic response without imposing a priori parameter constraints. The 

formulation and application of these models is pursued in Chapter 5. 

/ 
/ 

^ / 

/ 
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Chapter 5. Eroding Topography and Isostatic Response of Continents ̂ . 

5.1 Introduction 

/ 
In this chapter the isostatic response of the continental 

lithosphere is modelled in terms of a thip. plate characterized by 

linear viscoelastic [Maxwell] rheology. / A Maxwell viscoelastic body 

deforms such that there is instantaneous elastic strain followed by 

viscous flow at a constant rate. There is no yield strength below 

which viscous relaxation fails to occur. 

The time derivative df the deformation, w(r,t), produced by 

a load p(r,t) on a thin Maxwell viscoelastic plate overlying an incom

pressible fluid substratum is given by the solution of [Nadai 1963] % 

? 

DV4 w(r,t) - p(t,t) +ip(r,t) ' (5-li) 

where p(r,t) is the time derivative of p(r,t), D is the plate's elastic 

flexural rigidityu defined in Chapter 3 [Equation (3-li)], and T is the 

viscous relaxation time constant of the plate. If the plate is assumed 

to be incompressible, then 

T = 3r)/E (5-lii) 

where n and E are the Newtonian viscosity and Young's modulus respec

tively. In» the limit as n*00 [and therefore T-*»] , Equation (5-li) is 
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v 
clearly equivalent to the elastic thin plate equation (3-li)." 

The isostatic response function Q(k,t) characteristic of a 

viscoelastic lithosphere, because the lithosphere relaxes stresses at 

a rate determined, by T, is time-dependent. Noting this fact, McNutt 

and Parker [1978] explained the differences in the observed isostatic 

response functions of the United States and Australia in terms of the 

age of the predominant"topography of each region. They concluded that 

the rheology of the continental lithosphere was viscoelastic and 

estimated its time constant.of relaxation T to be 45 Ma. McNutt and 

Parker did not, however, address the problem of the erosion of the 

topography. The effects of erosion are potentially very important 

because the time-dependent deformational response of a loaded visco

elastic lithosphere will vary according to the history of the load. 

Moreover, erosion of topography results in isostatic uplift, an effect 

^opposite to that of the pre-existing and contemporary topography which 

would be to "sink" into the relaxing lithosphere. 

Here, erosion is incorporated into general viscoelastic iso

static models formulated in terms of linear filter networks. The form 

of the erosion is assumed to be that hypothesizedand discussed in 

Chapter 4. The use of linear systems theory results in mathematical 

simplicity but limits the choice of rheological and erosional models 

to those which are0linear. Whether more complex models are required 

to satisfactorily reproduce the observed isostatic behaviour of the 

lithosphere can be determined by the success or failure of the linear 

approach. One important question which can be investigated by the 

viscoelastic analysis is° whether the continental lithosphere necessarily 

/ 

<!•" 
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possesses a finite yield strength as required by elastic-plastic 

models. 

5.2' Isostatic Response of Eroding Loads 

- ° t 
i IS. 

5.2.1 Deformation of a thin viscoelastic plate by a harmonic 

load. The Fourier transform Equation (l-£i)] of the thin viscoelastic 

plate equation (5-li), 

D[2irk]4 W(k\t) '= P(£,t) +-P(£,t) (5-2), 

expresses deformation in terms of harmonic loading P(k,t) and, as in 

the elastic plate analysis, the load is assumed to consist of (1) sur

face forces resulting from overlying material of density p and thick

ness distribution L(k,t), where L'includes that portion of the overly

ing material occupying depressions in the plate due to its loading 

response, and (2) buoyancy fprces acting on the base of the plate 

caused by the displacement of the fluid substratum, density p , by the 

plate deflection. Thus, 

W(fc\t) +•£&*-W(£,t) =--£ij;(k) 

m 
L&t) + \ u£,t) (5-3) 

9 

where *(k), the flexural response function, is defined as before* 
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The deformational response of a thin viscoelastic plate to a 

harmonic load defined by Equation (5-3) describes a linear system in 

which an input function L(fc,t) produces an output signal W(k,t)l. The 
t, i n 

transfer function of the system can fie found by taking the Laplace 

transform [Equation (4-4i)] of (5-3): * 

sW(t,s) - W(k\0+) +^-W(k",s) 

Kk)" 
m 

sL(k",s) - L(fc",0; ) + ^ L(k,s) 

(5-4) 

for'a plate loaded when t>0 and L(k,0 ) = . _ L(k,t), similarly for 
t-nj 

W(k,0 ) , and'ij>(k) end t*re assumed to Be independent of Jfime. The 

4-
response of the viscoelastic plate at t=0 may be considered to be 

purely elastic, there having been insufficient tine for viscous "flow, 

and, therefore, from Equation (3-5i), ' 

W(fc",0+) -2- ,̂(k) L(k",Q+) 
?m 

thus, Equation (5-4) simplifies to 

W(k\s) = TjCk.s) L0t,s) (5-5i) 

wheife 

J-T\k,Sj •f •» • s + UK 
s + ty(k)/x 

(5-5ii) 
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and TI(k,s) is the transfer function describing the deformational effect 

on a thin viscoelastic plate of a surface harmonic load. 

5/2.2 "Erosion and the effective1 plate load. The effective 

surface load on the viscoelastic plate at any time0!:, L(k,t), may be 

thought of as equal to some assumed applied loading function L (k,t) 

modified by erosion such that "" * e 

L(lc,t) = L (1c,t) + E(fc\t) " f' ^ (5-6) 
o \ 

•*• « " ' 

where E(k,t) represents, as in section 4.2, the. amount of erosion by 

time t of harmonic topography of wavenumber k. In turn, L(k,t), in a 

manner analogous to Equation (3-6) of the elastic analysis, consists 

of (1) a portion remaining above the undeformed plate surface, measur-

able as topography H(k,t) at the time of observation and (2) a portion 

which occupies the plate deflection W(k,t) at that time: 

L(t,t) = H(k\t) - W(k\t) (5-7); 

therefore, from Equations (5-6, 7), 

LQ(fc\t) = ,H(£,t) - W & t ) - E(£\t) (5-8i). 

If the plate is assumed to be suddenly loaded at t=0, subsequent to 

-v 
which the topography is modified only by erosion, then L (fc,t) has the" 

form of a Heaviside step function: ' 
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M 0, ; t<0 

L (£,t) ="• " (5-8ii), 

'L (£)"; t>0 
o 

Thus, when t>0, (5-8i) is analogous to the Fourier^transform of 

Equation (4-12),. used during the analysis of the New Zealand uplift * 

data, except that the deformation W(k,t) in the present case is due to 

- isostatitj adjustments rather than to a superimposed regime of tectonic 

-forces, '•,-,<' * tf 

\ ' " 
Equation (5-8i) is schematically illustrated in Figure 5-1; 

* t ,» - „ O w I 

it shows that eroded material does not continue to load the plate in 

some rearranged fashion buf rather is removed from the system and 
*» *• 

o deposited, elsewhere, presumably at the continental margin [cf. 

!( Menard 1961]. , - « ' 

0 u " 

U , , 0 > 

"5.2.3 Solution, for a load which does not erdde. If there 
. ^ i , |i i g i l I . _ 

• \,\ » J - n 

is no erosion o'f ,'tbpogtfap'hy then E(k,t)=0 and the effective plate load 

L(k,t)=L (k,t)' by Equation (5,-6). But L (k»t) has the form of a 

Heaviside step function [Equation C£-8ii)] and therefore the Laplace 

transform of"the effective load Is fcf. Equation (4-4i)] 

o„ T(£,s)* -\F$,s) » | L <£) ' '(5-9). 

Equation (5-9) substituted into (5-51) gives, 

o * , 

W(l,s) - | Tx(k,"s) LQ(|) '* •« (5-10) 



Figure 5-1. Schematic drawing of the erosion E of harmonic 

topography H occurring between t and t. showing the resulting 

rebound of the flexural deformation W of the lithosphere 

[Model 1; subsection 5.2.4]; the lithosphere is stippled. The 

effective surface load at any time consists of H-W [Equation 

(5-7)]; the sum H-W-E is constant in time [Equations (5-8)3. 

e> 
p 
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the inverse Laplace transform of which is directly obtainable [e.g. 

Roberts and Kaufman 1966, p. 181] and provides the solution of, the 

deformation of a thin viscoelastic plate as a function of time which 

is produced by a.constant harmonic load: 

-»• p o 

w(k,t) = - -£• 
m 

1 + [Kk) - l]-exp[-ttKk)/x] L (£) (5-11). 

Note that when t->0 or T-*», Equation (5-11) must reduce to a form equi

valent to the elastic plate solution, Equation (3-5i). The measurable 

topography as a function of time can be found by simply noting that 

H(f,t)=L (l\t)+W(k\t) when E(1c,t)=0 [Equations (5-8)]. 

Beaumont [1978] derived a more 'general result for the response 

of a viscoelastic plate under a constant load in terms of space-time 

Heaviside-Green functions. McNutt and Parker [1978] derived an expres-

sion for W(k,t) of a viscoelastic plate but required the measurable * 

topography rather than the total effective load to be held constant in 

time thus necessitating the assumption that after the formation of 

topography by a mountain-building episode its elevation was "maintained 

by subsequent minor rejuvenating pulses" [p. 774]. Their expression 

for W(k,t) varies only slightly from Equation (5-11): it is of the 

same form but [p -p ] replaces p wherever the latter is found [includ

ing once in each ijKk) term] in (5-11). However, the notion that the 

effective load increases through time is an unrealistic one. 
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5.2.4 Solution for a load whieh erodes: Model 1. The effect 

of erosion on the isostatic deformation of a thin viscoelastic plate 

can be solved in terms of the transfer function of a linear system with 

erosional feedback". Consider the network illustrated in Figure 5-2 

— ->• —• -¥ 

.which has input L (k,s) and output H(k,s) such that 

H(fc\s) = Nx(k,9) Lo(k\s) (5-121). 

The closed loop network transfer function N-(k,s) for a network of this 

configuration is [Doetsch 1974, p. 85] 

A1(k,s) 

V k » s ) * 1 - A1(k,s) B1(k,s) (5-12ii), 

v. 

According to Figure 5-2 - * 

H(&,s) - Ax(k,s) [Lo(fc",s) + E(f,s)] (5-13) 

and 

- E(fc» - B1(k,̂ i) H(£,s) (5-14), 

The Laplace transform of/Equation (5-7) is 

L(fc\s) * H(t,a) - W(fc\s) (5-15) 

/ i 

which^is used in conjunction with (5-5i) to write the transfer function 

between the measured topography H(k,s) and the effective load L(k,s); 



X 

Figure 5-2. Linear filter network with feedback describing 

Model JL. Filter A. determines the deformational response of 

the lithosphere [and therefore the height of topography H 

remaining above sea level] to the initial surface load L~o 

less erosion E; filter B- determines the"erosion of H.' 

/ 

Q 

% 
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H(t,s) = ,[1 + T.j.(k,s)] L(k",s) , (5-16) 

but L(k,s)=L (k,s)+E;(k,s) from the Laplace transform of (5-6) and 

therefore, comparing Equations (5-13) and (5-16)\ 

A1(k,s) - 1 + T^k.s) . 

The relationship between erosion rate and topography was .hypothesized 

to be of the form 

E(t,t) = -[ctk)]"1 H(t,t) (4-li,ii) 

the Laplace transform of which gives, noting that no erosion has taken 

place by t=CL, 

E(£.s) » T£(k,s) H(t,a) (5-171) 

where 

TE(k,s) « -[so(k)]"1 (5-1711); 

T-,(k,s) is the transfer function describing the erosional effect of n 

topography. Thus, comparing Equations (5-14)"and (5-17i), 

B1(k,s) m T£(k,s) 
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The network transfer function N.(k,s) is therefore known and Equation 

(5-121) can be rewritten 

_ ^ 1 + TI(k,s) _ ^ 

H(kjS) = x _ Ti(kjS) TE(fc,s) - TE(k,s)
 Lo ( k' s ) (5-18). 

Making substitutions for T_(k,s), T_(k,s), and L (k,s) [Equations (5-5ii),„ 
X Ei O 

(5-17i i ) , and (5-9) respect ively] , (5-18) becomes 

H & s ) = [1 - K k ) P 0 / P j 
s + y 

H 

s + as + g 
Lo(t) (5-191) 

where 
t 4; 

1 ~ * ( k ) p o / p m , Kk) 
* " 0(k) + T 

0 (5-19ii), 

& -
[1 - PQ/Pm] *(k) 

aOdr (5-19i i i ) , 

and 

[1 - Ptf/Pm] Kk) 
fH = x [ l - Kk) Po/pm] 

(5-19iv), 

Solving Equationsv(5-5i,ii), (5-9), and (5-171,ii) in terms of the 

, .plate deflection W(k,s) gives 

W(k,s) - -Kk) Po/pm 
s + Y, W 

s + as + g 
Vk> (5-20i) 

4 



where 

(5-20ii) 

and a and (3 are defined as before [Equations (5-19ii»iii)]. It can be 

immediately confirmed that if no erosion occurs, that is, a(k)-*», then 

2 
s +as+fr+s[s+Kk)/T] so that (5-20i) reduces to a form equivalent to 

(5-10). 

For an elastic plate *r-*» and Equations (5-19i) and (5-201) 

become ' ri % 

H (£,s)' = [1 - tf(k)p /pj [s + a J"1 t i t ) ° ' (5-211) 

and 

We(2,s) = - ̂ (k)P0/pm [s + a^"
1 L Q(£) , (5-22) 

where 

4 1 - * < k V p » • • 
" e * - *(k) * ' (5-2Ui)-

The inverse Laplace transforms of these expressions are [Roberts and 

Kaufman 1966, p. 189] ' 

He(ic»t), m [l - *(k)p0/pm3 exp[-aet] LQ(J) {5-23) 
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and 

We(£,t) «* - i|»(k)Po/pm exp[-aet] Lo(t) (5-24). 

Because iKk)<l Ecf- Equation (3-5ii)] and p >p , a is always positive 

and therefore as t-*00 both H (k,t) and W (k.t)-K) because of erosion. 
e o e 

Note that there is no time dependence in the ratio W (k,t)/H (k,t) 

because the exponential terms cancel one another and therefore the 

isostatic response [cf. Equations (3-10,11)] of an elastic plate with 

an eroding topographic load will be constant in time as expected. 

•Complete expressions for the eroding topography and resulting 

deformation of the viscoelastic plate are given by the inverse Laplace < 

transforms of Equations, (5-191) and .(5-20i) .[e.g. Roberts and Kaufman 

1966, p. 200] and are ' - . 

H & t ) = X j f o t ) Lo(l) /-(5-2<5i) 

,and 

W(t ,0 '» x 1 (k , t ) Lo(Ic) (5-26i) 

where [(5-25ii)] 

* 

X1(k,t) = 

1 - i|)(k)p /p . o m 
r 2 " r l 

[YH ~ r x ] exp[- t r x ] -

1 ^YH " r2* e xPf~ t r2^ 

[1 - WPJPJ ]l + 

; a * 4g; 

[YH - a /2] t exp[- ta /2] ; a2 H""4^ 



and [(5-26ii)] 
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Y i(k,t) -

y 

-*(k)p /p v o m 
r 2 " r l 

[Yw " ^ 3 exp[ - t r x 3 

[Yw - r 2 ] e x p [ - t r 2 J ; a 4 43 

[-^(k)po/pm] 1 + faL> a/2 ft expt-W2]; a/ = 40 

where -r and -r_.are the roots of s +as+0=O and a and 0 are given in 

expressions C51-X9ii, iii). X, (k,t) and Y.(k,t) are real for real or 

2 complex roots -r_ and -r ; the latter case, i.e., a -40<O, can be con-

firmed by inspection of (5-25ii) or (5'-26±±) noting that r. and r„, if 
Q 

complex, would be conjugate. That X-(k,t) and Y.(k,t) are real is, 

of course,*simply a consequence of the assumption that H(fc,t), W(k,t), 

and E(k,t) and therefore L (k) are spatially in phase. The form of 

the deformation of a uniform viscoelastic plate in response to eroding 

harmonic topography embodied by Equations (5-25,26) is referred to as 

• Model 1. '•" 

5.2.5 Solution for a-•load resulting from erosion: Model 2. 

In Model 1 it was assumed that topography is suddenly applied to the 

lithosphere«at t=0. It is implicit in such a* model that even while 

tectonic processes are building the topography the underlying litho-

• . \ 

sphere has a large degree of flexural strength. This may not be 

realistic if orogeny is accdmpanied by thermal-weakening of the litho-
c 

sphere and if the orogenic processes occur over a period of. time which 
is likely short" compared to the cooling time of -'continental lithosphere 



* 

1 5 3 ^ 

.[e.g. Sclater et al. 1980J. It may be that during this time, as 

'^topography is created and modified, the lithdsphere is unable to sus

tain flexural stresses resulting from vertical loading of wavelengths 

as great as those of interest here. Thus, as the tectonic regime 

responsible for the otogenic episode dissipates, the topographic load 

existing at the end of the orogeny may be locally compensated by low 

density crustal rooffc. Concurrently and subsequently, the lithosphere 

,cools and, ultimately, will attain flexural competence at the wave

lengths of interest. The crustal roots compensatmg the topography 

may in this way become "frozen" intc) the cooled and thickened continen
ts*-

t;al lithosphere as they apparently do in oceanic lithosphere. In 
j 

oceans, surficial topography created at or near ridge crests where the 

lithosphere is very thin appears always to be locally compensated by 

crustal thickening regardless of its age. On the other hand, new topo

graphic loads applied to old, codled and thickened, oceanic lithosphere 

result in a flexural isostatic response [Watts 1978,° Cochran 1979, 

Detrick and Watts 1979]. Heat flow [Pollack and Chapman 1977, Sclater 

et al. 1980] and seismological data [Kono and Amano 1978] suggest that 

continental lithosphere thickens with age in a fashion similar to 

odeanic lithosphere. Ocean crust topography does not significantly , ° 

erode. On continents, however, if a load with "frozen in" local com-

pensation is partially eroded after the time at which the lithosphere 

acquires flexural competence, the resulting negative load will be ( <, 

compensated flexurally. There is some support for this kind of model 

found in the comparison of isostatic response functions calculated for _ 

the Eastern and Western United States {McNutt 1980]. Topography in 

the western region, which is tectonically much younger, appears to be -

y 

0 
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more locally compensated than in the older eastern region where there 

, is some suggestion that crustal roots are overcompensating the 

"available" topography. 
% " 

This alternative model of t̂ he evolution of the isostatic 

character of continental lithosphere resulting from erosion, referred 

to as Model 2, can be quantified by making only minor revisions to the 

system of equations developed for Model 1 in subsection 5.2.4. Assume 

that at a time t >0 the lithosphere suddenly becomes competent and that 

at t it supports a locally compensated surface load L0(k); t is pre-
C Jv c 

sumed to occur a sufficiently long time after orogenesis such that 

most of the associated thermal anomaly has been dissipated. L?(k) can 

' be'partitioned, in the usual manner, into (1) measurable topography 

H„(k) and (2) the locally compensating "root" W (k). It* is known from 

Equation (3-14) that W0(k)«-p /Ap H„ (fc) wher.e Ap is the density contrast 
Jv O Xr q 

at the base of the root [cf. subsection 3.2.3]. Any erpsion occurring 

* prior to t=t is inconsequential because it is assumed to have been 

compensated locally. In terms of the subsequent dynamic evolution of 

the lithosphere, H.(k) may beo thought of as being suddenly applied to 

a thin viscoelastic plate at t . H.(fc) is not a load resulting in 
" C T- Xf J* 

o 

.flexural stresses, however, because of the low density- compensating 
root assumed to accompany it. The plate at this time is taken to be 
in ah undeformed state. Subsequent erosion E(fc,t), t>t , producing 

* ' * °'- • c 

eroded topography H(k,t), is assumed to result in flexural rebound 

W(k,t). ".A mass wasting condition, analogous to Equations (5-8) of 

- Modfel 1, may be adopted such that 
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H Ad,t) » H("£,t) - W(fc",t) - E(t,t) -
0; t<t 

, H£(k); t>te 

C ' (5-27): 

it is schematically illustrated in Figure 5-3. 

Model 2, in a manner similar to Model 1, can be formalized in 

terms of the linear system shown in Figure' 5-4. The function H (k,t) 

drives the system inasmuch as it is its erosion which results in iso

static plate deformation which in turn modifies the topography being 

eroded. Figure 5-4 shows that 

H(fc\s) - N2(fc,s) H^(t,s) " . (5-281) 

where the closed loop network transfer function is 

. . £o(k,s) 
N2<k's> " 1 - A2(k,s) B(1C.B)

 (5-281i)' 

The input H?(fc,s) is given by the Laplace transform of (5-27); 

_* _>. _-• _.». - + exp[-t s] • . 
H£(fc,s) = H(k,s) - W(k,s) - E(k,s) » ^ - £ — H4(fc) (5-29). 

The relationship between erosion and topography assumed for Model- 1 is 

unchanged [Equations (5-17)]. However, the effective plate load is now 
/ 

assumed to be the erosion so that Equation (5-5i) becomes 

W(k\s) - TT(k,s) ECk.s) '- " (5-30). 

« 



Figure 5-3. Schematic drawing of the erosion E of locally com

pensated harmonic topography H between t and t- according to. 

Model 2; the original, locally compensating lithosphere is 

stippled. The effective surface load at any time consists of 

E and results in lithospheric deformation W [Equation (5-30)]; 

the sum H-W-E is constant in time [Equation (5-27)]. 
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Figure 5-4. Linear filter network with feedback describing 

Model 2,} Filter characteristics are explained in the text 

[subsection 5.2.5], * 
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According to Figure 5-4 

H t l s ) - B2(k,s) [H£(fc",s) + W(fc",s)] ' (5-31) 

» 
and 

W(fc",s) = A„(k,s) H(fc\s) (5-32), 
Z 8 

Equation (5-17i) can be manipulated to give 

H & s ) - [1 - T^k.s)]" 1 [H(fc",s) - E(k\s)] (5-33) 

but from (5-29) it is known that HOc\s)-E(k\s)=H"(fc\s)+W(k";s) and, 

therefore, comparing Equations (5-31) and.(5-33), 

B2(k,s) * [1 - T^k.s)]"
1 

Combining Equations (5-17i) and (5-30) gives 

W0k\s) « T^k .s ) T£(k,s) H(fc",s) • (5-34) 

and it is seen immediately from (5-32) and (5-34) that 

A2(k,s) --^ I(k,s) T£(k,s) * . 

The Model 2 network transfer function N„(k,s) is therefore known and * 

Equation (5-28i) can be rewritten 

" ^ 
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H(k.s) - [1 - T^k.s) TE(k,s) - TE(k,s)]r H^&s) (5-35). 

Making the appropriate substitutions results in 

H<:k,s) • exp[-tcs] 
s + iKk)/t 

S + VLB +' 0 
(5-36) 

where a and 0 are the same as for Model 1 [Equations^(5-194,1, Iii)]. 

Solving for W(fc,s) g'ives 

W(jc,s) - *(k)p7p. exp[-t s] Mk)}"1 

o m 
s + 1/T 

• % 

S[s + as + B] -

77,* W 

H£(k) (5-37). 

If there is no erosion after t , that is, oQe)-**; W(k,s)-*0 aad, 

therefore, W(k,t)-*0 as is expected. „ Sjtmilarly, as o(k)-*«», H(k,s) 

+exp[-t s]/s and therefore H(k,t^-+H.(k,t) as defined by (5-27). 

c •*' • * , • %. 

For an, elastic plate,.that isi T-^», Equations.(5-36) and 

(5-37X become* : . *l 

.He(t,s) - exp[-ytcs3 [s +-<*er^ H^fc)* . (5-38) k 

- V 

and 

tf^,«> - <Kk>p«i/Pa «xp[-tc»3 [o(k)3 
-1 a[s + a J 

-1 
H^OO 0-39) ' 

Where a Is defined as befetW [Equation (5-210.)]. This/ inverse Laplace 

transforms -of Equations (5-38*) and* (5-39) can be found from tables 
* » m ^ 

» 

:N 
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[Roberts and Kaufman 1966, pp. 181, 189] and the convolution theorem 
» * l 

of Laplace transforms, -

,-1 IT1 {F(s) G(s)} - / F(u) G(t-u) du 

[where f1 {F(s)> - F(t) and C1 {G(s)> = G(t)]. They are 

He(fc\t) - exp[-ae ( t - t c ) ] H t( t) (5-40) 

and 

W (fc\t) 
*<k>P</Pa 

1 - iKk )p Q / p m 
1 - exp[-ae (t-tc)] %(£) (5-41). 

Note, as would be expected because of progressive erosion, that as 

t-*», H (k,t)-*0 but that a remnant crustal root will persist: 

l i m H f i t l * • ° m H (fo 
t * . «eCk,t; x „ ^(ic)po/pm V f c J 

(5-42), 

Complete expressions for H(k,t) and W(k,t) predicted by Model 2 

[Roberts and Kaufman 1966, pp. 183, 199] «are 

. H(k,t) - X2(k,t) H^k) (5-431) 

and 

W(k,ti *- Y2(k,t) .Ht(|t) (5-441) 



where [(5-43ii)] 

' [*(k)/T - rx] e x p K t - t ^ ] - [*(k)/x -r 2] 

X2(k,t) =H *, exp[-(t-tc)r2]; a + 40 

^ exp[-(t-tc)a/2] [1 - ta/2 + t*(k)/T]; a - = 40 

and [(5-44ii)] 

f P 

I2(k,t) =< 

o 
Ap 

1T0 
[l/r]L-T]exp[-(t-tc)r1]-[l/r2-T]exp[-(t-tc)r2] 

r 2 " r l 

Ap 
1 - exp[-(t-tc)a/2][l + ta/2 -t0t] 

a2 ̂ .40 

; a = 40 

where Ap » p - p ; -r, and -r_ are the quadratic roots of s +oss+0»O 
m o 1 Z 

as for Model 1. 

5.2.6 Theoretical isostatic response functions, (i) Model 1. 

4 

The theoretical plate deformation W(k,t) and measurable topography. 

-*• * 
H(k,t) for Model 1 are provided by Equations (5-25) and (5-26). The 

->. * 

theoretical gravity anomaly G(fc,t) arising from the resultant density 

perturbation can be calculated from W(fc,t) using Equation (3-10); 

G(fc,t) normalized by H(fc,t) provides the theoretical isostatic response 

Q(k,t), a function of time. Although both W(fc,t) and H(fc,t) depend on L (k) no knowledge of the latter is required since isostatic response 



varies with the ratio of the deformation to the topography. 

-$• 
(ii) Model 2. The density perturbation contributing to G(fc,t) 

in the case of Model 2 is assumed to be directly attributable to the 

initial locally compensating deformation W„(k) less the-rebound deform-

ation W(k»t) resulting from eros.ion [Equations (5-44)]• The net. 
e 

* -̂ * ' —V *-V" 

deformation and consequent G(fc,t) depend on H,j(k) since W.(k) - -P /AP 
->• •+ • 

H.(k). No knowledge is required of H.(fc) to calculate Q(k,t) since 

->• -+• 

H(fc,t) is also dependent on H. (k)° [Equations (5-43)]. Note <?the implica-

t 

tion of Equation (5-41) that an elastic plate in Model 2 predicts an 

infinitely large Q(k,t) as t->». 

5.3 North American Topography and Model Predictions 

5.3.1 Introduction. Two models, based oh thin plate ? « 

theory and an hypothesized linear erosion model, have been described 

which predict the change through time of the amplitude of isostatlcally 

compensated eroding topography H(fc,t) and its associated isostatic 

plate deformation W(fc,t). Assumptions related to the nature of the ' 

density structure of the lithosphere and the generation of gravity 

anomalies by W(fc,t) [cf. subsection 3.2.2] allows the calculation of 

the predicted time-dependent isostatic response function Q(k,t) of each 

of the models. Because of these requisite additional assumptions and 

the inherent noisiness of observed gravity anomalies, the models are 

'it 

first tested"by direct comparison of predicted and observed topography 

•power spectra. 

4 

A 
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~ 5.3,2 Topography-power spectra.0 The two-dimerfsional topoj. 

graphy poweA spectra estimates of thejtordilleran, Appalachian, , " ' , 

Grenville, Churchill, and Superiorf-dafcsusets [section 2.1] have been •>' l 

~- / . n J -

computed using the methodology described in section 2.2 for constant 

wavenumber bandwidth of 0.001 km" and a directional arc length /of 45 , '. 

with -estimates centred ofr the x arid y axes -and the, 45 diagonals. The > 
' w 

four directionally independent spectra calculated thus," for each of the * 

five listed study, areas are presented in Figures 5-5(a-e). For each 

wavenumber at which spectral estimates exist the upper 95% confidence 

bound of the largest and the low»r 95% confidence bound on the smallest 

of the four directional estimates*are plotted* [cf. Equation (2-7)]. 

is approximately constant with the. result that the 95% confidence. :. 

interval for.each is also approximately constant. It can* be seen from» 

Figures 5-̂ 5 that nowhere among the five sets of computed spectra is'a-

single spectral estimate for "a given direction with 95% ctin-fidenee 

significantly different from all three of the_other spectral"estimates 
, » t 

at the same wavenumber but in different directions. '<•* " "wl»,." . 
C > . • „ ' 

In each geological region more spectral power may be expected 

, to reside in the'.direction perpendicular to the'structural grain [for 
' v " . . . ' ' •' ' » i 

example^east-westj parallel to the x^axisi, in" the case of the "*-• 
' ' , * • ' * « ' 

Cordilleran region] than in'the direction parallel to strike. This is 

somewhat the case in the:-Appalachian region [Figure 5-5(b)]> a»d ta a 

'lesser degree in, the Grenville structural .province [Figure" 5-5 (c)J, 

but otherwise does not strongly prevail. The topographic power of the" •-

Cordilleran region is.quite isotropic and is actually strongest in the 

••> 



fc 

Figure 5-5. The observed topography power spectra 8£'.o£ the 

(a) Cordilleran, (b) Appalachian, (c) Grenville^ (d) Churchill, 

' •* .*. 
and (e) Superior province study areas as functions of fc. 

Spoke orientations, e.g. °, refer to k directions relative to " 

* i>" 

„ the orientation of the boundaries of the respective study areas 

[cf. Figure 2-1]. The upper, and'lower 95% confidence limits 

refer to the largest and the smallest of the four directional 
* w " * " 

spectra-i estimates for each observed k . 
r 

V 

/ 
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strike direction at some of the intermediate wavenumbers [Figure 5-5(a)], 

a result comparable to the space domain distribution of Cordilleran 

topography .illustrated in Figure 2-2(a). The structurally complex 

Churchill and Superior provinces 'are seen to be essentially isotropic 

in their topographic character [Figures 5-5(d,e)]. 

The general degree of topographic isotropy of the five study 

areas was considered sufficient to permit ensemble averaging of the raw 

spectral data of each through all directions of fc with the resulting 

averaged spectra being considered to be reliable indicators of each 

region's inherent topographic character. These five annularly averaged 

spectra are presented in Figure 5-6; 95% confidence bounds have been 

omitted fron? the Grenville and Churchill spectra for the sake of clarity 

but are approximately the same size as the others. Examination of 

,-=• Figure 5-6 showjp that^as would be/expected, the power of topography 

, of various wavenumbers k Is generally-smaller for regions of relatively 

greater tectonic age. The observed data for each k are to be separately 

considered as functions of time. Thus, the age of the topography of 

each sampled geological province needs to be determined. In order to 

compare the topography of the various provinces in this way, it is 

necessarily assumed that the spectral configuration of the topography 

of each was initially approximately the same, the implication of this 

being that mountain-building processes have not significantly changed 

since the Archean. Because the anlsotropy of topography, as discussed 

above, is not being considered no geographic orientation of the data* 

sets is required. > 
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Figure 5-6. The observed topography power spectra S„ as 
Jti 

functions of JfcJ. For clarity the 95% confidence intervals „ 

of the Grenville [G] and Churchill [C] spectra are omitted * 

but' are approximately the same size as the others. 
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5.3.3 Age of Horth American topography. The px<iduction of 

continental crust, or at least the determination of its structure and 

topography, occurs during successive periods of orogeny taking place 

over hundreds of millions of years. In terms of the simple models of 

post-orogenic topographic'evolution being considered at .present, the 

9 

rheology and isostatic character of the continental lithosphere during 
t 

the orogeriic phase of its development, -no doubt very complex, is 

intractable. In Model 1, it is implicitly assumed that by the end of 

the orogenic phase a competent lithosphere exists Which underlies the 

topography produced by the orogeny "and that, up until this time", this 

topography was supported by the tectonic forces Inherent in its con-

struction'. ' Thus, the age of the topography would be the age of the 

last orogenic pulse, after which it is assumed the tectonic forces 

rapidly dissipate. In Model 2, on the other handa'the lithosphere is 

assumed to be thermally weakened at this time such that as tectonic 

forces vanish the remnant topography exists in a state of loca^ iso

static compensation. Then, after some length of time during which . 

cooling, as well as erosion, has taken place, the lithosphere acquires 

rheological properties assumed to persist until the time of observation. 
/ 

Thus, the characteristic age of the topography used in the Model 2 

analysis should be less than in Model 1 by an amount related to the( 

cooling efficiency of the lithosphere. In the present case, however, 

in which the topography being considered, with the exception of that 

of the Cordilleran region, is geologically very old and the timing of 

respective termination of orogenesis only approximate, the same ages 

of topography will be assumed for both"models. 
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(i) Cordilleran region. The most recent deformational event 

affecting the crust of the Cordilleran study area was the Laramide 

orogeny which began near the Beginning^af the Cenozoic era, -65 Ma ago. 
-a 

In the Canadian portion of the study area It h&d, for^the most part, 
« . 0 

ended early in the Oligocene, ~35 Ma ago [Douglas et al. 1970], although 

up°lift of the Cdast Mountains, based on mapping of deformed erosion 

surfaces, persisted |*pfcil theOPliocene, -2-7 Ma ago [Wheeler and 

Gabrielse 1972]. The United -States portion of the study atea is dom-

inated by the Basin and Range province, the present mountain ranges'of 

which having formed since the early Miocene, -20-25 Ma ago [Hamilton 
c • 

and Myers 1966]. »'The relief of the Rocky Mountains, eaat of the Basin 

and Range province, was 4>rimaroily developed during an uplift phase in 

the late Pliocene [Stearn et al". 1979]. Volcanic construction of topo-
i 

graphy persists until the present. 4 
•• » 

Essentially, the Cordilleran region of North America is one 
9 

which is currently tectonically active [e.g. Atwater 1970, Hamilton and 

o 

Myers 1966] and, for"the purpose's of the present analysis, in which its 

topographic character is compared with that of regions very much older, 

it shall"be considered to have not yet entered a period of post-tectonic 

erosional and isostatic evolution. Thus, in terms of Model 1 or 2, 

the observed tonography power spectrum" of the Cordilleran study area 
c 

is assumed'to be equivalent to [l-ij;(k)p /p ] |L (fc) I °^ lHnO$l 

respectively. 
o .. 

(ii) Appalachian region. The most recent orogenic episodes 

affecting the Appalachian structural province were the Acadian in the 

north during the Devonian period9 35Q-4G0 Ma ago, and the Alleghanian 

0 

^ 
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in tfete south during the late Paleozoic, 250-300" Ma ago [Steam et al. 
-a 

" 1979]. The differential timing of Appalachian deformation was a result 

of the progressive clos"ure of the lapetus" [Protoatlantic] -Ocean frpm 

north to south with consequent continental collision. There is some 
° p < 

question whether the long wavelength features of Appalachian topography 
c 

* ' a 

derive mainly from these Paleozoic orogenies or whether they uere Q 

strongly influenced by events associated with.the rifting of Pangea and 

rthe early formation o"f' the Atlantic Ocean during the Mesosoic" [e.g. King 

1972]. The former shall be assumed here and a median age ofO30O-35O pa 

assigned to the topography of the Appalachian,, study area. Considerable 

erosion of the„ Appalachians had already occurred by the time of Ileoozoic 

continental rifting [Stearn et al. 1979] and it is assumed that the up

lift associated with the thermal origin of the rifting was broad-and 
D 

uniform enough so as not to greatly affect the spectral' configuration . 

of the pre-existing topography. «" 

(iii) Canadian Shield, The topographic character of the 

Grenville, Churchill, and Superior structural provinces of the Canadian, 

Shield may be-assumed to derive from the Grenvillian, HudsoniaaT and „ 

Kenoran orogenies dating respectively from ~90Q~11GQ Ma9 -1600-1800 -Ma, 

and -2400-2600 Ma [StockweH, 1964]. -

'Ambrose [1964] discusses at length evidence that the present 

erosional topography of the Canadian Shield was developed in pre-

Palecfcoic time and that.the Basic drainage pattern of"the Shield, which 

\ may be presumed to exert significant control on the J.ong wavelength 

features of the topography, such as those of interest here, is at leaat 

as old. His 'study is based for the most part on 'the. nature of-the » 
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. topography adjacent to and beneath fl,at-lying early Paleozoic outliers 

which are widely distributed throughout^the Shield. Ambrose also p 

states/based on the "same kinds of observations, that "erosion of bed-

rocfc during Pleistocene glfieiation was minor or negligible" [p# 851], 

a position supported by many other- authors [e.g.-Gravenot 1975, 

Sugden 1976, Andrews and Miller 1979] although detractors do exist 

[e.g. White 1975]. . - -

Although the large scale topography of the Canadian Shield 

structural provinces can with reasonable confidence be assumed to be 

tectonic in-origin and vary in age according to the most recent 

effective*orogenic event, the existence of early Paleozoic, mainly 

Ordovician\-outliers throughout the Shield, and preservation of large 

tracts of early Paleosoid strata beneath Hudson Bay and adjacent areas, 

indicates that a widespread erosional hiatus occurred .during a period 

of 100-200 Ma ending at the latest in the Middle-Devonian, approxi-

e sately 375 Ma ago [Ambrose 1964*]. In consideration of the models' of 

very long term topographic evolution being examined here, the length 

-of the inferred non-erosional period is relatively short; the eroaional 
q r. 

hiatus affects no more than 20% of the life span of the Grenville topo-

graphy and perhaps as little as 4%/of that of the Superior. Geological 

observations indicate tha&*dft of the erosion of the .Canadian Shield 
4 

structural^,provinces, as they exist at present, occurred prior to the 

Paleozoic erosional hiatus [Amtftrooe 1964]. It is expected that the 
0 0 . « 

results of the models will be compatible with this observation because 

it has been assumed in the models that erosion rate at any time is 

proportional to -the height of the topography remaining at that time. 
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The overall effect of the hiatus on the ability of the models to 

reproduce' the erosional and topographic evolution of the study areao 

is therefore -assumed to be negligibly small. A related problem is 

that parts of the Churchill and Superior study areas are still overlain 

by Paleozoic sediments [cf. Figure 2-fl]. However, in each .case the 

extent of the cover is less than -202 and it can be assumed that the 

observed topographic power-spectrum of each is dominated by the 

cratonic portion of the tocography. That the topographic power, of' the 

^younger Churchill study area is generally greater than that of the 

Superior [cf. Figure 5-6] is evidence of the validity of this asspmpr 

tion, » / 

5.3*.4 Observed topography decay functions^ The observed -• 
4 

topography power spectrum of the Cordille-ran region of'Worth America 

has been assumed to characterise, in terms of either Model d or 2, 

2 •*• 12 

the spectral configuration of initial topography [l-iji(k)p /P ] [l» (k)| 

or |ll*(k)| existing at t=0 or t=t respectively. In order to avoid 

further explicit consideration of.L .(le) or H (k) the power spectral 
o a > » » 

estimates S„(lt) of the five study areas graphed in t Figure 5-6 have, |>ej3tt • 

normalised by the Cordilleran observations. The normalised estimates?" 
, I » A ' 'Cut r <S 

referred to as S'(k) are replotted in Figures,5-7(&-j) as furicftiono of 
the assumed age of the topography [c£. subsection 3.3.3] for'each of -" 

<# ' * — 1 * 

the observed: spectral wavelengths k < . 
Examination of Figures 5-7(a-j) shows that, in general, 0(D• 

. - • » . . . ' . 

topographic power at a given wavenumber decreases with age and that 
^ ° * . 

most of the reduction occurs during the first few hundred million years 

/ 

a--



Figure 5-7. fioraali^fa topography decay data S' [cf. t ex t ] . / 

with 95% confidence intorxtalsg observed at opect°ral wavelengths 

(a) 1300 to, (b) 600 to, (c) 400 toP (d) 286 to, (e) 222 to," 
J / 

(f) 182 to, (g) 154 to," (lv) 133 to, (I) 118 to", and (j) 105 to. 

Choice of time axxp confidence intervals is qualitative. Alco 

-•̂  shown [except for (a)] are best-fitting linear regression lines. 

paocing through the' origin [oolid linec], cample overall bgofc-? 
» 21 ' 

fitting Model 1' decay curves [D=10 Nta, x=>l lia, 0=35.0 Ma; A 
plotted xrlth daohed lines], parnple -overall hest-fitting Model 2 

24 * 
decay curves [D=10 Nm, f-1 Ma, o«=25Q.Ma; plotted with open 
dots], and-Model 2 decay curves adjusted aceo-rtling'to the 

• \ f \ 'V 
a-crit&rion [a=300 Ma? cf. test, Figure 5-14j plotted with 

y 
filled/dots in (b-f)]. ~ *»v 

"t\ 

/ • 

\ 

/ 
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after orogenesis and (2) the shorter the topographic wavelength,'the 

greater the net power reduction at a given time., attesting to a ' 

decreasing erosion time constant o*(k) as k increases. 

The 900-1100 Ma spectral estimates, from the Grenville pro-

I 

vince, are based on a data set which is less than half the size of 

the other data sets used in the analysis [c£. Tabl& 2-1]• Their 

generally larger confidence intervals and greater scatter> especially 
1 v., 

at longer wavelengths where raw spectral data are particularly sparse, 

can probably be attributed to this fact. In the same way, the 

generally more consistent overall patterns of topographic decay evident 

at the shorter wavelengths is likely related to the availability of 

more raw spectral data 'at these wavelengths. Post-tectonic events V 
affecting topography, such as transient thermal .uplift of the litho-

sphere and/of super-lithospheric ice and water loading, because they 

are expected to be regional in scale,o are also less likely to affec^ 

the higher frequency spectral components, s&^eause of the .poor confi

dence associated with the 1300 km wavelength decay function it is not 

included in the subsequent analysis of the topography power observations. 

5.3.5 General characteristics of model predictions.° 
< 

Equations (5-25, 43) govern the change of topographic amplitude H(%9t) 

as determined by Models 1 and 2 respectively. The model parameters 

common to each are the topography and plate substratum densities p 

t o 

and p , flexural rigidity D, viscous relaxation and erosion time 

constants T and cr(k). Additionally/ "Models 1 and 2 are dependent on 

initial topography L (k) and Hp(k). The model predictions, as for the 



» -* V 
base of the elastic plate analysis in Chapter 3, are not expected to 

be" very sensitive, within reasonable bounds, to the choice of p' and p 3 
. ? • • «J ° m 

and,0 therefore, to reduce the" number 0$ unknowns, they are assumed, as 

. »° ' -3 
, before, to late 2700 and 3300 kg m t .respectively. For purposes of making 

/> " ' +1 , 

a general assessment of the behaviour,of* modelled H(k,t)°„as parameters 
" " 

are varied, changes in k and D can be combined in the single parameter 

<Kk) -• ! | [2irk]4D 
pm8" 

(3-5ii) 

<3 

which varies in'the range [0,1]: ij/Ck)~0is the case in which there is' 

no isostatic response^to topography, at short Wavelengths or high D; 

and ^(k)^! corresponds to the case of local isostatic compensation [cf. 

subsection 3.2.3], Examination of the structure of the model equations 

(5-25,43) reveals that scaling of t in terms of one or other of the 

time constants a and, x or that, scaling of a and x to one another is not 

profitable. " ' " ' » > „ 

Figures 5-8,9,10 shoVr examples of the natural logarithm of 

topographic power predicted by Models 1 and 2- for various model para-

meters'. „The topographic power is simply the square of the predicted 

amplitudes as provided by Equations (5-25,43). These results are 
o 

presented as functions of time normalized so that they are zero when 

, t=0-[or t=t - for Model 2] and so thaJC they are comparable to the-obserf 

vations presented in Figures 5-7(a-j). This means they have been 

normalized by the square of the initial instantaneous elastic deforma-
2 7 v 2 

tion, H (k,0) = [l-<Kk)po/pm]^fL (k) |, or by the square'of the initially 
locally compensated topography |H.(k){ for Model 1 or 2 respectively. 
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Figure 5-8. Normalized topography decay curves S* [cf. -text] 

fot elastic plate Model 1 or 2; I|J varies as shown; slopes are * 

determined by Equation (5-45)°. 

% 
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These normalized model •topography poxrer spectra l predict ions are written 

£<«&). . .as S ' ( k > t ) . o « ' -6 ^ 
a, 

The natural logarithm of normalized topographic power 

/ 
ln[SA(k ,t)], for a given wavenumber k , In the case of elastic p'late* 

is. r r 

rheology [i.e., T-**0], described by Equations (5-23) and (5-40) for" 

Models 1 and 2 respectively, plots as a straight line with slope [cf* 

Equation (5-21ii)] ° ,, * 

-2a »= -2 
e 

.*<k>eo
/pm 

q(k) 
(5-45) 

within the bounds Q£iKk)£l. This result is illustrated in Elgurja 5-;8.' 

Theoretical decay curves are the same for both Models 1 and °2 because 

of the normalization procedure. Note that changes in a effects only a 

scaling change in the curves. In the context of Model 1, the reason 

topographic decay slows as $ increases is because for greater ty, as 
ft 

isostatic compensation becomes increasingly local, more of the initial^ 

load L (k) is "buried" in the lithosphere's flexural downwarp. With 

less exposed topography tfie erosion rate is reduced and the life span 

of the topography is enhanced. In the case of Model 2, as i|> increases, 

there is more topographic rebound as, erosion occurs resulting in a 

reduction of the rate of decay of the topography. 
o 

Theoretical topography decay curves characteristic of a 

viscoelastic plate are more complex stnd results for Models, 1 and 2 

are discussed separately. t ' 
y 

(i) Model 1. The general features of the Model 1 results., 

considering first Figure 5-9(a) for which a=100 Ma are as^follows. 

f 



Figure 5-9. Normalised Model 1 topography decay curves Si for 

(a) a=100 Ma and (b) b=500 Ma; parameters t|> and x vary as shown. 

Decay curves of locally compensated eroding topography are 

plotted with dashed lines for reference. 
s . e 
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(1) For small viscous relaxation time constant, t«o, e.g.. T=1 Ma, 
o » „ ' o " , r 

-fthê e is an early "phase pf rapid topography reduction, associated more 
" ° * 0 

0 

.with the relaxation of the stresses incurred by the initial elastic 

deformation rather thaa with erosion, after which* time the topography 

is locally compensated and decays in a like mannei? [parallel to the 

if»al or local compensation curve which ID dashed onto" E&feureo 5-9(a,b) 

for reference]. As t is smaller [cf. the upper aadf lower diagrams of 

Figure 5-9(a)3 this early reduction0phase is/enhanced because the 

'initial elastic flexure was lessened. The timing of this phase, how-
b 

ever, is not significantly affected by changes in ty. (2) As T 
'•i 

increases, the plate response becoming "more" elastic and -"less" 
P 

viscous, the early viscous relaxation phase is,suppressed and, rather, 

the decay curve at first mimics the elastic opiate decay curve and then 

begins to flatten such' that a condition of steady-state topography is 

almost attained. (3) Figure 5-9(b) illustrates Model 1 results for 

the same [i|/,t] pairs as Figure 5-9(,a) but with a increased to 500 Ma 

meaning that the rate of erosion has been considerably reduced. Note 

the change of vertical scale between (a) and (b), Examination "of 

Figures 5-9(a,b) reveals that changes in o approximate the effect of a 

0-scaling factor along the time asisJ -as a increases, the onset of 

"flattening occurs after a greater length of time and is favoured by , 

larger values of T. As a result, the period during which the curves 

resemble their respective elastic depay curves is much longer. 

(ii) Model 2. Model 2 topography power decay curves for the 

same parameters as those of the Model 1 analysis are illustrated in 

Figures 5-10(a,b). The major difference between Model 1 and Model 2 
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Figure 5-10, Normalised Model 2 topography decay curves S* for 
* Jul 

\ * * p. 

(a) a~lQ0 Ma and (b) 0=500 Ma; parameters^ and t vary as shown,, 

J, ̂ *wj* 

1 , 
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decay curves is,that the latter set does not display the early viscous 

ralaKation phase of topdgraphic decay, characteristic of Model 1, 

because the topography is in an a priori state ̂of local isostatic 

compensation. Otherwise, the essential pattern of the respective sets 

of curves is sxmilar, particularly x<rith respect to the onset and degree 

of flattening as it relates to the choice of values of the model time 

constants,^ and T. This x<ras to be expected, of course, since the ex- •*» 

ponential decay of each model [cf. Equations (5-25,43)] is controlled 

2 
by equivalent parameters: thiPToots -r_ and -r„ of s +as+S::=0. 

The important feature of the model predictions is that 

ln[S'(k ,t)] for a given wavenumber k decays linearly if the litho-

sphere behaves elastically [or if there is local compensation] .through

out the term of the evolution of the topography but- that topographic 

decay may be significantly suppressed if viscous relaxation is allowed, 
n 

potentially to the point at which the topography acquires a steady-
i 

state characteristic. 

5.3.6 Results. A first-order fit to the topography power 

spectra decay observations 'can be found by simple linear regression 

for each k . The regression lines are assumed to pass through"the 

origin. This set of best-fitting straight lines, plotted onto 

Figures 5-7(b-j) with solid lines, can he interpreted directly in 

terms of the ijj(k)=0 or 1 [one or the other for all k J extrema of an 

elastic plate model corresponding to conditions o-f no isostatic com

pensation or complete local compensation. This result is independent 

of choice of Model 1 or 2 [subsection 5.3.5]. „ In such a case, iKk^Q 

or 1, the slopes of the regression lines provide values of the erosion 
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time constants ff(k) by .Equation (5-45);*these are plotted in Figure 

5-11. Bounds"on a(k) estimates in Figure 5-11 xJere derived from the 

linear regression of the upper and lower 95% confidence limits of the 

,* ' ' 
topography decay observations in Figures 5-7(b-j), There is some 

' -1/3 

suggestion that a is proportional to k Scs assuming it vanishes as 

k-**0, an indication that the erosion model [Equations (4-1)] used to 

calculate the theoretical decay curves*of Models 1 and 2, to tshich 
o 

these observations shall be compared, is realistic. Moreover, these 

results imply that a(k) does not greatly vary in thcr range of Jc for 

which observations exist. 

It warrants re-emphasizing that these best-fitting regression 

lines comprise a consistent set of model predictions only if ^(k) is 

either zero or unity for all observed wavenumbetrs It. This requirement 

can be restated in terms of .the flexural rigidity D in light of the 

smallest and largest of the observed wavelengths being considered, 

105 and 600 km Respectively. Recall that 

Kk) » x | [2Ttk]4D 
-1 

(3-*-5ii). 

-1 26 
Therefore, for t|>(k)<0.01 when k =600 km, D&2..9 x 10 Nmj conversely, 

—1 19 

for Kk)£0.99 when k =105 km, DsO.,3 x 10 Nm. While the flexural 

rigidity of continental lithosphere, modelled in terms of a thin 

elastic plate, cannot with certainty be expected to lie within these 

bounds, such a result appears to he probable in the light of previous 

research [e.g. Walcott 1971a, Banks et al. 1977, McNutt and Parker 1978, 

Beaumont 1978* 1981]. Therefore it is unlikely that the model with 

#(k) either zeto or unity for all observed waventimfaerG is correct^ 



# 

Figure 5-11. Values of the erosion time constant a [filled 

circles] based on linear regression of observed topography 

decay data; error bars are based on 95% confidence limits of 

the observations [cf. text, Figures 5-7(b-j)]. Also shown 

[dashed line] is a sample function fitted to the data. 

A. 
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Of course, straight lxnes fitted to the observed data can also 

be interpreted in terms of^any elastic plate model [cf. subsection 5.3.5] 

with TJJ varying as a function of k depending on the flexural rigidity D 

i.se v 19 26 
of the plate if D lies within the range 10, -10 Nm. However, becau 

of the internal constraint of k dependence of ty imposed on any set of 

predicted results [consisting of topography decay curves for the entire 

range of observed wavenumbers], it is unlikely that any such elastic | 

plate model,* 'in the absence of ad hoc readjustments of a(k) to alter 

the slopes of the modelled straight line decay curves, could maintain 

the best overall fit provided by the linear regression lines. Note that 

as k increases, from Equation (3-5ii), ij>(k) decreases, and that the 

slope of the decay curve, from Equation (5-45) would increase. 

Similarly, as k increases, o(k) is intuitively expected to decrease, 

also resulting in an increase in the hypothetical slope of the topo

graphic decay curve. In other words, the two effects are not 
« ° 

compensatory. 

The overall misfit between model predictions and the observa-

tions is simply defined as •= ' 
O i 

\ Nt 
* , M„ = 2 2 llnfS^k^tp/S^^.t )]| (5-46) 

r=l s=l 

where N, and N are the number of observed wavenumbers and times for 
K t 

which normalized power spectral estimates Si(k,t) exist. If model 

parameters are arbitrarily chosen such that the predicted normalized 

power spectral estimates S'(k,t) reproduce those provided by the* linear 

regression lines shown in Figures 5-7(b-j), then the total overall 
s 
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./ 
misfit calculated using (5-46) is 22.5 and is referred to as the linear 

regression misfit Ml, 
' ft < 

VisuaJ. inspection of the observed decay curves and their 

fitted regression lines shows, xvrithout need of statistically rigorous 

hypothesis testing,'that there is a systematic lack of fit between the 

two. It is known from the analysis of the general characteristics of ° 

model predictions in subsection 5.3.5, hoxrever, that it may be possible 

to better fit the observations, in the context of either Model 1 or 2, 

if- the lithosphere has the' facility of viscous relaxation. 
e - • ' ' 

Overall misfits M„, as defined in Equation (5-46), xtfere cal-

culated, for both Models 1 and 2, for model parameter triplets [trjT,D] • 

letting (1) a vary in the range 50-1500 Ma xd.th increment 50 Ma, 

(2) x assume values of [0.5,1,10,25,50,100,250,500,«>] Ma,' and (3) D 
18 " ?7 

vary in the range 10 -10 Nm incrementing in powers of 10. Surface 

and substratum densities P and p' were assumed to be, as noted earlier, 
i o m » 

-3 I -3 "2700 kg m arid 3300 kg m respectively. For purposes of preliminary 
J • 

analysis, a was taken to be constant as a function of k during each 

misfit calculation. 

Figures 5-12(a) and 5-13(a)J for Models 1 and 2 respectively, 

show minimum calculated Mi, defined 

, : % - ^ f ^ . (5.-47), 

where M„=22.5, the linear regression misfit; thus, the zero contours': on 

Figures 5-12(a) and 5-13(a) enclose regions of t-Dvspace for which the 

viscoelastic models provide better reproduction of the data than does 
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the simple linear regression. Figures 5-12(b) and 5-13(b) indicate 

which values of cf were used to compute the respective minimum misfits 

ML". In each, the region Ml<0 has been shaded for easier reference. 

Examination of Ml calculated thus, for both Models 1 and 2, reveal 
11 

tha£ the best overall fit of the observations is strongly affected by 

the' choice of o* .and is best attained when a falls in the range 

200-400 Ma. t 

(i) Model Is Figures 5-12. In general the "Model 1 Ml are 

* . ' " j 

not very sensitive to choice of T. At the smallest values of D the 

predicted decay curves are those produced essentially by local isor 

static compensation [i|/sl], as discussed'above, with slopes determined* 

by a which is, in all [T,'D] pairs, 250. Ma for all k. The internal' 
i „ 

consistency, forced by constant a means, of course, that these predicted 
^=1 sets of decay curves cannot quite reproduce the misfit provided by, 

arbitrary linear regression and thus Ml>0 in this region. 

Ml<0 when D=10 -10 1Nm. The mechanism which effects the 

improved misfit in this region of x-D space is the same throughout and 

relates to the initial phase of 'rapid topographic decay resulting from 

viscous relaxation rather than, from erosion as -discussed in subsection 

5.3.5. The best reproduction of the observations is provided by models 

with D=10 wm and small values of•x where Ml<-5; in this region the 
ft c 

predicted decay curves<are insensitive•to choice of x. A sample set, 

using x=l Ma and cr=35Q Ma, is plotted with dashed lines in Figures 5-7 

(b-j) where they can be compared to the observatibns, Note that the 
o . " 

—1 
initial viscous relaxation phase is ineffective when k >286 km, 

4 r 

21 ' • 
corresponding to ijj(k)>0.99 for D=1Q Nm. The -goodness-of-fit of the 



Figure 5-12. (a) Model lliormaliaed minimum misfit Ml 

[Equations (5-46,47)] and (b) value of 0 providing Ml as 

functions of model parameters D and x; shaded region in (b) 

corresponds to Ml<0 in (a). 
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cample curveo at itheoa low wavemimbeira lo not as good as that provided 

by linear regression. 

One way to judge the acceptability of the results, which are 

based on best-fitting rheological model parameters x and D for constant 

a(k), ,is to test what kinds of adjustments to 0 for various k improves 
1 r 

the overall fit. Intuitivelys and from the fy(k) extreme results, 

illustrated in Figure 5-11, it is expected that a decreases as. k 

no a(k.)<0(k„) if k 

increases. Internajlly consistent adjustments of this kind [such that 
f 

.. <k„ ] serving to maintain or improve ML\ for a given 

[x,D]«set of decay curves can be considered a satisfactory result. A 

reverse effect canlbe taken as unsatisfactory and argues for refutation 

of the model. This feature of the model predictions, for any given 

[TjDj pair, shall Ibe referred to as the 0-criterion. In the case of 

Model 1, everywhere within the best-fitting, &C<0, x-D space shown in 

Figure 5-12(a) the 0-criterion is not satisfied. 

a " \ 
„(!!) Model 2: Figures 5-13. Note the equivalence, as is 

\ ° 

expected [cf. subsection 5.3.5], between Model 2 Ml and those of * 

Model 1 [Figure 5-121(0,)] for (1) an elastic plate [ H , (2) small D 

where isostatic response is effected by local compensation, and (3)/ ' 

large x and D where little or no isostatic compensation occurs. Other-

wise, there are regions in Model 2 x-D space which provide better,- * 

"overall fit than for Model 1. In general, within the Ml^Q region„of 
\ " \ c 

Figure 5-13(a) the misfit is not strongly sensitive to choicg, of x for 

any given D; throughout this region^ in which there are three separate 

zones with Ml<-5, the character of the predicted topography decay 

curves, for each [x,D] paxr, is somewhat uniform. Note that the 



Figure 5-13. (a) Model 2 normalised minimum misfit Ml , 

[Equations (5-46,47)] and (b) value of 0 providing Ml as 

functions of model parameters D and x; shaded region in (b) 

corresponds to M^<0 in (a). 
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diagonal trend of the Ml<0 zone of the Model 2 x-D map reflects the 

controlling effect of the r*atio $(k)/x in Equation (5-43ii), which 
-5. 

gives H(k,t), and in a and g [Equations (5-19ii,iii)3, which determine 

the arguments of the exponential functions in (5-43ii). As D gets 

larger, for the range of k under consideration, iji tends to vary accord-

' xng to D " so that the predicted topography decay curves are virtually 

unchanged as long as the product of x and D is a constant. 

While it is necessarily stressed that no single set of curves 

'within this best-fitting region of x-D space is significantly better 

than any of the others, particularly noting the approximate form of 
24 

the observations, topography decay curves predicted for D~1Q Nm and 

x=l Ma, for purposes.of illustration, are plotted with open dots on 

erf 

Figures 5-7(b-j). The erosion time constant a providing the best mis-

fit for this [x,D] pair is 250 Ma [Figure 5-13(b)]. Also plotted, 

' 24 » using filled dots, are Model 2 predictions, for D=1Q Nm and x=*l Ma, 
o * 

adjusted according to the o-criterion, which yielded satisfactory 

results. These adjusted decay curves, with the exception of that for 

400 km wavelength topography, are seen to be -more closely aligned with 

the best-fitting regression lines. Values of a used in the adjusted 

—1 calculations are plotted as a function of k in Figure 5-14. Their 

-1/4 distribution suggests that 0 may be proportional to k if it 

vanishes as k-*». 

The plotted set of predicted topography decay curves is 

characterized by a moderately good fit to observations at the small 

"X -1 
wavelengths k.r"<182 km. At larger k decay curves are essentially 

linear [in terms of the logarithm of S'(k,t)J, as was the case for 



Figure 5-14. Values of the erosion time constant a '̂ filled 

circles] based on best-fitting Model 2 results adjusted accord- ' 

ing to the o-criterion [cf. text]; also shown [dashed line] is 

a sample function fitted to the adjusted a value's. 
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Model 1, although, unlike Model 1,, the linearity is not a consequence 

24 
of local isostatic compensation [$-!]. Rather, when D=10 Nm, as In 

' -1 ' 
the present case, for k >222 km, $(k) 9an he as"small as 0.05. The 

decay curves in this range do not really provide an adequate fit 'to 
* "p 

the observations ih the sense that- topographic power is consistently 

overestimated at t=325 Ma compared to observed Appalachian topographic 

power. On the other hand, it should be noted that these linear decay , 

curves, calculated for [x,D] pairs which provide best misfit M_' over 

all observed va'lues of k, virtually coincide,' except for k =40Q km, 

with the best-fitting straight line found by linear regression. In 
* o V 

a 

other words there is some internal consistency in the [x,D] models: „ . 
* ° —1 y^ —1 * 

at smaller k -there is good fit and at larger k , although the physWcs 

. .-'" ' A 
of Model 2 can provide only a linear decay curve when the observations® 
suggest otherwise, at least the models predict the best possible linear 

. & 
decay curve available.; 

r , 0 ' 

.»' 5.3.7 Confidence in results. In the preceding subsection, 
—. x 

theoretical model predictions were compared to statistical estimates 

of continental topography power spectra without the benefit of formal 

statistical constraints. •. This approach was considered suitable in the 

present case because of the inany, assumptions inherent to the construe-

tion of the theoretical models and to the reduction of the observations. 

In turn, any geophysical conclusions arising from the analysis are 
4 

necessarily non-specific, emphasizing more the refutation of classes 

of*models of lithosphere behaviour rather than the' acceptance Of parti

cular geophysical properties -thereof* That the observations provide? \ 

only limited constraint within the rheological parameter space of the » 
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Figure 5-15." Model 2 normalized minimum misfit Ml, as a 

function of parameters D and x, based on observed topography„ 

decay data normalized by the upper 95% confidence limit of 

the Cordilleran topography power spectral estimates. 

\ 

o 

*^*r*? 
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log D [Nm] 



Figure 5-16. Model 2 normalized minimum misfit Ml, as a 

function of parameters D.and x, based on observed topography 

decay data normalized by the lower 95% confidence limit of 

the Cordilleran topography power spectral estimates. 

'l> 

•i 
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i 

models contributes a posteriori justification for the informal approach 

taken. , . 

The observed data were presented with their respective 95% 

confidence limits and perhaps the most serious statistical short-cut 

that was taken was the lack of consideration of the variance of the 

data "within these bounds. In particular, the main source of uncertainty 

in this respect are the 95% confidence intervals associated with the 

Cordilleran estimates which were used to scale the other spectral data. 

It is intuitive, at least retrospectively, from the general nature of 

the results that such considerations Vill not greatly affect their out-

come. To illustrate this,, x-D .misfit maps for Model 2 are presented 

in Figures 5-15 and 5-16 respectively based on spectral estimates nor

malized by the upper and lower 95% confidence limits of the Cordilleran 

data. In each case, the misfits have been calculated relative to their 

appropriate best-fitting set of linear regression lines. As would be 

expected, the optimal erosion time constant a is reduced somewhat in 

the first case [to 200-250 Ma from 250-300 Ma], corresponding to the 

need for more rapid erosion, and increased in the second case [to ' 

350-400Ma]. Otherwise, the best-fitting rheological parameter space 

of Model 2 is unchanged. Similar results occur for Model 1. 

n 

\ 
V 

5.4 Isostatic Response Functions 

5.4.1 Introduction. The isostatic response functions Q(k) of 

the major geological provinces of North America considered in this 

study were analyzed in terms of a time-invariant thin elastic plate 
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model of continental lithosphere in Chapter 3. The observed response 

functions [Figures 3-3(a,b)] are characterized, very generally, by 

increasingly rapid fall-off to zero with increasing It as the tectonic 

age of their source regions increases. This feature of the observa-» 

tions was not clearly reflected in the results of the analysis because 

of uncertainties in data and variability in model parameters, particu

larly the (density structure of the upper lithosphere. 

In this section the temporal variation of the response function 

observations are considered in terms of time-dependent, isostatic models 

developed in section 5.2. They are Model 1, in which a uniform visco

elastic thin plate lithosphere Is loaded suddenly by topography^which 

subsequently erodes, and Model 2, in which topograpy, formed above'a 

'thermally weakened orogenically active lithosphere and therefore in a 

^highly compensated isostatic state, erodes subsequent to the lithosphere 

having cooled and achieved greater flexural compentency. The theoreti

cal isostatic response functions Q(k,t) characteristic of these models 

can be derived from the theoretical topography H(k,t) and deformation 
D 

- 5 -

W(fc,t) functions, defined b_y Equations (5-25,26) and Equations (5-43, 

44) for Models 1 and 2 respectively, in .the manner described in sub

section 5.2.6. 
\ 

In particular, the theoretical Q(k,t) functions can be judged 

in-the light of the results of section 5.3, in which the evolution of 

continental topography, as determined by the topography power spectra 

of the studied geological provinces, wras compared to that predicted by 

the models. The results of section 5.3 indicated that the continental 

„ lithosphere, in"response to topographic loads, may have the facility 

6J 



of viscous relaxation but did not strongly constrain the choice of 

rheological model parameters T and D, particularly x. 

As noted above, isostatic response functions are difficult to 

interpret, chiefly because gravity anomalies cannot be'uniquely deter-

mined by a particular density structure. The interpretation1 of the 

topography power spectra was not affected In this way.. Therefore, the 

theoretical isostatic response functions are considered mainly in terms » 

of their ability to further constrain the range of acceptable model ̂  

parameters indicated by the topography analysis although their general 

attributes will also be discussed. 

5.4.2 Model 1 results. Model 1, in the elastic Ix-**0] plate 

case, is equivalent to the time-invariant model discussed in Chapter 3, 

in which the lithosphere at any time responds only to the remnant topo

graphic load at that time, even as it erodes. The isostatic response 

function characterizing such a model is therefore not time-dependent, B r 
it r 

a feature which can be verified by inspecting Equations (5-23) and 

(5-24) which respectively define the topography and lithospheric defor

mation as functions of time of the elastic Model 1. Since this model 

was discussed at length in Chapter 3 it is not considered here. 

The viscoelastic models for which the best fit to the topo

graphic data was attained [subsection 5.3.6]-are characterized by a 

21 
flexural rigidity D=10 Nm and various viscous relaxation constants 

x<25 Ma. Q(k,t) for these mo4els, evaluated for times equal to the 

tectonic ages assumed for the studied geological provinces [subsection 

5.3.3], are presented in Figure 5-17. Other parameters were chosen 



ff 

t> 4 

Figure 5-17. Theoretical isostatic response functions Q(k,t) 
* it 

of a sample best-fitting [i.e. topography decay analysis, 

subsection 5.3.6] viscoelastic Model 1; parameters and topo-
Q 

ĝraphic ages as shown. Local isostatic compensation exists 

for t>325 Ma. 

t 

& 
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(• 

as folloxtfss (1) load and mantle densities p and p xtfere assumed to be s o m 
_3 

2700 and 3300 kg m as always*; (2) a single compensation depth z of 

35 km, a depth compatible x?ith commonly observed crustal thicknesses 

[e.g. Goodacre 1972], xras chosen; and (3) the erosion time constant 

o(k) xras taken to, be a constant 350 Ma as a function of k, the a(k) 

function xtfhich characterized the best-fitting topography results. 

Like their analogous topography decay curves, the calculated . 
•* * 

Model 1 isostatic response functions are not sensitive to choice of x. 

' -v " 
This result is not surprising since both the topography H(k,t) and 

-> 
deformation W(k,t) functions, x?ith gravity anomalies derived from the 

latter [Equation (3-11)], are controlled by exponential functions with 

equivalent arguments [Equations (5-25,26)]. In addition, Figure 5-17 

shows that there is no temporal variation in the calculated Q(k,t5atfor 

t>325r.Ma. This result was also signified by the topography decay 

analysis: the best-fitting model predictions [Figures 5-7(b-j)] are 

characterized by yiscous effects only prior to the Appalachian data 

point at,325 Ma and these effects are due to the relaxation of the 

initial elastic flexure of the lithosphere which occurs instantaneously 

as the topographic load is applied. Subsequent to this initial relax

ation, the topography, and its isostatic response evolves as in a 

state of local compensation because the time-constant of- erosion, o, 

is much larger than that of the viscous relaxation, x. 

It follows that significant time-dependence of Model 1 iso

static response function Q(k,t) will occur only when the ratio t/x is 

small and will be favoured by small values of a. Temporal effects in 

Q(k,t) are also enhanced as D increases because less elastic flexure, 
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resulting from the negative load associated with erosion, < will occur" 

as' the plat.e increases in strength and therefore' "requires" more viscous 

relaxation of the instantaneous flexure. For illustrative purposes, Q 

22 
is plotted in Figure 5-18 as it varies in time for a plate with D=10 

Nm, *x=500 Ma, and 0(k)=35O Ma. Values of x of this order are required 

to detect changes in Q(k,t) throughout the very long time range con

sidered here. It can be seen, for suitable parameters, that Model 1 

predicts that -the rebound effects of erosion progressively lag behind 

the erosion itself resulting in overcompensation of the remnant topo

graphy and therefore greater negative values of Q(k,t) as k and t 

increase. It is observed that this can result in the reversal of the 

k gradient of Q(k,t). 

i 

5.4.3 Model 2'results. In Model 2, low density crustal roots, 

resulting in local compensation of initial topography, are assumed to 

form during the early stages of continental evolution when the litho-

sphere is thermally activated and flexurally weak because of tectonism. 

Because these isostatlcally compensating structures are presumed to be 

subsequently "frozen" into the cooled and strengthened lithosphere, it 

is expected * that the theoretical isostatic response functions of Model 2 

will be more widely characterized by large negative values indicative 

of overcompensation of remnant eroded topography than were those of 

Model 1, Clearly, the overcompensation of topography in Model 2 is 

favoured by the same factors as in Model 1, small t/x and a and large D, 

but will be more pronounced than in Model ̂-1. 
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a. % 

Figure 5-18. Theoretical isostatic response functions Q(k,t) 

of a sample viscoelastic Model 1; parameters and topographic 

ages as shown. 

^ 
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T|ie most important difference between the two models occurs 

in. the case of an elastic [T-**>] lithosphere: the isostatic response " 

function of the Model 2 lithosphere; unlike Model 1, 'will be time-

dependent. This', result can be verified by inspection of Equations 

(5-40) and (5-41) which-respectively .define the theoretical topography 
• • ' ( ' . ' •' r * . 

and deformation functions of Model 2 in the elastic ..case. In the limit 
•" *" if — — ° 

as-t-*», topography vanishes but deformation, and therefore the gravity (̂  »c 

anomaly, associated with the initial^locally, compensated topography 

does not entirely do sff. "Therefore, in„ such circumstances, the iso-
' .. ' ' ' ° 

static response, Which is the gravity normalized'by topography, * 

approaches infinity. It should be noted, although Model 2 specifically 

supposes that a lithosphere with no flexural strength instantaneously 

becomes' flexurally competent and then maintains its strength uniformly 

..through time, that the overcompensating effects of topographic erosion 

is a general result- for] any lithosphere which cools, thickens, and 

becomes more rigid progressively through time,ff whether or not the 
Q H 

initial state was one, of loc'al isostasy.- * 
An example of the, temporal evolution, of Q(k,t) for Model 2 is 

shown in Figure 5-19; the response functions have been calculated for 

21 an elastic plate with flexural rigidity D-10 Nm, a value chosen to 

be compatible with results of the observed response function analysis 
B -

of Chapter 3,°but one which is less than those interpreted from other 

* * hi 

kinds tff continental loads- [Cochran 1980.J cf. subsection 3.1.2]. 

~ " * 
densities and* compensation depth are as for Model 1 [subsection^. 4.2J; 

a is taken to b^ a constant 400 Ma, * the best choice of 0 fotr a 

21 ' " »«<>••"••"*" 
[D^IO Nm, i-*10] model on the basis of the observed topographic decay* 

[cf. Figure 5-13(b)K Old eroded> topography is seen to be markedly 
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£1 

Figure 5-19. Theoretical isostatic response functions Q(k,t) 
IV 

21 > 
of a sample low rigidity [D=10 Nm] elastic Model 2; parameters 

°and topographic ages as shown. Note that at t=0 topography is 
/•> 

compensated locally. , „ 
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dvercompensated; higher choice of D would serve to greatly exaggerate ' 
/ * the observed overcompensation. / 

\ l 

The overcompensating effects of Model 2 evolution can be sub-

, stantially reduced if the lithosphere is allowed viscous relaxation. 

Of particular interest are models within the best-fitting [x',D] para

meter space defined by the topographic decay analysis [Figure 5-13(a)]. 

As before, theoretical results for different parameter pairs in this 

range are not greatly distinctive. Q(k,t) functions characterizing 
24 ' 2 3 1 22. ° 

models for [x,D]=[l Ma, 10 Nm], [10 Ma, 10 Nm], and [10Q Ma, 10 Nm] 

parameter pairs are very similar and those for the first ©air are 

plotted as they vary in time in Figure 5-20. The assumed,erosion time 

constant o is, as always, that indicated by the best-fitting topography 

decay curve and is, in this case, 250 Ma. Densities and compensation 

depth are as before. The interactions of the time constants a and x 

are such that no temporal changes in the theoretical response functions 

occur when t>1000 Ma. The effects of isostatic overcompensation are 

observed but are not severe, Viscous relaxation Significantly attenu-
24 '' ates the overcompensation; in contrast, consider the D=10 Nm elastic 

Model 2 Q(k,t) functions for the various observations times, also 

plotted, using dashed lines, in Figure 5-20. The erosion time constant 

0 used for these curves was 400 Ma, the largest value of a which seems, 

likely from the topography analysis. Smaller values, of course, will 

serve to further accentuate the exaggerated state of topographic over

compensation indicated by the isostatic response functions; very large 

values of a greater than 1000 Ma are required in order that the 

t=2500 Ma Q(k,t) function has a consistently positive gradient [down-

wards in Figure 5-20] in the indicated range of k<Q.01 km" . The double 



Figure 5-20. Theoretical isostatic response functions Q(k,t) 

of a'sample best-fitting- [i.e. topography decay analysis, 

subsection 5.3.6] viscoelastic Model 2 [solid lines] and a 

0/ 

medium rigidity [D=10 Nm] elastic Model 2 [dashed lines]; 

rameters and topographic ages as shown. Note that at t=0 

topography is compensated locally. 
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reversal of the gradient of the t=325 Ma curve is an interesting, 

feature, characteristic of some pairs of Model 2 parameters; it should 

be noted, however, that it is enhanced in fhe present case by the use 

of constant a as a function of wavenumber k. Greater topographic over-

compensation, indicated by larger negative values of Q(k,t) at the 

higher wavenumbers, would be favoured if a decreases with increasing k, 

which is physically intuitive and is supported by the observed topo-

graphy decay curves [e.g. Figures 5-11,14]. 

' -> . 

5.5 Discussion ' 

5 .5.1 Continental i ' sostat ie response functions. The analysis 
f s 

of the theoretical isostatic response functions of Models 1 and 2 

presented in section 5.4 has shown that (1), in the case of both models, 
<» 

r 

even if isostatic response functions were perfectly observable, because 

the theoretical response functions5are no more sensitive to model para

meters than were the theoretical topography decay curves, they could 

not help distinguish among the preferred model parameters indicated by 

the .topography decay results; (2) given the quantitative uncertainties 

associated With real estimates of continental isostatic response 

functions, no dependence of response functions on the tectonic ages of 

source regions would likely be evident if the,lithosphere is charac-

terized by the preferred parameter sets of either Model 1 or Model 2;» 

and (3), given suitable model parameters and enough time, the,tendency 

of erosion is to produce large negative values of Q(k,t), indicative 

of overcompensation of the eroded remnant topography, especially as the 
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wavenumber of the topography increases. 

With respect to the latter observation, it is tempting but 

-1 A probably not justifiable to point to the k=0.009 km Q(k,t) estimate 

from the Superior province as evidence of overcompensation [Figure 3-3 

(b)]; however, the fact remains that no continental isostatic response 

function,- among those presented here [Chapter 3] or elsewhere [Lewis 

and Dorman 1970, Banks and Swain 1978, McNutt and Parker 1978, McNutt 

1980] is clearly characterized by elevated values as k increases to 

-1 and becomes larger thaA, 0.01 km . In fact, in the case of the observed 

response functions of the present study^ there is a'tendency,toward more 

rapid fall-off as k increases. Of course, variations in compensation 
o 

D 

depths between regions cannot be discounted in this respect [subsection 

3.4.2]; nor .can the effects of increasing geological noise as a percen-

tage of the gravity signal, as the topography erodes and the implied 

isostatic gravity signal decreases with advancing tectonic age, be 

ignored. ° 

If, for this reason, the reliability of continental isostatic 

response function estimates at the higher wavenumbers, say those greatfer 

-1 "• than 0.0075 km , is sufficiently doubtful that they may be ignored, 

then the erosion of topography, accommodated in terms of either Model 1 
c 

or 2, easily explains why low values of lithospheric rigidity D are 

returned from response functions interpreted by means of the simple ; 

elastic plate model [Chapter 3]. The crucial feature of an observed 
Q 

response function which determines D, as discussed by Cochran [1980] 

and McNutt [1980], is its curvature in the O.Q01<k<0.005 km" region/ '" -

More rapid fall-off of Q here is indicative of higher D [cf. Figure 3-4], 
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However, Figures 5-17 through 5-20 illustrate that the effect of 
* o 

a 

erosion, for suitable model parameters, is^ to elevate rather than 

suppress the response function at the crucial wavenumbers. In the cas,e 

of Model 2, the maximum flexural rigidity xfhich could be returned by 
i 

interpreting an observed isostatic response function in terms of the 

simple non-erosional elastic plate model would be the flexural rigidity 

of the lithosphere in effect at the time of formation of the .topography. 

An extreme case of Model 2 has been, assumed here: that D was initially' 

^zero, resulting in local isostatic compensation, but Model 2 could he 

formulated according to any "frozen in" initial, isostatic state as long 

as the lithosphere subsequently .becomes thicker and stronger. 

The potential unreliability of observed Q(k,t) at high k not-

withstanding, the isostatic behaviour of a Model 2-type lithosphere, 

as reflected by the calculated theoretical response functions, appears 

to preclude pure elasticity as a viable rheology. Figure, 5-20 shows, 

24 l 

for an elastic lithosphere with D=10 Nm, that topography of even the 

very smallest observable wavenumbers is exceptionally overcompensated 

after, at most, 1000 Ma, the age pf the Grenville province. As noted 

earlier, Model 2 has been formulated in such a way to provide extreme 

results: particularly, the lithosphere, after orogenesis, will not 

become suddenly thick and flexurally competent but will do so gradually 
fc o 

\ 

depending on its efficiency of cooling. Erosion which oqcurs during 

this time will be more easily compensated than the model assumes; how-

' ever, the time constant of erpefon1, in the context of the assumed 

erosion model,--is of the order of a few hundred million years, several 

times greater.than that characterizing continental lithospheric cooling 

[Sclater et al. 1980]<and it is therefore expected that overcompensation 
** -

» i. 
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effects will be strongly maintained. Thus, viscous relaxation in the 

continental lithosphere, perhaps with a time constant x as small as 

1 Ma, is indicated by considerations of observed and theoretical iso-

static response functions if a Model 2-type evolution of continental 

lithosphere is assumed. The classical argument that the maintenance 

of medium scale [of the order of hundreds of kilometres" wavelength] 

gravity anomalies in old continental regions such as the Canadian Shield 

requires a strong, non-relaxing .crust [e.g. Jeffreys 1976] appears to 

be overstated; rather, the gravity anomalies which do persist, in such. 

regions ate perhaps explicable in terms of ,geodynamic processes rather^ ' 

than static ones. _ ' - a 

\ ' ' 

5.5.2 Early topographic evolution. A feature of the theoreti

cal normalized topography decay curves [subsection 5.3.6, Figures 5-7* 

(b-j)] common to both Models 1 and 2 is .their [logarithmic] linearity 

for the smallest of the observed wavenumbers k . * Although Model 2 at 

least predicts linear decay curves which are equivalent [except for 

-1 
k =400 km] to the best-fitting linear regression lines, both models 
r t 

essentially fail in this respect -because the observed data are systema-, 

tically non-linear [Figures 5-7(b-j)]. In particular,.normalized power 

spectral data derived from the Appalachian region [t=325 Ma] are con

sistently smaller than the models predict. This feature of the results 
1 0 , 1 

is discussed below in terms of the potential effects of some of the 

inherent model and observational assumptions. 
> i r 

- (i) Appalachian data. The Appalachian data may be less reli

able than data from the other study areas because its source area is 

smaller [except for that of the Grenville data]; narrow [and therefore 
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\ 

particularly susceptible to affectations due to smoothing during the 

data reduction process]; and because of its history of involvement with 

the opening of the present Atlantic Ocean and with sedimentary basin 

development on the continental margin. Figure 2-1 shows that a con

siderable portion of the Appalachian study area consists of the Grenville 

province or is covered by sediments [including those of the Atlantic 

continental shelf]. The topographic signal from these areas could 

certainly contribute to a lower level of power measured for the entire 

study area. The reason the Appalachian study area was made as large as 
i 

it is, at the expense of geological and topographic homogeneity, was to 

'provide more"data for more and statistically better estimates of its 

isostatic response function and topography power spectrum. 

(ii) Model parameters. The implications of the Appalachian 

misfits can be judged on the attributes of the models themselves. Best-

fitting model parameters were determined on the basis of constant para

meters o, x, and Q. Wavenumber dependence of a was investigated [the 

0-criterion] in subsection 5.3.6; although better low k results for 

Model 2 were thus provided, no more satisfactory fit of the Appalachian 

data was returned. Parameters x and D were assumed constant in time and 

space, a requisite feature of the models in terms of their physical 

linearity and mathematical development [section 5.2]. However, if, in 

reality, the rheology of the lithosphere is such that it implies that 

x and D do possess time and space dependencies, these dependencies may 

be reflected in the observations. What kinds of t and k dependencies 

of x and D tend „to improve the misfit of the Appalachian data, or the 

early evolution of the models in general, and are the physical 
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implications of the dependencies reasonable?-

First, consider the effects of k dependencies in terms of the 

general model characteristics presented in Figures 5-8,9 and 10. 

(1) The mechanism by which Model 1 effects early topographic decay 

[subsection 5.3.5, Figures '5-9(a,b)] is viscous relaxation of the 

^initial elastic flexure associated with the application of the topo

graphic load; this fails to occur at small wavenumbers because the t 

plate is insufficiently strong to maintain'flexure. As a result the 

long wavelength topography is immediately in a state of local isostatic 

equilibrium for the indicated best-fitting choices of x and D. In such 

a case x(k) dependence will be inconsequential; rather, curvature in 

the low k decay curves can only be achieved by means of greater D such 
it 

that initial elastic flexure is sustainable. Such>a D(k) dependence 

is presumably opposite in effect to that expected from a rheologically 

non-linear lithosphere in which strain rate would depend on some power 
* f 

of the applied stress. (2) Figures 5-10 show ,t:hat early topographic 

reduction effected by Model 2 is favoured either by smaller values of 

i>, ̂leading to larger values of D, or by larger values of x. Thus, 
° j 

allowing D to vary with k in order to successfully model the low k 
/ 

observations implies a D(k) dependency similar to that of Model 1: 

D larger for smaller wavenumbers.*- (3) A similar result applies for 

x(k) in Model 2; again, this is opposed to what might qualitatively be 

expected, that longer wavelength topography "sees" more deeply into the . 

lithosphere where temperatures are higher and viscosity, and therefore -
x, is smaller. 
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Secondly, consider possible forms of functions D(t) and x(t) 

> 

which would improve the early' evolution of the modelled topography. 

(1) In either Model 1 or 2, as pointed out many times, it is general, 

that the rate of topographic reduction is favoured by small values of 

tf>, hence large values of D [Figures 5-8,9,10]# Thus, to control the 

slope of the decay curve by letting D vary as a function of t, such 

that the slope would decrease through time and therefore reproduce the 

general form of the observations, would require dD(t)/dt<0. This result 

is incompatible with the probable characteristic of "continental litho

sphere that it cools and thickens with age [e.g. Sclater et al. 1980]. 

(2) As noted above, in Model 1, as long as x is , small enough to allow 

for the early viscous relaxation phase to occur in the requisite amount 

of time, it cannot be modified to improve the model's ability to repro-

<» 
duce the Appalachian data; thus no obvious x(t) function is implied by 

the misfit. (3) In the case of Model 2, it is difficult to judge the 

effects of temporal variations in x throughout the entire 2500 Ma range 

of observed t; however, it remains that larger x results in more rapid 

decay [Figures 5-10(a,b)] and therefore it may be presumed that x(t) 

would have to decrease through time in order to better reproduce the 
c 

observed early evolution* of topography. This result, like the D(t) ^ 
i 

result, is not compatible with a cooling lithosphere. 

Thus, it seems the lack of success of the present•simple linear 

viscoelastic uniform plate models to describe the early [~t<500 Ma] 

evolution of continental topography, as evidenced by the Cordilleran 

and Appalachian observed topography power spectra, cannot be explained 

in terms of qualitative effects expected of more Theologically and 
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structurally complex models of which the present models are only 

approximations, „ ° •" 

However, it is also necessary to consider the effects of a" 

time-dependent,0 function; the result of such a,consideration is less 

equivocal. It seems reasonable that the observed topography decay data 

may be better reproduced if 0 is smaller than the indicated 200-400 Ma 

in the early phase of evolution. This may be equivalent to an erosional 

process in w,hich erosion rate is proportional to some power greater than 

one of the topographic amplitude rather than being linearly proportional 

as assumed in this study in order to allow the analytical formulation * 

of the models'to be tractable [Equations (4-1)]. Such a possibility 

'^cannot be ruled out; in particular, o(k,t) which increases as a function 

of time in combination with elastic plate isostatic behaviour could 

presumably match the observations.1 In this context, however, overcom-

pensation of eroded topography, in terms of a Model 2-type scheme, as 

1 
discussed in subsection 5.5.1, would remain a problem and, because 

early topography would ferode more rapidly, such overcompensation may 

become even more significant. It should also' be noted, since the visco-

elastic, linear erosion models^/ particularly Model 2, are reasonably 

successful at high wavenumbers k, that if ,0 time-dependencies, or 

equivalently erosion rates which are non-linearly proportional to topo

graphic amplitude, do occur, they are themselves k-dependent. 

(iii): initial topography. There are other factors, not related 

to the assumed; erosion model or to implied^variations in the rheological 

' model parameters, which may be contributing to the apparent depressed 

level of the Appalachian topography power spectrum. The most important 
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of these is the assumption that the present-day topography of the 

Cordilleran study area represents the initial state of either of Models 

1 and 2. There are two aspects to consider. The fir£t is that the 

spectral 'amplitudes found in the Cordilleran region are assumed to be 

comparable to those which initially existed in the Appalachian region. 

In this context, it is noteworthy that the Cordilleran and Appalachian 

mountain-belts consist of similar.gross tectonic elements [Dewey and 

. Bird 1970]. Accordingly, there is no reason to believe that the initial, 

topographic power of each orogen would be greatly different. 

Secondly, the choice of the present as the initialization time 

t=0 or t [for Model 1 or 2] may be premature. .With respect to the very 

long term topographic evolution being considered, an error of ±100-200 . 

fta is unlikely to be significant in terms of the implications of the 

models [cf. Figures 5-7]. The potential effects of larger errors are ' 

as follows. 

For Model 1, the initialization time t=0 can be no later than 

the present. The Cordilleran topography exists and it is isostatlcally 

compensated in a fashion not greatly dissimilar to that of older 

regions [cf. Chapter 3], If t=0 is assumed to be sometime in the past 

then the Appalachian misfit is only worsened. 

' On the other hand, in terms of Model 2, the consistent over-

estimation of Appalachian topographic power could be reduced if the 

initialization time t is sometime in the future rather than at the 
c 

present. Evidence that this may be so, at, least over part of the 

Cordilleran study area, is provided by anomalously high heat flow 

observations [e.g. Sclater et al. 1980], Figure 5-21 illustrates the 

O 



Figure 5-21. Normalized topography decay data S„, with 95% 
' . - xi 

confidence intervals, observed at spectral wavelength 286 km 

[cf. subsection 5.3.4, Figure 5-7(c)], showing best-fitting 

linear regression line npt forced thrpugh the origin. Potential 
\ future normalized origins fall within the stippled region • 1 - •' [cf. text]W 
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possible consequences of a premature choice of t , As an example, the 

286 km wavelength topography decay data have been redraughted showing 

their best-fitting regression line not forced to pass through the 

origin. If it is assumed that the power of the Cordilleran topography 
i r , 

will not actually increase In the future, then the "initial" topographic 

i •*• i 2 
power H„(k) existing when the lithosphere becomes flexurally compe-

\ 
tent at some future time fc will plot within the stippled region of 

Figure 5-21. If the degree of power in the present topography is main

tained until that time, because of continual tectonic rejuvenation of 

eroded terranes, then the origin of the normalized topography power 

measured at t would plot along the future time axis.as drawn. Alter-

natively, if erosion of Cordilleran topography prior to a future t ^is 

not offset by tectonic uplift, "then the future normaliz.ed origin would 

i **• i 2 plot below the time axis. Any such future initial topography |HL(fc)| 

falling along the extrapolated portion of €he regression line would 

allow,, the resulting topography decay curve to be'modelled successfully 

by an elastic lithosphere. '' .» - , 

f ,,, In .the present case, data at the larger observed wavenumbers 

are more successfully reproduced by Model 2, in terms of the Appalachian 

observations, than those at small wavenumbers. This feature of the 

results may be a consequence of the assumption that the lithosphere. ! 

attains flexural competence suddenly. If the lithosphere actually 

cools and thickens gradually,.its acquisition of effective flexural 

strength may appear .to occur earlier at short wavelengths than it,does 

at long wavelengths. Thus, long wavelength Cordilleran topography may 

at present be evolving in a pre.-Model -2 fashion [that is, its erosion 
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is isostatlcally compensated locally], whereas short wavelength topo

graphy may already lie in a state of Model 2-type evolution. -

(iv) Models.\ Models 1 and 2 can be considered to be end-

members of.a spectrum l̂ f models of the evolution of continental topo-

graphy with the model most closely approximating the real developmental 

\ 

process falling between them. For example, a contributory mechanism 

by which Model 2-type topography may initially achieve local isostatic 

compensation may be the early Model 1-type viscous relaxation [of a 

thin, flexurally weak uniform viscoelastic" lithosphere] accompanied by 

topographic "sinking" [cf. subsection 5.3.5]. i>his kind of mechanism 

can easily account for greater decay of small wavenumber topography, 

as apparently required by the observations, during the first one or 

two hundred million post-orogenic years depending on the flexural 

rigidity D of the lithosphere during this time. [It is necessarily 

large.enough that local^isostatic compensation is not essentially 

effected by the initial elastic flexure only.] The acquisition of local 

compensation by the existing topography would be rapid, in terms of the 

concurrent cooling and progressive strengthening of the lithosphere", 

if the viscous relaxation time constant x was relatively small [say, 

xs25 Ma]. Subsequently, ,as even greater cooling and strengthening of 

the lithosphere takes place, secondary'topographic evolution of Model 2-

type would occur. It is probable, in such a scheme, that the primary 

Model 1-type topographic development would have been initiated not by 

the sudden application of the topography onto the lithosphere but rather 

by the removal from the system of extrinsic tectonic forces which had 

been supporting previously established topography. 
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5.5.3 Erosion model parameters. The topography decay, curve 

misfit analysis presented in subsection 5.3.6 indicated that it is 

probable that the erosion time constant function o(k), of the form 

postulated in subsection 4.2.1, 

N 0(k) - Jk~e; oi,e>0 (4-2), 

where w and'e are constants, is not strongly dependent upon wavenumber 

k. Wavenumber dependence of a was investigated by means of the o-

criterion in which an a priori assume'd constant a spectrum was adjusted 

v 

according to its ability to produce improved overall misfits. Only for 

the best-fitting Model 2 parameters were such adjustments profitable 

provided they were consistent, with the form of o(k) described by 

Equation (4-2). The results, plotted in Figure 5-14, did not greatly 

constrain parameters oj and e. Nevertheless, it follows from the obser

vation of weak wavenumber dependence of a that e<l and from the observed 

best-fitting 0 values of 200-400 Ma, in the wavelength range 

-1 -1 
600 km<k <100 km, that u>l Ma km . One sample function visually 
fitted to the data in Figure 5-14 indicates 00=74 Ma km" and e-0.25. 

These results are not inconsistent with those of the South 

Island, New Zealand tectonic uplift-topography analysis presented in 

Chapter 4. Figure 4-5 shows that w and e values such as those implied 

by North American topographic decay, noted above, are out of the range 

of those.which would be discernible on the basis of the New Zealand -,, 

data. „Recall that for this to.be so the erosion model must he reliable 
3 I 

and/or the uplift rate-topography transfer function must be observable 

http://to.be
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1/e 
up to wavenumbers as great as [4.5w/t] [Equation (4-20)] where t is 

the length of time during which tectonic uplift has occurred. Thus', ' 

if the postulated erosion model, Equation0 (4-2), is assumed to be valid 

-1 

for k >50 km, and the model parameters w and e are assumed, as above, 

to be 74 Ma km" and 0.25 respectively, then to be able to extract such 

parameters from observed data using the technique applied to South 

Island, requires that the length of time of, continuous tectonic uplift 

of the test region, maintained by a single tectonic regime, be 885 Ma, 

a tectonically unreasonable length of time. Although the New Zealand 

uplift rate-topography transfer function results <are not inconsistent 
-s. 

with "those expected on the basis of the theory and therefore do not 

reject the fundamental erosion model, it may be concluded that such a 
e r 

technique, applied to other regions, will not provide any further test 

of the model or constraint on its parameters. 

5.5,.4 Viscoelastic continental lithosphere. The two theoreti-

^cal models of the evolution of continental topography developed in this 

chapter and in terms of which the topography and isostatic response 

functions of several major geological provinces of North America have 

been discussed are simple approximations of much more complex geodynamic 

processes which account for the formation and subsequent modification 

of continental topography. The ability of the models to reproduce the 

topography and isostatic response data allows neither to be character

ized by a particular pair of rheological parameters \/r and D. It is 

likely that the true post-orogenic development, of continental topography 

comprises elements of both of the simple theoretical Models 1 and 2. 

Nevertheless, the results of the analyses are such that it is possible 

4> 
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to make general conclusions. - ' - n 

Model 2-type topographic evolution of continents is probably 

Snore important than that of Model 1 for the following reasons. (1) In 

( the first case, Model 2 is intuitively more geodynamically reasonable. 

It is fairly well-established, on tlie basis of heat flow {Sclater et al, 

1980] and seismological [Kono and Amano 1978, Panza 1980]* observations 

that the continental lithosphere does cool and thicken with age. The 

isostatic evolution of topographic loads on continents may therefore 

be analogous with that of oceanic loads with the important exception 

that significant -subsequent erosion of the formercakes place. (2) The 
p 

isostatic response-function o^the Cordilleran geological province 

[Figure 3-3(a)] supports Model 2. It»is characterized by distinct 

curvature and rapid fall-off at wavenumbers larger than the, other 

observed response functions, features which can either be interpreted 

as due to a very low lithospheric flexural rigidity [McNutt 1980] or 

to a lack of erosional effects [subsection 5.5.1]4 (3) The flexuraln 
0 

j rigidity of the lithosphere based on the best'fit of Model 1 to the 

21 

observed topography decay data is 10 Nm, a value which is substan

tially smaller than that suggested by the analysis of individual con-

24 25 tinental loads in terms of an elastic lithosphere [10 -10 Nm; 

Cochran 1980] and smaller than that suggested by the analysis of the » 

formation of foreland basins in terms of a viscoelastic lithosphere 

25 
[10 Nm; Beaumont 1981]. (4) The= best-fitting Model 1 decay curves 

predict very little topographic erosion by t«lQ0-2OO Ma, the majority ° 

of the effective topographic decay during this time being accomplished 

by viscous relaxation and concurrent "sinking" of topography into a 

position of local isostatic equilibrium; similarly, the isostatic 
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response functions of continental regions would reflect this condition 

of local isostasy after this short period of time, apparently in con-

trast with the observations .[Figures ,3-3, 3-*7J. (5) The Model 2 tope
's " , \ 

graphy decay results provide a range "of best-fitting pairs of rheologi

cal parameters x and D [Figure 5-13 (aM among which are included 
23 24 , 23 " v. 

D=10 * Nm, x»25 Ma; J K N T °Hm, T»1 Ma; and -0=4.0 ̂  Nm, x=0^5 Ma; para

meters which do not compare; unfavourably .with those suggested by the 
\ «. < '"' 

t 25 

foreland basin analysis [D=10 -Nni,* x=27.5 Ma; Beaumont 1981]. (6) The 

Model 2 best-fitting topography decay results, unlike those of Model 1, 

are" satisfactorily adjusted^according to'the 0-criterion [Figures 5-7 

,'{b-jE}, 5-14}.' '' 

. :~ *> If it can be concluded thus that Mo,4el, 2-type evolution 

.dominates the post-orogenic topographi-c development of continents, then 

the major implication of the results is-that the occurrence'of viscous 

relaxation of elastic stresses,.with a characteristic time constant x 

which is potentially very small [~1 Ma], cannot be ruled out in the 

continental lithosphere* This contrasts with the classical;view that 

topogt£*phic relief of continents, should viscous deformation occur, 
V . . •' • 

would flow away during' the observed, life spans of cratonic regions. * 
i ' S i "' ' i . . * 

O f " ] 

Rather, it has been shown that thej*interaction of the viscous relaxation 

of elastic deformation associated-with 'topographic and with erosiohally-
» " - >" » e „ * « 

induced .̂oads". is such thaff a condition of dynamic equilibrium"'resulting 
- * » • .• > . « 

in steady-state topography can almost be achieved .["subsection.5.3*5, 
I, * ' — * 

° 5 

Figures 5-lOf]. The crucial assumptions Inherent to this .conclusion 

relate to the requirements*. ,(1) that the continental lithosphere cools 

' and ̂ strengthens" with time after the last tectonic .event, that the 



topography is initially compensated by a weak lithosphere, and that 

this initial compensation is subsequently "frozen into" a thicker, 

stronger lithosphere and (2) that large scale erosion of continental 

topography can be approximated by the model described by Equations (4-1) 

in which the rate of erosion of spectral "topography is linearly pro

portional to the amplitude of the topography which remains at any 

given time. 

With respect to the second of these assumptions, it has been 

noted [subsection 5,5.2] that the effects of non-linearly proportional 

erosion to topographic amplitude combined with elastic plate rheology 
r 

- o 

may suitably reproduce the character of the "observed topography decay 

curves. Similarly, the consequences of an incorrect choice of the 

initial topography power spectrum may be such that the "observations 

i 

are compatible with an elastic model [subsection 5.5.2°(iii)]. The 

'elastic plate option cannot therefore be dismissed. However, the 

presumed form of the isostatic response functions characterizing such 

a model, as discussed in subsection 5.5,1, also seems to preclude 

purely elastic behaviour during the process of isostatic compensation 

of erosion. In this respect, elastic-plastic behaviour of continental 

lithosphere cannot be dismissed by the present results, -In. such a case, 

the stresses induced by erosion, whenever they exceeded the lithosphere's 

yield strength, would be relaxed episodically by cataclastic or ductile 
n 

plastic flow. 

y o , 
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•5.6 Summary 

Geodynamie models have been developed which quantitatively 

describe the long term erosional decay of continental topography and 

its associated lithospheric flexure. In the models It is assumed that 

(1) continental lithosphere is characterized by linear [Maxwell] visco

elastic rheology and (2) the rate of erosion of topography is_linearly 

proportional to its height as discussed in Chapter 4.- Two general 

loadinĝ  models have been considered: Model 1, in which a uniform 

viscoelastic thin plate lithosphere is loaded suddenly by topography, 

which subsequently,erodes, and Model 2, in which topography, formed 

above a thermally weakened orogenically active lithosphere and there- * 

fore in a state df local isostatic compensation, erodes subsequent to 

s the lithosphere having cooled and achieved greater flexural competency. 

The models have allowed, for the first time, the investigation 

of the rheology of the' continental lithosphere in terms of the long 

term"erosional decay of continental topography. The form of the topo-

graphic defcay has "been^itablished by comparing the observed topqgraphy 

' power spectra of several North American geological provinces of vastly 

different tectonic ages. 

The results of a misfit analysis of model predictions and 

observations show that, for,both Models 1 "and 2, the best overall repro-

duction of the observed decay curves is provided by a viscoelastic as 

opposed to purely elastic lithosphere. However, in neither case do 

the misfit results strongly constrain the values of the rheological 

model parameters, flexural rigidity D and viscous relaxation time 

* 
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constant x. On the other hand, the erosion time constant a characteris

tic of the wavelengths of topography being considered is relatively ^ 

well-established by the misfit results. They suggest that it falls in 

fifce range 20Q-400 Ma and, in the case of Model 2 results, that it 

increases slightly with increasing topographic wavelength,-
i 

p Q 

The important theoretical result of viscoelastic Models 1 and 

2 is that viscous relaxation of elastic stresses arising from past « «;-

topography and/or from past and present erosion can progressively reduce 

the rate at which topography decays-. The reduction Is such that even

tually a condition of steady-state topography cah almost be* achieved. 

This feature of the models is in general agreement with the form of the 

observed decay curves. However, both models fail to predict sufficient 

early topographic decky as evidenced by the Appalachian data. This may 

be partly due to the geological heterogeneity of the Appalachian study 

area. Otherwise, the'Appalachian misfits do not seem to be explicable 

In terms of the implied effects of depth- and time-dependent rheological 

model parameters D and x. However, the potential consequences of 

incorrect assumptions regarding (1) the linear erosion model and/or 

" tt r 

(2) the representation of the present-day CordiD&ran topography power 

spectrum as the initial topography,,power spectrum may be compatible 

with the Appalachian data. In each case for «odel 2 'and in" the former 

„case for Model 1 the implications are such that a purely elastic rheo- , 

logical model cannot be ruled out. « 

Models 1 and 2 are considered to he simple end-members of a 

spectrum of more complex models of the post-orogenic evolution"of con

tinental topography with the best model likely comprising elements of 

/ > -
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each. Model 2-type topographic evolution Is probably dominant because 

heat flow and seismological observations•show that the continental 

lithosphere apparently does cool and thicken with age. In, the present 

case, the topographic misfit results of Model 2 are better than those 

of Model 1 and the possible values of rheological parameters returned 

by Model 2 are more consistent with those based on other kinds of 

analyses^ than are those returned by Model 1. 

The theoretical response functions Q(k,t) of, Models 1 and 2 

have also been formulated and represent the first attempt to,quantita

tively determine the effects of erosion on response functions observed 

in old continental regions. The purely elastic Model 1 isostatic 

response function is equivalent to the model discussed in Chapter 3. 

Otherwise, both Models 1 and 2 predict isostatic overcompensation of' 

old topography to a degree depending on the chosen model parameters. 

The theoretical isostatic response functions of Models 1„and „ 

2 have been calculated for their best-fitting parameters determined 

from the topography decay analysis. In the case of Model 1 the results / 

indicate that the topography of the Appalachian and older-North 

American geological provinces should be in a state of local isostatic 

n 

compensation. This contradicts the one-nqrm misfit results of 

Chapter 3 but cannot be ruled out because the standard errors associated 

with observed Q are so large. In„the case df Model 2 the theoretical 

response functions indicate that topography in the upper range of 

observed wavenumbers of the Appalachian and older regions should be 

overcompensated. The degree of overcompensation is not great enough 
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that it would necessarily be expected to be recdgnized in the observed 

data given their large standard errors. However, it was noted that the 

tendency of any detectable erosional effects in Q(k) would be to return 

artificially low lithospheric flexural rigidities if Interpreted in 

terms of the non-erosional elastic model [Chapter 3]. Such results 

could be comparable with those of previous studies [Banks et al. 1977, 

Banks and Swain 1978, McNutt and Parker 1978, Stephenson 1978, Cochran 

1980, McNutt 1980.] 

fyThe theoretical isostatic response function of even a weak 

21 '" [D=10 Nm] elastic Model 2 lithosphere appears to preclude pure 

elasticity as a viable lithosphere rheology. In such a case, erosion 

results in extreme isostatic overcompensation of remnant topography. 

The resultingStresses can either be continuously relaxed hy viscous 

flow as explicitly modelled In the present study or by periodic plastic 

failure of the lithosphere. 

o t 
*\ » 



Chapter 6. The Effects of Small Scale Convection in the Upper Mantle 

on Isostatic Response Functions 

6f.l Introduction 

• 

6,1.1 Surface topography and gravity and small scale mantle 

convection. The consensus of most Earth scientists is that the motion 

of lithospheric plates is driven by some form of thermal convection 

which derives its energy from primordial heat and/or heat produced by 

radioactive elements distributed in the mantle. There are, however-, 

few observations to provide independent evidence 'of the existence' arid 

nature of the hypothesized mantle circulation. In this respect some 

attention has been given to long wavelength gravity andmalies and topo

graphy of the Earth's surface on the grounds that the topography may be 

a result of plate flexural uplift dynamically supported by forces 

associated,with the mantle convection [e.g. McKenzie 1967]. Anderson 

et al. [1973], for example, showed that differences in hathymetric depth 

and gravity-anomalies at active mid-ocean ridges are correlated in a 

way similar, to that predicted by numerical models of convection in a 

Newtonian fluid [McKenzie et al. 1974]. More recent investigations in 

the North Atlantic [Sclater et al, 1975] and in the Central Pacific 

[Watts 1976] have tended to support the conclusions of Anderson et al. 

[1973]. Both Sclater et al. and Watts considered two-dimensional data 

comprising residual hathymetric depth anomalies, those corrected for 

the effects of lithospheric age, and surface derived gravity observa

tions. Later, Cochran and Taiwan! [1977] disputed the existence of a 
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consistent direct correlation between long wavelength gravity anomalies 

and bathymetry throughout the world's oceans. They argued that,the 

lithosphere must be strongly decoupled from the main body of the 

asthenosphere if the gravity anomalies are to have their source beneath 

the lithqsphere. McKenzie et al, £1980] suggest that Cochran and 

Taiwan!'s [1977] failure to detec£ a global relationship between long" 

wavelength gravity and residual depth was due to inadequate sampling of 

gravity data. 

. An alternative approach to the problem of thW relationship 

tainties in its interpretation is one in Which the relationship is 

determined systematically in the wavenumber' (fc) domain tin,terms of a 
* 1 ' 

linear tratitfer function [or admittance], Q(k), referred to previously 

as the isostatic response function. McKenzie [1977] calculated the 
"+ K iff 

behavioiir of Q(k) for simple mo.dels asv itudepends on the Rayleigh number, 

the degree of internal heating, viscosity variations, and the*depth of 

* — V ~ . He ,d « ^ ,«. _ ±j^.m Q « 
the deflection of an abrupt density interface within the' lithosphere', 

such as the Mohorovicic discontinuity, .during its flexure by the forces 
discontinuity, .during its flexure by the I 
r * \ 

derived from convections The comparison of- observed to McKenzie's 

theoretical'values of Q is further complicated by the possible presence" 

of topography on the 'surface of the lithosphere not associated with 
#* 

deformation caused by underlying convection. McKenzie and Bowin £1976], 
f ' ' . . ' / ' » • 

for'example, attempted to detect the effects of convection in observa-* 

tions" of gravity and 'bathymetry made along two profiles in the Atlantic 
fc -

Ocean but found-that the observed Q(k) could hest be explained by 
J0Rk 

. * • 
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isostatic compensation within the lithosphere to simple surface loading 

by topography. No deformation of the plate by convection was detected. 

- Convective flow In the Earth may occur with two distinct 

horizontal length scales: (1) large scale mass circulation of the 

lithosphere plates themselves in combination with some form of return 

flow at an as yet undetermined depth in the mantle and (2) small scale 

Rayleigh-Benard convection in the upper mantle which provides thef' 

mechanism of heat transport to the base of the lithosphere evident under 

the older parts of oceans .and under continents. It was the effect of 

the smaller scale of convection which McKenzie-and Bowin [1976] attempted 

to detect; its hypothetical existence is based on theoretical analyses 

of the efficiency of heat transport in convective systems [Richter 1973, 

McKenzie and Weiss 1975] and on experimental results [Richter and 

Parsons 1975], For oceanic regions younger than approximately 70 Ma 

mean depth varies as the square root of age, an observation which can 

be satisfactorily explained in terms of the oceanic lithosphere behaving 

sas a simple cooling boundary layer in the large scale convective flow 

regime. In otder regions the mean oceanic depth is less than predicted 

by square root relation suggesting the presence of an efficient heat 

transfer to the base df the lithosphere by small-scale convection. 

Parsons and McKenzie [1978] have modelled the onset of small'scale con--

vection in terms of the developmentiof a thermal instability beneath 

the oceanic lithosphere, assumed to be a mechanically rigid boundary 

layer, as it thickens with age.f. 

, f Depending t>n the Rayleigh number [Ra] of the convecting layer 

'and the. velocity of the upner boundary [the lithospheric plate], theory 
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[Richter 1973] and experiments [Richter and Parsons 1975] demonstrate 

that the small scale, circulation may eventually take the form of longi

tudinal rolls aligned with axes parallel to the direction of shear 

between the plate and the underlying layer, shown schematically in . _ 

Figure 6-1(a). For Ra =5 10 , an estimate based on the results of 

numerical models compared to observations of heat flux [McKenzie et al. '• 

1974], Richter and Parsons [1975] suggest, from scaled experimental 

results, that the formation of longitudinal rolls would' take from 
s l $ 

/ r- * »* 

20-50 Ma to several hundred million years for absolute plate^ velocities 
- 1 ' ' *i< ' 

in the range 10-2 cm yr , More complex patterns of small scale conyec-

tion cells, such as a bimodal configuration-[Figure 6-1(b)], may be 

possible if the age versus plate velocity constraint is not met or if 

Ra is larger. Similarly, if the horizontal movement of the lithospheric 

plate is decoupled from that of the mantle below by the presence of a 

low viscosity zone beneath the plate [e.g. Richter and McKenzie 19P8] 

such that the shearing between them ia minimized, then J.ongitudinal . 

convection rolls are unlikely to be stable beneath even the fastest 

moving plates [Skilbeck and McKenzie 1979] and any small scale convec^ 

tive flow would probably be multi-modal. Such is the case *of the 

planform of small scale convection, based an the GEOS 3 determination 

of the geoid and extensive hathymetric data, beneath the Pacific Ocean 
\ * 

* tt 

presented recently by McKenzie e_t al. . [1986] I The observed geoidal and 

bathymetric undulations are, however, elliptical in shape with the 

elongated direction believed by the authors [McKenzie et all 1980] to 

reflect the'direction of motion of the Pacific plate relative to a hot 

spot frame of reference. 

« / 
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Figure 6-1. (a) Schematic drawing of sub-lithospheric convection 
a 

cells in the form of longitudinal rolls aligned with axes parallel 

to the shear between the lithospheric plate and'the underlying 

asthenosphere. (b) Schematic drawing of sub-lithospheric "convec-

tj.on cells having a blmodal configuration. The directions of 

absolute plate motion and mantle return flow are indicated by the 

large open arrows but note that these directions are'not 

necessarily antiparallel; flow in a vertical section of one cell 

is shown by the smallest arrows; the volcanoes - serve to' illustrate 

the direction of absolute plate motion and that the lithosphere 

is loaded at its surface as well as its base. Note that the^e 

schematic drawings- are -not drawn to any realistic scale [from 
-a Hi 

Stephenson and Beaumont 1980]. 
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6.1.2 A test for the presence of small scale convection. In'a 

plate model of the lithosphere., isostatic compensation to surface loads 

is effected by flexure of the plate as discussed" In previous chapters. 
.' <% 

The ,form of"the compensation is revealed by the wavenumber domain rela-

t 

tionship between the load and deflection, measurable as the topography 

HLXk), and its associated gravity signature G_(k), and can be approxi-

mated by the linear transfer function QT(fc) [Figure 6-2(a)] such that 

G ($) - N(£*) 

9*& - ~ T— ' < 6" 1)' 
'» 

•+• 
Here, Qrp(fc) is equivalent to what has been in previous chapters referred 

* .' 4. 
to as the isostatic Response function Q(k). It is a special case .of the 

admittance, mentioned in subsection 6.1.1, between topograpy and 

gravity, In which it is assumed the only load causing flexure of the 

lithosphere is that of tectonically uplifted surface tocography. 

Recall that in or<jter to estimate QT(k) [or Q(k)] it has heen 
A J. 

normally assumed that the topography can be measured perfectly, whereas 

VS> u « to s ^ a ! noise ,<& that u ^ c a u s e d oy 

lateral density variations in the upper crust. Assuming the noise Is 

uncorrelated with topography, isostatic response functions have been 

estimated by a process of ensemble averaging [Equation .(2-8)], The 

ensembles of data which have been averaged comprised all of those which 

fell within a given wavenumber band or annulus [Figure 2-9], symmetric 

about the origin, on the assumption that the lithosphere was dlrectionally 

isostropic in its response to a point load; estimates of isostatic 

response Q and coherence y were*therefore found as functions of wave- • 

number modulus Ikl. For the same reason, Q([ki) has been taken to be a . 



Figure 6-2, Linear models employed in the interpretation of 

observed topographic and gravity data; symbols are explained 

in the text, (a) A model in which the lithosphere is loaded 

only by tectonically induced topography on its surface; 

(b) a model in which the lithosphere is also loaded,at its 

base by forces associated with convection [from Stephenson 

and Beaumont 1980]. ^ • k . . 

*• 

fr. 
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real function, though no a priori assumption to this .effect was required 

using Equation (2-8), 

However, consider a model in which the lithosphere is loaded at 

its base by forces., associated with small scale upper mantle conveetlon 

in addition to surficial topography. This class of model has two inde

pendent; transfer functions jFigure 6-2(b)], which are* assumed to be" 

" linear, such that the observed admittance is', ' 

* n m 

"' w Gt(t) + Gc(t) 7 N(£) " QT(fc')HT(k~) + Qc(t)H<;(^) - N(t) 

, ' / H^(l) +'Hc(tt) \ , 'n nQ(fo- . 
.,. . * . , ' ' . "° (6-2). 

.. * » » . < ^ 

Gr,(k) and H_(k) are the components of the observed gravity and topography / 
* t> o / 
signals caused by convective forces and 'Q^fc) is their transfer function, f 

' * «". / 
» ->. n ->. •> 

Similarly, QT(k) relates tecfc.onic topography EL(k) to its induced u -v -*• 
Mgravity signal G(-(k). H'(k), the dbserved topography, ia obviously the 

"sum of Hc(k> and H ^ S ) . Note that H^ft/as in Equation (6-1), comprises. • . 

the topographic load, itself as well as a deflection of the lithosphere 
* " " ' ' ' , -v ' 

in response to that loVd. " The estimate of the admittance, Q(k), can be 
*', 

derived as before by Equation (2-8) and shall continue to be referred to «, 

as the isostatic response function even though there may be dynamic 

forces supporting the lithosphere. If the lithosphere responds isotro- • / 

pically to point loads applied"both from above and below both <^(t) and-

Q (k) are real functions but Q(k") is complex since1 H (k) and H_(k) are 

unlikely to»-have the same spatial phase and Q_.(k) id unlikely to be equal 

to Qn(k). In general, H„(k) will only be non-zero for those wavenumbers, 

Is', for which convection cells exist. Elsewhere, H (k)"*0 and Q(k) will 

- be a true estimate of CL(k) [Equation (6-4),]. Furthermore, if convection 
/ 

/ " 
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is in the' form of rolls aligned with axes parallel to the* shear between 

the lithospheric plate and the underlying asthenosphere [Figure 6-1(a)] 

or has a bimodal configuration with similar orientation [Figure 6-l(b)]» 

apparently anomalous values of QT(k) will be observed only in those 

directions which' are normal to the modal directions of connective flow. 

. The presence of small scale convection in the upper mantle can 

therefore be tested by examining whether the isostatic response function 

of a continental or. oceanic region is real and isotropic. Its detecfa-

bility will depend on the relative magnitudes of the Hp-H,, and GT-*GC 
J 

jpairs. Continental-regions are o,f primary interest in the present study 

and the Canadian Shield has been chosen as a test,area because it Is 

tectonically very old and therefore has a small H„(k). 

"A • • • ' / 
* ' ° * "* 

6.2 Canadian Shield Observations 

6.2.1 Isostatic response functions and coherence. Two over*-

lapping^but relatively rotated portions of the Canadian Shield have been 

analyzed: one with dimensions 3200 km by 1600 km [area I, Figure 6-3; 

the same region studied in Chapter 3] and the other 3000 km by 15Q0 km 

[#rea II, Figure 6-3], each containing approximately "the same number of 
* • i. 

evenly distribute'd data which were prepared for analysis in the usual 

manner [subsection 2.2.1].* "However, the observed'isostatic response 

functions have been computed using free-air gravity anomalies, rather 
v 
than Bougtter anomalies as in previous applications in this thesis, and 
are designated as Q'(k). The free-air gravity field of area I of the 



Figure 6-3. Location of the regions for which Q'(k) and y (k) 

were computed; the "A" direction of anomalous isostatic response „ 

[see text] is shown by the'arrows labelled-40 and 60 . The 

parallel diagonal lines are explained in the £ext- [from Stephenson 
' • JL * 

and Beaumont 1980],( \ . * 

» e> 
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Canadian Shield is shown in Figure 6-4. 

The relationship in the space domain between free-air and 

Bouguer gravity anomalies, g-(r) and g, (r) respectively, is 

gf(r) - gb(r) + 2*r pQ h(r) , (6-3) 

-K 
where -2irr p h(r), known as the Bouguer correction, represents the 

o « 

gravitational attraction of an infinite slab of density p and height! 

* * • — ' > 

h(r) abovethe datum surface; r is the gravitational constant. The 
Fourier transform of (6-3> is 

G j W •- Gfe(fc") + 2-nT po H(£) # 

and therefore 

G.(l) \ ( £ ) . 
- V " " ^ — + 2trr p , (£-4), 
H(fc) H(k) 

The effects of geological [non-isosfatic] noise on the free-ait and 

Bouguer gravity fields are essentially equivalent; thus, Equation. (6-4) 

indicates that the relationship between isostatic response functions 

for each, Q'(fc) and Q(k) respectively, is very simple: 

y 

- 1 -3 
2trp -0.11 mGal m for pQ-2700 kg m . 

Q' (£) - Q(fc") + 2irr p„ * J p (6-5); 

fc> 

/ ^ v 
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Figure 6-4. The free-air gravity field of area I of the 

Canadian Shield [cf. Figure 6-3] detrended of the GEM8 

[16 x 16] field. Positive values are indicated by stippling; 

contour interval is 20 mGal. Dimensions-are 3200 km by 

1600 km. Tectonic legend: Cd - Cordtlleran orogen, 

Ch - Churchill province, Gr - Grenville province, 

, Sp - Superior province, Sv - Slave province; cv - regions 

of Phanerozoic sedimentary cover. 
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The reason for observing Q1(k) in the present analysis is that 

free-air gravity anomalies and surface tocography are Expected to be 

Incoherent at their observable intermediate to lon% wavelengths where 
c 

any effects of snail scale convection might be most discernible. 

Q' and v as functions of jkj for area I of the Canadian Shield 

[Figure 6-3] are shown ifrFigure 6-5. Note that for the very long wave

lengths,, as |It| approaches zero, so also does Q" indicating that the 
* 

gravity effect of long wavelength topography Is isostatlcally compen-

sated by densities at sone depth in the lithosphere. Coherence y (|k|) 

<j| at" long wavelengths is essentially "nil also implying efficient isostatic 

compensation. Conversely, the computed values,of Q'(|k|) at short wave-

lengths, as |k| increases, approach 0.11 mGal m , the Bouguer correc

tion, the gravity effect of the topography Itself, indicating that there, 

is no effective Isostatic compensation of short wavelength topographic 

features. Such features are supported by the strength of the lithosphere. 

Coherence between topography and gravity at short wavelengths should • 

increase somewhat, either because features are not compensated or 

. o ' 

because the compensation lies too deeply in the crust to be detected. 

In fact Y remains very small as |k| increases:, an indication of the 

large amount of the gravity signal not related to the topography of the 

region. Q as a function of wavenumber modulus |k| for area II 

[Figure 6-3], though not illustrated here, is similar to that for area I, 

As was» recalled in subsection.lt* 1.2, observed isostatic 

response functions have previdusly been taken to be the real part of 
o r, 

the admittance between observed topography and gravity on the grounds 

" a l 

thatr,they measure an isotropic response to the impulse of surface loads 

http://subsection.lt*


•Figure 6-5. The real conponent [circles], with error bars' 

corresponding in^ length to two standard errors, and the amplitude 
» * 

[squares] of the isostatic response function Q*,. and the ' • * 

coherence squared Y [triangles] as functions of waveaumoer .» 

modulus [k| for area 1 of the Canadian Shield.' 
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" ' m l r- . , < 

only. ,In the presdnt application, in which the effects of a second 

source of lithospheric loading are sought, it is not correct to make 

the a priori physical assumption that Q' Is'<eole!y ta real function. ' 

Therefore, the amplitudes of the response function 'estimates are also 

plotted in Figure 6-5, Note that they .Sre for the most part similar -

to Real[Q*] testifying to small values, of the imaginary component of 
«^ . . " - » 

the admittance estimates. , 

Q' for both areas I and•II of the Canadian Shield has 'also " 
* • , . 

*» ->' •' 
been computed as a function o'£ It by •averaging within xravenumber annul! 
« - - ' ' " , 

through an azimuthal arc length of 30, [Figures 6-6(a), 6-7(a)]. These 

results are comparable "to those for Q(jkf), Figure 6-5, insofar as the 
li » ' " * . « ^ ^ 

values increase from zero to more than 0.10 mGal m .-from the longest <, 

to shortest wavelengths. Associated standard errors ate relatively 
..' • •* ° v 

large as shown by the extensive zones [diagonally hatched] in which the ' 

values are »not greater than zero by more than one standard error. - „ 

However, anomalous values in the area labelled A and-B contrast'-sub-

stantially to those at equivalent sravelengths in Figure 6-5. Relatively , 

large imaginary components in the estimates of the amplitude of Q'(k)" <• "-

contribute td the anomalously'high values in areas A and B. «To jud^^ ' 

better the' significance of these anomalies, which suggest a dlrectionally y 

anisotropic Q'(k), the hypothesis f/ :Q" = Q' was tested using an 
o r rs o . • . 

F-distributed statistic formulated through the principle of eictra sums " 

of squares, [Draper and Smith 19-67], The Q' ,. for annulus r,,.were cop- . • ts' 
,0 

puted from data in the 30 arc centred on azimuth s; Q" we^e computed 
r 

from the ensemble of remaining data in the annulus. For areas A and 1|_ - ' ^ / 
o . 9 a '• * 

of data set Ladd area B of data set II [Figures 6-6 (b), 6-7 (b)] the • 

probability that the process which^induces the isostatic response is 
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A 1 

Figure 6V6. (a) The amplitude of Q In mGal m ; (b)" the pro- • 

bability that the hypothesis Ho [see text] is true^ equivalent / 

to the level of significance at which Wo can be rejected; and 
"2 y -> 

D(C) Y as" functions of It for data in area I. Mote that data 

'*** ' -> V 
along the -It and It axes are., cymmetfic about the origxt!; the 
k r and k directions are analogous 'to the spatial x and y * ' x y / 

"coordinates [Figure 6-3]; the amplitude of Q' minus its accoci-

ated standard error' is zero «or less in the„diagonally lined 

region; features labelled A and B are discussed in the text 

[from Stephenson.and Beaumont 1980]. 

/ • , 
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FIGUTG 6-7. (a), (b), aad (c). Saao ao Figure 6-6 but for data in 

area IIs [froa StGphenoon and Beaumont 1980]. 
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a 
the oarae ao in other directions at the appropriate wavelength io- lees 

than 52 P The effects of coherent geological noise of course cannot 

totally be, discounted. Furthermore, although there is no significant 

[arbitrarily defined as greater than 0,5] anomaly in y at B In either 

,o£ the data sets [Figures 6-6(c), -6-7(c)], the free-air gravity aad 

topography signals at A jirc exceptionally coherent, particularly -in 

data set <I, At similar wavelengths, 200-600 km, coherence predicted 

by reasonable rheological models of the lithosphere in response to 

surface loading as well as shown by results shown in Figure 6-5 and 

observations discussed in Chapter 3 is very much smaller or is non

existent. The probability that this increased correlation is caused 

by highly correlated random geological noise is <5%, as demonstrated 

by the F-test, if the noise is dlrectionally isotropic. 

6.2.2 Power .spectra. Quantitative interpretation of the 

individual gravity and̂  topography power spectra is difficult because 

the spectra are not expected to he dlrectionally isotropic even in the 

absence of, ̂ convection and because there is a strong trend to increasing 

power at long wavelengths. The spectra have been detrended by normalis

ing each directional spectral estimate by its corresponding annularly 

averaged estimate; that is, 

sjcfo - sH$)/sH(|i|) 

and 

S'(S) = Sr(lc)/Sr(|t.|) QW"Q* 
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Figure 6-8. (a) The normalized [see tent] topography power spectrun 

S' and (b) the normalised free-air gravity power spectrum S'_ as 

functions of k for area I of the Canadian Shield. Q'(ky>0.10 mGal m 

within the cross-hatched regions [cf. Figure 6-6(a)]. 

— 1 2) 

\ 
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where S'(k) and Sl(k) are the normalised tocography and gravity power 

° "" -J- " -H 

spectra respectively. The natural logarithms of S'(k) and S'(k) are 
i » 

plotted in Figures 6-8(a,b), Thus, positive values indicate regions 

where the spectral power is greater than the"average of .the power in 

all directions at the corresponding wavenumber. The cross-hatched areas^ 

refer to isostatic.response anomalies A and B, defined by the Q'(&),= 

0.10 mGal m «contour in Figure 6-6(a). It should be noted, in terms of 
r » 

the 95% -confidence intervals associated with the, directional spectral 

estimates, that, the variations in S'(k) and S'(k) shown in Figures 6-8 

(a,b) have little significance. 

] For wavenumbers other than those of small .magnitude in the 

second quadrant there is, in general, little evidence in Figures 6-8(a,b),> 

of correlation between topogij&phy and free-air gravity. This result Is 

compatible with 'the small coherence squared estimates for the Canadian 

Shield' [Figure 6-6(c)] and indicates that little of the free-air gravity 

field^in the region is due to isostatic compensation"of surface topo-. 

graphy. Th§re is, however, some suggestion that the anomalous isostatic<a 

response at A and B is related to an increase in the power of t|ie gravity 

signal [Figure 6-8(b)]. ' . a 

4 6.2.3 Residual gravity anomalies. The observed gravity field 

can be separated into its isostatic and residual components, the former 

being that part of the signal due to the observed topography and its 

isostatic compensation, by assuming a particular mode of compensation 

mechanism. The results presented in Chapter 3, in which observed Q(|k|) 

were0compared to the theoretical isostatic response of a thin elasljB. 
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plate, showed that local,Isostatic compensation, with a compensation 

depth of 35 km, provided 'a suitable model for the observed response of-

area I of the Canadian Shield '[figure 3-5 (c)]. The residual* gravity 

map presented in Figure 6-9 has been produced 'by subtracting the 

gravity signal predicted by filtering the observed topography of area I 

with the indicated local response function model Q'(|k|) from the 

v ' '.. • 
observed free-air gravity field. Filtered results in the border regions 

of the study area' are not "meaningful because of the tapering function 

c. 

applied to the data prior to Fourier transformations. For this reason 

they have not been included in Figure 6-9. 

Because of the small coherence between the free-air gravity 
i » 

1 Q 

and the topography ofnarea I of the Canadian Shield, it is not surpris-

ing that the residual gravity field is very sxmilar to the total field 

[cf. Figure 6-4]. A northwest-southeast trending fabric, parallel to 

the ditectioh of the perturbation indicated by anomaly A in the 

isostatic response data [cf. Figure 6-3] is discernible in both the 
> 

gravity maps. It is not, clear whether this'fabric is uncorrectable 

with the gross geological and physiological structures of the study 

/ N 

'area. A similar trend is quite evident in the latter, their main * 

elements being, from southwest to northeast, the contact between 

Phanerozoic cover rocks and exposed Precambrian Shield, Hudson Bay, and 

the Superior-Churchill structural boundary. Thfere also are some gross. 

v- ^ 
geological elements, primarily *the Grenville-Superior, Superior

ly 
.Churchill, and Churchill^Slave structural boundaries, which are oriented ; 
approximately parallel to the direction of the anomaly B perturhation 

in the isostatic response results. The internal structural fabric of 



Figure 6-9. The residual free-air gravity field [total field 

less that part attributable to local isostatic response^f .the 

surface topography] of area I of the Canadian Shield. Positive 

values are indicated by stippling; contour interval is 20 mGal. 

Tectonic legend is the same as Figure 6-4. 
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^Figure 6-10. The normalised residual free-air gravity power 

spectrum as a function of k for area I of the Canadian Shield. 

* -> ""• -1 ° 
Q'(k)>Q.3j,Q mGal a within the cross-hatched regions [cf. 

- Figure 6-6Xa)J. ' ' 

& 
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the Superior and,Churchill provinces is, in general, similarly oriented 

[Price and Douglas, eds. 1972], ,-

The natural logarithm of the power spedtrum of the residual 

gravity'field, normalized in the same fashion as the topography and 

total gravity field were in subsection-6,2."2, is plotted as a function 

of k in Figure 6-10. The results indicate more strongly than the^total 

field results did [cf. Figure'6-8(b)] that there is a correlation 

between anomalous iso%tatic response of. the Canadian Shield and 

increased gravity spectral power. 

6.3 Discussion , 

6.3.1 Rotation of data. The reason for analyzing ttro over-

D 

lapping data sets xras simply to check for internal consistency -of the 

"results, and 'to avoid accepting those which were artifacts of the method 

of analysis related- to the choice of geometry^ Because each data set 

contains a large* subset of the other the results for, each were expected 
i> . 

to be similar, except rotated with respect to the coordinate axes. This 

Is partly the-case, . anomaly A in Q'(k) for set Is- for example,' is 

centred approximately on the 40 azimuth whereas for set II [Figure 6-7 • 

(a)] it centres on 60 . -The 20 rotation is appropriate to the orienta- ' 

tionBdf the two data.sets,since the anomaly reflects a spatial perturba-

tion normal to its" wavenumber domain azimuth [cf. the parallel diagonal 

lines in Figure 6-3]. .Anomalies A and B, elsewhere in the results of 

" -y. A2 -> * ' 
Q'(fc) and y (*k) in the two data sets," are also located accordingly. The 
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F-test, as it was formulated, however, appears not to have been a totally 

appropriate statistical judge of the significance of features A and B In 
0 0 

data sat II since feature B is so pervasive at the anomalous wavelengths. 
r 

In this respect it should be notpd that the estimates of «the amplitude 
* ft 

of Q'(k) in andmaly B for both data sets are,, in f act,' equivalBOT^ithin 

bounds established by their respective standard errors.t> Mora importantly, 

the wavelength of anomaly B in set I,Is centred at approximately 200 km 

whereas in set II' it ranges from 200 to nearly 400 km. °'This frequency 

shift may be partly because the raw "spectra are digitized on a cartesian 
o a o <• 

grid; since the spatial dimensions of the two data sets are not"the same 

neither are the frequencies for wtiieh spectral estimates exist. Further-
r t 

more, the cartesian gridded' spectral Estimates for one data set compared 

to the other may be thought of as having been rotated in some c^ses 
•a 

through the polar annular boundaries which during a rotation remain 
* ' f 

stationary. The wavenumbers of the annul! were chosen to he the same 

for "each data set. Mostly, hox<rever, the differences in the results for 

the two data sets are attributable to having too few data in each"spec-

,tral estimate to sufficiently reduce the high level of noise^which. is,' 

derived both from the finite nature* of the data sets and from variations 

in the geology" of continental crust. 

. 6.3.2 Anisotropy of the observed isostatic response and small 

scale convection. 0a the basis of the seemingly-correct rotations of 

the salient features of Q'(k) and y (k) between the two data sets,' it 

is concluded that the anomalous anisotropies in the observations are not 

methodological in origin. Whether thft results reflect pronounced effects. 
ft 

in the gravity field of dlrectionally non-random geological -structures 
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[cf. subsection 6.2.3] or whether they indicate that the isostatic 

response of the Canadian Shield is truly significantly isotropic is 

equivocal. 

With respect to the former supposition, however, it remains 

that not only is the spectral power of the residual gravity field 

apparently greater in the anomalous'directions [Figure"6-10] but that 

a » % 

this "excess" gravity signal also has significantly greater coherence 

with the topography than elsewhere. Yet, the residual gravity ia com

pletely independent of the gravity effect 'of the surface topography 

itselli. Additionally, if the anomalous results are geological in origin 

and are therefore related to the overall structural fabric of the 

Canadian Shield study area, their restriction to a particular spectral 

range may be problematic. This^Lsj/^ecause large scale geological 

structures usually mmic those occurring at a continuum of smaller 

scales., including thosest^ thej^axcroscopic level [S. Hanmer 1980, pers. 

comm.]. » 

dn the other hand, a truly anisotropic isostatic response 

function could be the result of a mechanically anisotropic lithosphere, 

an interpretation for which there is little or no., supporting'evidence, 

• either observational or theoretical; alternatively, it may be indicative 

of small scale sub-lithospheric convective flow as explained earlier 

[subsection 6.1.2], 

If the convection cell model is adopted as a"working hypotheaia, 

the presence of two anomalous directions [features A "ajid 1 in the esfcl-

mates, of Q'(k)] which are approximately perpendicular to one another 

suggests that the form of the convection is bimodal [Figure 6-l(b.)]. 
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The approximate orientation of.one of* the characteristic directions v 

[corresponding^ to anomaly A in the data] jls shown by the parallel dla- . 

gonhl*lines in Figure 6-3; the wavelength of both mades of convection 

cell is in 'the range of 600-200 1cm suggesting that penetration to the 

650 km mantle phases transition1 probably does not occur even"if the cells 

have a unitary aspect ratio. 

* Further interpretation of the results in terms <of the proper

ties of the convicting layer is not possible because Qr(k) cannot be 

accurately estimated^ unless JL(k)<<H„ (It) [Equation (6-2)], a'condition 

that requires a billiard ball Earth in the absence of convection. Even 

a knowledge of Q_(k) is not useful because the observed topography 
' i it 

o 

cannot be partitioned into its convective and tectonic components. 

Furthermore, convectively induced anomalies in Q(fc) will almost always 

be obscured in data from areas of significant tectonic topography 
a 1 

[Equation (6-2)]. This may explain why the anomaly was less distinct 

in a data set which encompassed a region twice as large as the Canadian 

Shield set I and included a considerable portion of the United States;' 
• _ ^ . <• 

this data set had a relatively large EL(k). 

Alternatively, the shear flow between lithosphere and astheno

sphere is not necessarily uniformly parallel under any single plate. 

» " i 

Preliminary numerical models of net flow based on the relative motions' 

and geometry of plates [Chase 1979] suggest that this"may be the case 

for the North•American plate. Under the Canadian Shield, however, the 

mean net,flow vectors calculated by Chase are aligned in a direction 

approximately parallel [taking into account differences in map projec

tions] to that indicated by the isostatic response data [Figure 6-3]. 

•u 
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Shear'stress vectors at^the baae of the lithosphere in the region of 

the Canadian Shield cqmputed from kinematic models of large scale mantle i 
« ' ' / 

° • / 
flow by Hager and O'Connell [1979] are similarly oriented. It should h, 

he noted, however, that in Both ''these'1 models the directions of the I 
f 

assumed plate motion and the computed return asthenospheric flow are 

not antlparallel beneath the Canadian Shield and that the consequences 

of this type of flow regime on small scale convection are unknown. The 

correspondence of one of t;he "characteristic directions in a h^imodal 

configuration of conve'ction with the direction of shear between the 
o 

lithosphere and asthenosphere is, of course, consistent with the theory 

of small scale convection discussed previously. The planform of convec-

tion will 'depend on the properties of the convecting layer as well as 

the velocity of the overlying plate and the duration of the applied 

shear [Richter and Parsons 1975]. The age of sea-floor spreading in the 

North Atlantic does not necessarily provide any insight regarding the 
> 

persistence of the direction of the shear flow beneath tjie Canadian 

Shield; therefbre the likelihood of a bimodal configuration of convection 

under the Canadian Shield cannot with certainty be tested against the 

theoretical predictions. Recently, luen et al. [1981] have argued that 

the stability of multimodel small scale convective flow in the upper 

mantle is strongly dependent upon a pronounced sub'-lithospheric low 

viscosity sane, the existence of which henea.th the Canadian Shield cannot 

be resolved on the basis of glacio-isoatatlc observations [Quinlan 1981J. 

"Seismologlcal oboervations le.g. Forsyth 1975] suggest, however, that 

the mantle low velocity gone, which may be analogous -to the low viscosity 

zone, is less evident beneath old lithosphere than it is beneath young. 



6.4 Summary 

. A new methodology has been advanced to detect the effects of 

small scale Rayleigh-Benard convection in the upper mantle and has been 

applied to a portion of the Canadian Shield. It represents the first 

attempt [cf. Stephenson and Beaumont 1980] to identify small scale con

vection beneath continental litholfpRBre. The theoretical framework of 

small scale convection is not well-constrained and this is particularly 

true of convection beneath continents where it is capped by a thicker, 

more structurally complex lithosphere than beneath oceans. The mechani

cal behaviour of continental lithosphere itself, and therefore how it 

would respond to forces derived from convection, is not a subject about 

which there is geophysical consensus. Consequently, the results of the 

present analysis, in which the effects of a bimodal scheme of °small 

scale convection may have been recognised, are speculative. This is 

especially true because the indicated modal directions are conformable 

with the gross structural and physiological trends of the study area. 

It is noteworthy in this respect, however« that one of these directions, 

corresponding to anomaly A in the results, is also conformable with the 

orientation of shear stress vectors at the base of the lithosphere in 

the study area based on numerical models of large scale mantle flow.* 

i? 
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Chapter 7. Summary and Prospectus 
1, 

J 

7.1* Continental Isostatic Response Functions 

It was originally intended that the present study would place 
r> •" 

greater emphasis than it ultimately«does on what isostatic response 

functions reveal about the rheology and structure of the continental" 

lithosphere. When the study was begun the work of Banks et al, [1977] 

and McNutt and Parker [197S] had been recently published. Particularly 

interesting was McNutt and Parker's result that the apparent flexural 

rigidity of the Australian lithosphere was less than that-of the 

tectonically younger United States, They interpreted this to be duetto 

a viscoelastic continental lithosphere but acknowledged that the results 

were subject to problems arising from the geological heterogeneity of 
A 

the study areas and ̂ the potential effects of topographic erosion. It 

was hoped in the present study to address these problems and, having 

done so, to find evidence to either support or refute the viscoelastic 

model. The idea was to calculate isostatic response functions for each 

of the large, essentially homogeneous geological provinces of North 

America, to determine whether their differences, if any, were correlat-

able with their inferred tectonic ages, and then to interpret the 
-> P 

changes in terms of a rheological model of the lithosphere. At the 

time, no published continental isostatic response function had heen 

calculated from data derived from a single geologically homogeneous » 

study area. 
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In Chapter 2 the data used in subsequent analyses were intro- -

,duced and the methods of data-reduction described. Standard techniques 

were, employed although the method chosen to minimize the effects of 
s 

using finite data sets differs from those of Lewis and Dorman [1970] and 

McNutt [1978]. Synthetic data were analyzed to prove the method's 

suitability. "' ' 

The calculated isostatic response functions were presented in 

Chapter 3 and were initially interpreted in terms of the simplest model 

available, the time-invariant elastic thin plate model of Banks et al. 

[1977], Because of the errors associated with the response function 

estimates and because of the inherent non-uniqueness of calculated 

gravitnr anomalies, it was difficult to place a great deal of confidence 

in the results of the interpretation. In general, as the geological 

age of the study area increases the observed isostatic response function 

falls off to zero [implying the existence of either very deep or no 

isostatic compensation] at smaller wavenumbers. The results of *a one-

norm misfit analysis suggested that the qualitative differences In %he , 

observed response functions are controlled more by changes In the depth 

of the compensating density discontinuity [i.e., in general becoming 
r 

deeper with increasing tectonic ,agej than by changes in lithospheric 

^jV flexural 'rigidity. Even so, the best-fitting elastic plate models 

required that the flexural_ rigidity varies3 by at least two orders of (# 

magnitude between the different sampled geological provlncea. It was 

concluded on this basis that a single elastic plate model with time-

invariant physical properties would not suitably characterize all of 

f 

• the observed isostatic response functions.- Because there is no geo-

dynamic reason to believe that the rheological properties: of an elastic 
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lithosphere should vary arbitrarily in some way not related to the 

tectonic age of the lithosphere, the time-invariant elastic model in 

general was tentatively rejected- Any conclusions based on the 

' < r 
» ir 

observed isostatic response functions were considered to be only tenta-

tive because of large errors associated with the .individual response 
.4 

function estimates. „ 

In Chapter 5 expressions for the theoretical isostatic 

response functions of' a thin plate viscoelastic [Maxwell] lithosphere 

I 
loaded by eroding"topography were developed, The viscoelastic model 

o -
of McNutt and Parker [1978] was not considered because it does account 

for the erosion of tectonically old topography and, in fact, requires 

topography to grow through time. Rather, two simple erosion-dependent 

loading models were investigated: Model 1, In which the uniform visco-
Q 1 

elastic lithosphere is loaded suddenly by topography which subsequently 

erodes, and Model 2, in which topography, formed above a thermally., 

weakened orogenically active lithosphere and therefore in a state of 

local isostatic equilibrium, erodes after the lithosphere has cooled 

and achieved some greater degree of flexural strength. Models 1 and 2 

"represent the first attempts to quantitatively describe the long term 

isostatic evolution of long wavelength eroding continental topography. 

, The parameters of even the simple time-invariant elastic 

isostatic response model, flexural rigidity D and compensation depth(s) 

z , were too insensitive to be confidently constrained by a Careful 

analysis of model and observation misfits. Additional parameters in 

the erosional isostatic models are the erosion time constant o, which 

is probably-a function of*wavenumber, and the viscous relaxation time 

c 

\ 
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constant x . "JSecause of the additional complexity 0$ the erosional 

.models it was concluded that a rigorous approach to their interpreta

tion, such as a misfit analysis, would not.be profitable." Rather, only 

general"observations were made. > , » 

• In both Models 1 and 2, th£ general effects o£ erosion through t * 
i • 0 \ 

11 time are those of progressively more pronounced overcompensation of 

"topography as wavenumber increases. This, feature of the models con- * 

trasts with the'observed isostatic response functions which tend to 
si. • 

fall off to zero values at smaller wavenumbers as the geological age 
of the study area increases. In the absence of systematic changes In 

r. • " » 
compensation depths- between geological provinces, as discussed in 

Chapter 3, there is no way the erosional Isostatic models can reproduce 

this apparent time dependency in observed' response functions. In this 

respect, the best the models can doois to predict essentially unchang-

ing isostatic response functions through time. 
» t> <, 

In the case of Model 1 this would require either (1) an 
' " ' l ' 

elastic plate rheology, resulting in a model equivalent to that of 
* • * " \ " ° 

Banks et al. [1977] discussed and tentatively rejected1 ifl Chapter 3; 
or (2) viscoelastic rheology ;with a viscous relaxation constant x 

' ' l -

relatively small compared to the erosion constant a, resulting in local 
isostatic compensation of Appalachian and older topography fFigure 5-17J, 

/ 

a feature of the observations also, not wholly jln agreement with the % 

misfit analyses of Chapter 3. Isostatic evolution of continental 

lithosphere solely in terms of Model 1-type development is therefore 

considered unlikely. 
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. _ ' In the case of Model 2, the terms pf which requite the litho-

sphere to cool and thicken through time, a*time-invariant theoretical 
* i 

v 

isostatic response is not -strictly possible. Reduction of'erosional 

effects [i.e., isostatic overcompensation] through time is favoured by 

- very slow erosion rates, [large o] and/or small viscous relaxation time 

22 25 

constants x. Models with parameters D=10 -10 Nm, T=100-0.5 Ma, 

0=250-300 Ma, and z" =35 kmx result in isostatic response functions which 

do nc%--»vary greatly for times greater than the age of the Appalachian 

region [e.g. Figure 5-20], o This result is not,inconsistent with the 

observations given their large standard errors and the possibility that 

compensation depth varies from region to region; 

The general implication of the Model 2 results was that the 

continental lithosphere is unlikely to have a purely elastic rheology. 

In such a case, p^rt of She crustal root providing local isostatic 

compensation to initial topography remains in the lithosphere after 

some or all of the topography has been erqded. This results in marked 

overcompensation of remnant topography. Since marked overcompensation 

is not indicated by the isostatic response functions observed in tec-

tonically old .regions of North Americas it was concluded that the 

flexural'stresses induced by erosion are relaxed within geological 

* lengths of time. In this respect, the viability of a viscoelastic 
. "" l _*t 

model"of continental lithosphere-with parameters such as those listed 

above, has been explicitly illustrated. It was not'ed, howevfejr, that a *^ 

possible alternative mode of relaxation"of the inferred' .erosional 
t 3 * r 

stresses, not considered in the present"thesis, is pjastic failure. ^ \ 

In \ u s ; c m ^ plastic « * » ua/induae laIga scal-a fauiung. of " . 

-the upper part of the lithosphere. v 
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In Chapter 6S it was shown how observed isostatic response 

functions could be analyzed in order to detect the effects of small , 

* o 

scale Rayleigh-Benard convection in the upper0mantle. The postulated 

i * < 

technique does not require a knowledge of the mechanics of the isostatic 

compensation of surface topography and therefore is not subject to the 

interpretive difficulties associated with gravity anomalies discussed 

in Chapters 3 and 5. Rather, it depends on the interaction of the 

isostatic response function characterizing surface topography and its 

cpmpensation and the potentially existing analogous transfer function 

characterizing the lithospheric topography and gravity signal produced 

by sub-lithospheric convection. A result of any such interaction is 

that the observed isostatic response function may not be real and 

directionally isotropic as it nis normally assumed. The method was 

applied to the Canadian Shield data set where the erosionally attenuated 

topographic signal was an advantage rather than a source^of uncertainty 

as in the lithosphere* rheology and structure investigation. The results 

» 

of the Canadian Shield analysis, in which the effects of a bimodel 

'scheme of small scale convection may have been recognized, are specula-

tive because one of the indicated modal directions is conformable with 

the gross structural and physiological trends of the study area." 

The postulated detection technique may be usedyin oceanic as 

well as continental Regions provided sufficient data exist. However, 

its future application is limited by (1) the need for minimal tectonic 

[surface] topographic signal and (2) theoretical considerations which 

suggest that small scale/convection may be stable within a narrow range 

of physical conditions. With respect to the second category, the 
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theoretical framework of small scale convection in the upper mantle is 

not well-constrained and its physical viability continues to be a 

subject of debate [e.g. Yuen et al. 1981]. 

7.2 Evolution of Continental Topography 

* Two modes of the evolution of continental topography have been 

considered in the» present study. The first, ..presented'in Chapter 4, 

> pertains to regions undergoing tectonic uplift and is independent of , 

extriiisic isostatic effects. The theoretical linear transfer function 

relating topography and tectonic uplift rate was formulated on the 

premise that the observed form of the topography is produced solely ' 

by the interaction of the uplift and erosion. The technique was applied 

to South Island3 New Zealand, for which a map of uplift rate data was 

available [Wellman 1979]."' 

The reason for the South Island uplift-topography analysis 

was to indirectly test a suggested linear erosion model which postulates 
s * 

v 

that the erosion rate of harmonic topography is proportional to the 

amplitude of the topography remaining at any time and that the prppor-

tionality factor depends on the topographic wavenumber. It was con

cluded on the basis of the South Island analysis that the postulated 

harmonic erosion relation could not be'rejected*at wavenumbers less 
0 

' -1 " 

than or equal to 0.01 km . Thus, the non-linear effects on erosion 

of local changes in lithology, climate, and vegetation are implidHtly 

assumed to be significant only at greater wavenumbers and the erosion 
l. 0 

relation could therefore be suitably applied to longer wavelength 
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isostatic response problems such as those summarized in section 7.1. 
JS * 

o 

However, it was pointed out in Chapter 4 that the form of the 

theoretical uplift rate-transfer function was such that it could not 
& 

be expected to constrain the parameters of the erosion model by con

sidering the South Island data. This result was confirmed in Chapter 5 

in terms of the probable parameter values implied by the isostatlcally 

controlled erosion of topography characteristic of North American geo-

logical provinces. In the context of the postulated harmonic erosion 

model, the erosion constant of topography having a wavelength in the . 

•range "100-1000 1cm is evidently in the range 200-400 Ma. • ' . 

In Chapter 5S the post-tectonic evolution oi North American 

topography was modelled in terms of the thin plate viscoelastic* 

[Maxwell] lithosphere isostatic Models 1 and 2 [cf. section 7.1]. The 

analysis* represents the first attempt to characterize the rheology 6"f 

the continental lithosphere by investigating the long term* erosional «„ 

decay of continental topography. The form of the topographic decay 

was established by comparing the observed topography\ power spectra of 

the studied North American geological provinces. Accordingly, it was 

assumed that, the spectral configuration of the topography of each was 

initially approximately the same thus implying the existence of a 

stable continental lithosphere and similar modes of mountain-building 
o 

In the Archean as at the present [e.g. Davies 1979]. The topography 

power spectrum of the tectonically young Cordilleran region of western 

North America was assumed to be representative of initial continental' 

topography. Erosion was quantified in terms of-the relation postulated" 



and discussed in Chapter 4 and was*incorporated into the viscoelastic 

lithosphere isostatic deformation models as feedback in a Ixnear filter 

network. 

\ ' 

The results of a misfit analysis of model predictions and 

observations showed, for both Models 1 and 2, that the best overall 

reproduction of the observed "decay curves is provided by at viscoelastic 

as opposed to purely elastic lithosphere. Model 2 provided smaller 

minimum .misfit than Model 1 but neither set of results strongly con-

strained'the values of the rheological model parameters, flexural 

. rigidity D and viscous relaxation time constant T. Possible Model 2 

parameters are not inconsistent with those determined by Beaumont 

[1981] from a model of the stratigraphic evolution,of the Alberta , 
i ' . ' * ° <> 

' • ' 25 * 
Forelaiid Basin on a s t a b l e v i s c o e l a s t i c l i t hosphe re [D=10 Nm; 

" * 
T=27.5 Ma]. 

" ' For the most part',both models fail to adequately reproduce 

the. early phase qf post-tectonic 'topographic decay evidenced by the ' 

Appalachian spectral data, a feature of the observations apparently 

"̂ ---̂ lot explicable in terms of the implied effects of depth- and time-

dependent rheological model parameters D and x. It was shown, however, 
s V 

that the implications of the Appalachian data in comb'ination with an , 

. incorrect assumption regarding either the linear erosion relation 

and/or the representation of the present-day Cordilleran topography 

spectrum as the initial topography spectrum^ are such that a purely 

elastic lithosphere model could not be ruled out. Nevertheless, the 

isostatic response analysis summarized in section 7.1 does seem to 

preclude pure elasticity as a viable lithosphere rheology. In this 
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respect, the important result of the topography decay analysis is that 

the present-day remnant topography, of very old continental regions 

such as the Canadian Shield could have been supported during its entire 

evolution by a viscoelastic lithosphere with a relaxation time constant 
V 

, as.small as 1-10 Ma. The theoretical models have shown that the com

bined effects of erosion and viscous relaxation of elastic stresses 

induced by past and present typographic and erosional loading are 

favourable to a reduction in the decay rate of topography compared to 
to 

thafbf eroding topography loading an elastic lithosphere. 

7.3 Prospectus: Geodynamic Modelling of Old ContinentaT*Regions 

Further observation of the relationship between distributed 

continental typography and gravity, as it is formalized by the isostatic 

fa 

response-function, is unlikely to be profitable in terms of the geo

dynamic modelling of continental lithosphere. This is primarily a 

reflection of the complexity and interaction of the many orogenic 

processes and diverse tectonic elements inherent to the formation and 

accretion of new continental crust. The result is that too much of the 

gravity signal observed on continents is not related, to topographic 

variation and its isostatic compensation. Therefore, further applica-, 

tion of the kinds of flexural models developed in .this thesis, in 

which the important role of erosion in the isostatic process has 'been 

quantitatively considered, will necessarily be toward the construction 

of geodynamic models of particular structural elements of. continental 

regions. 
/ 
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Of course, given that old continental regions have undergone 

large amounts of erosion,' the recognition 'of structural analogues 
It 

between young and geologically old terranes may be problematic. In 

this respect, large scale gravity anomalies continue to serve as 

indicators of the gross internal structure of continental lithosphere. 

Consider, for example, the large amplitude,, paired, linear gravity 

anomalies associated with the structurally and/or radiometrically 

recognized boundaries'between the various geological provinces of the 

Canadian Shield. These gravity anomalies have been interpreted, in 

general, as signatures of vestigal sutures between collided continental 

blocks of different thickness, age, and internal structure [Gibb and 

Thomas 1976; cf. Thomas 1975, Thomas and Tanner 1975°, Kearey 1976, 
i 

Gibb and ThonJas 1977, Thomas and Gibb 1977, Thomas et al. 1978, Thomas 

and .Kearey 1980], Typically, such gravity models indicate that the 

younger of the adjacent crustal blocks is thicker and denser than the 

older and that the base of the crust of the latter dips toward the 

inferred contact between them over a distance of 100-20Q km [Glhb and 

Thomas 1976]. V < ; 

, Beaumont [1978, pers. comm.; 1981] has suggested that the 

wavelengths of the Precambrian "suture zone" gravity anomalies may 

vary according to the age of the inferred continental collision and 

that the1suture zones themselves may be highly eroded direct descendents 

of the marginal fold-thrust mountain/foreland basin tectonic element of 

Phanerozoic mountain belts [e.g. Coney 1973]. In North America these 

include the Rocky Mountains and Alberta Foreland Basin of the eastern 

margin of the Canadian Cordillera and the Valley and Ridge province of „ 



the Southern Appalachians and westward adjacent Paleozoic foreland 

basins [Figure 7-1]. 

Fold-thrust mountains and adjacent foreland basins are mech-
0 

anically coupled in their evolution in that it is the regional iso

static subsidence generated by the former -which supplies the foredeep 

in which the sediments of the latter accumulate [Price 1973]. In terms 

of the geotectonic cycle envisaged by Dewey and Bird [1970], foreland 

basins form on" stable continental lithosphere.either in a back-arc" 

environment during the. island arc/subduction/thermal doming 

["cordilleran"] orogenic phase [Figure 7-2(a)] and/or suprajacent to 

suturing and subduction during a continent-continent collision orogenic 

phase [Figure 7=2(b)]. Beaumont [1981], from whom Figure 7-2"is taken, 

refers to these two kinds of foreland basin as retroarc and peripheral 

basins respectively [cf. Dickinson 1974]. In either case, the foreland 

basin sedimentary sequence is underlain By "miogeosynclinal" sediments 

formed on a pre-existing subsiding Atlantic-type continental shelf. 

Among the postulated Canadian Shield analogues of Phanerozoic 

fold-thrust mountain/foreland basin terranes, the most easily recogniz

able is the "suture" peripheral to .Superior province [cf. Figure 7-1] 

which' is characterized by the lower Proterozoic sedimentary and 

volcanic rocks of the Labrador Trough and Cape Smith Fold-Belt [e.g. 

Gibb and Walcott 1971, Davidson 1972], Miogeosynclinal, shelf-type, 

sediments found in the western part of the Labrador Trough [Davidson 

1972] may be equivalent to the basal miogeosynclinal sequence of the 

conceptual model of Phanerozoic foreland basins [Figure 7-2], To the 

north in the Labrador Trough and along the southern margin of the Cape 
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Figure 7-1. Generalised tectonic*map of North America [after 

King and Edmonston 1972] showing the main geological provinces 

and locations of<the cross-sections shown in Figure 7-2i 

A-A', Cordilleran;. B-B', Appalachian; C-C, Grenville; 

D-D', Churchill-Cape Smith; E-E', Churchill-Labrador Trough. 

Legend: (1) Phanerozoic orogens! Ap - Appalachian, 

Cd - Cordilleran; (2) Canadian Shield structural provinces: 

Ch - Churchill, Gr - Grenville, Nn - Nain, Sp - Superior, 

Sv - Slave; (3) cr - regions of Phanerozoic or Proterozoic 

sedimentary cover. Diagonally lined regions are fold-thrust 

zones; FB signifies forelan4 basin. 

a 

r 
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Figure 7-2, Schematic illustration of the formation of 

(a) retroarc and (b) peripheral foreland basins by the flexural 

bending of cratonic lithosphere. „ In each case the foreland basin 

is deposited unconformably on an underlying Atlantic-type margin. 

(a) Retroarc basins are formed next to "cordilleran" orogens 

whereas (b) peripheral foreland basins occur as a result of 

continent-continent collision [from Beaumont 1981], 
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Smith Fold-Belt it is probable that miogeosynclinal facies rocks have 

been removed by erosion [Dimroth.1970]. Thrusting of the eastern part 

of the Labrador Trough is westerly, or cratonward, in orientation 

° . * 

[Dimroth 1970, Kearey 1976], similar to the sense of thrusting and 

decollement in younger fold-thrust regions such as the Rocky Mountains 

and Appalachian Valley and Ridge [Coney 1973, Price 1973, Bird and 

Dewey 1970]. ' . * 

The pre-existing passive continental margin, at which the 

basal miogeosynclinal sedimentary sequence of^foreland basins has », 

developed [e.g. Beaumont 1981], is assumed,to have formed by previous 

continental rifting and sea-floor spreading. Provided it is sufficiently 

old that it has cooled to thermal equilibrium [~200 Ma; Beaumont 1981], 

the subsequent development of the superimposed-foreland basin can be 

"assumed to be relatively unaffected by thermally controlled subsidence. 

Beaumont [1981] quantified such a scheme and showed that the stratigra-

phic form of the Alberta Foreland Basin, can be successfully modelled in 
\ 

terms of a thin viscoelastic plate lithosphere with flexural rigidity 

25 - ' « ' 
D=1Q Nm and relaxation time constant T=27.5 Ma. 

Figure 7-3 illustrates that the Bouguer gravity anomalies 

associated with the Albertan and Appalachian Foreland Basins as well as 

those associated with the Precambrian Grenville Front [Grenville-

Superior "suture"; cf. Thomas and Tanner 1975], the Cape Smith Fold 

Belt, and the Labrador Trough. tChurcfl&LU-Superior "suture"; cf. Kearey 

1976, Thomas and Gibb 1977, Tliomas et al. 1978, Thomas and Kearey 1980] 
——*"-—" • j 

can be generated In a first-order fashion' by a single elastic, flexure- ' 

type deformational model of the "lithosphere. The locations of the 
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Figure 7-3. Bouguer gravity profiles [solid lines] from the 

cross-sections located'in Figure 7-1 compared to the theoretical 

gravity profiles [dashed lines] of the single layer broken 

elastic plate flexure model illustrated in Figure 7-4; chosen 

flexural parameters X as shown. Slashes refer to fold-thrust 

zories [or to the location of the Grenville Front in the case of 

profile C-C*]; FB refers to foreland basin. 
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gravity profiles, plotted with solid lines^Figure 7-3, are.shown in 

Figure 7-1; they were derived from the raw gravity data provided by 

* 
c the Canadian and American governments' Earth Physics branch and , 

- ̂  

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration respectively and have • 

been detrended of the Goddard Earth Model 8 [Wagner at al.t1977j 

spherical harmonic representation of„the -Earth's gravity field [cf. 

subsection 2.2.1]. 

P 
The theoretical^gravity\ anomalies, plotted with dashed lines 

in Figure 7-3, refer to the model) illustrated in Figure 7-4 comprising 
to ^ 

a broken thin elastic plate overlying a fluid substratum flexed down-

'ward by a point load applied at the free edge. In reality the locfd 

would1" be distributed and would be due to the fold-thrust mountains and 

sediment accumulation within the foreland basin. The deformation of a 
V . P no ' \ * 

broken thin elastic plate loaded at its "free edge such as shown in 

"Figure 7-4 can be found by solving" the thin elastic plate equation 

[Equations (3-1)] under appropriate boundary conditions and is [e.g.* 

Walcott 1970b, Hanks 1971, Parsonsoand Molnar 1976] 

w(x) = P' exp [-2irx/X] cox °[2irxA] \ - C7-li) 

where 

• 2P 
p i s = ' ' C7-HI); " o ApgX 

P is the magnitude jaf the point load at' the free edge [dimensionally a 
o * pi* \ 

force per unit wi4th in two dimensions],, Ap is the density difference 

s \ 
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of the underlying substratum and surficial infilling materials, g is 

the gravitational acceleration, and X, called the flexural parameter, 

is defined as 

X = 
4D 
Apg 

-,1/4 

(7-2) 

where D is the elastic flexural as defined in Equation (3-lii). The 
i 

gravity anomaly generated by deformation w(x) has been calculated by 

taking its Fourier transform, 

P' -1 
W(k) » -^ l + lk (7-3), 

Zir [2X -k ]+i[2kA ±] 

the origin having been assumed to be coincident with the free edge of 

the plate," and substituting into Equation (3-10), 

G(k) = 2irr W(k) / I s - exp[-27rkz] dz (3-10)",' 

where T is the gravitational constant. The form of (3-10) is such that 

a solution for the vertical density gradient of the lithosphericAplate 

could be found by inverting the observed gravity spectrum. In the 

present case, however, the simple one-layer forward model [Figure 7-4] 

has been cbnsidered such that Equation (3-10) reduces to [cf, sub

section 3.3.2; Equations (3-18,19,20)] 

G(k) = 2irr W(k) Ap exp[-2irkz ] (7-4) 
m 



Figure 7-4. The single layer broken elastic plate flexure model. 

P' is the displacement of the free edge of the plate caused by a 

point load P ; P approximates the effect of the fold-thrust 

mountain/foreland basin load [stippled region], Bouguer gravity 

anomalies are generated in the areas marked ±Ap. 

\-\ 
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where z is the normal [undeformed] depth to the single lithospheric 

density interface, assumed to be the Mohorovicic discontinuity at the' 

base of the crust. The theoretical gravity spectrum calculated thus 

[Equation,(7-4)] was then inverse Fourier transformed into the space 

domain to provide the modelled profiles shown in Figure 7-3. 
v ' 0 

\ t 1 

The profiles in Figure 7-3 are arranged in order to increase 

in tectonic age from top to hottom and are presented such that the 

flexured cratonward lithospheric block lies consistently to the right-

hand side of the diagrams 

These preliminary calculations show that the gravity anomaly 

t 

generated by a single flexure-type model does provide a reasonably 

good first-order reproduction of all the observed gravity profiles 

regardless of their tectonic age. The unexplained left-hand side 

positive gravity anomaly characterizing all but the Cordilleran may 

indicate upward flexure of^the orogenic lithospheric block related to 

post-tectonic erosion of topography. The results imply that all of 

the cross-sections may have a common origin as fold-thrust mountain/ 

foreland basin regions as postulated by Beaumont [1981]. In each cal-
-3 culation z . and Ap were assumed to be 35 km and 600 kg m respectively. 

The other parameters of the flexure model, P and X, appear to vary in 

a manner which is consistent with the relative variations of the» 

tectonic ages of the observed cross-sections [Figure 7-5(a)J. Figure 

7-5 (b) shows the variation in the flexural parameter recast in terms 

of the flexural rigidity D [Equation (7-12)]. 

The apparent decrease through time of the elastic flexural 

rigidity may imply viscous relaxation of elastic flexural stresses 
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Figurev7-5. (a) Model parameters X and P and (b) A recast In 
o 0" 

« a 

terms "of flexural rigidity D [Equation (7-2)] as schematic. • 

functions of the tectonic age of the cross-sections. 

4* 
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[e.g. Walcott 1970a,„McNutt and Parker 1978, Cochran 1980] but such a 

conclusion is equivocal because df the certain importance of the 

erosional history of the applied load in the viscoelastic model. The 

decrease in the effective load P in the elastic models is indicative 
o 

to •> 
of erosionaj) reduction. ' _ " 

• * 

Erosion may play an important role even in the earliest 

stages x»f foreland ba§xn development. In Beaumont's''[1981] model of 

the Alberta Foreland Basin, although basin subsidence is initiated by 

the regional lithospheric flexure induced by the load of the adjacent 

fold-thrust mountain belt, a controlling factor in its ensuing develop

ment" is the large scale erosion of the fold-thrust belt. Subsequent 

evolution of the, fold-thrust mountain/foreland basin region, in the 

absence of renewed orogenic activity and/or further cratonward thrust

ing, may be presumed to be driven entirely byothe erosion and removal 

of the mountain and basin materials. 

The preliminary"elastic flexure model results presented here 

suggest that more complete modelling of Precambrian "suture" zone 

gravity anomalies may readily be accommodated in terms of lithospheric 

flexure controlled by the erosional evolution of Phanerozoic fold-thrust 

mountain/foreland basin regions. It is proposed that the techniques 

developed in this thesis, in which the isostatic effects of an eroding 

load on a linear viscoelastic lithosphere have been quantified, might 

, be profitably applied to the construction of a single geodynamic model 

of continental "suture" zones. It is expected that the results of 

• such a study could further characterize the rheology of stable 

continental lithosphere, especially in respect to the question of the 
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existence or non-existence of viscous relaxation of elastic stresses 

in the lithosphere within the geological time frame. 

\ . 
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